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PREFACE.

This work is intended for Architects, Architectural Stu-

dents and Builders.

The Author has been induced to prepare it because of his

inability to find, among the many excellent works on the

Mathematics of Construction, one that could be readily adapted

as a reference book, treating of the various details of Iron and

Steel as applied in the construction and finishing of buildings.

It was considered advisable to give but general information

on the manufacture of Iron in the first chapter, to serve as an

introduction to the chapters on Construction which immediately

follow, and to give in these chapters such simple formuk. and

complete tables as would readily enable one to calculate the

strength of beams, girders, etc., subject to a transverse strain,

and of vertical supports subject to compression.

Desiring to give as much information as possible in relation

to the construction and practical description of the miscella-

neous details, especial attention has been given to their illus

tration.

VViM. H. BiRKMIRE.
New York, March, i8qi.





BOOK NOTICES.

A book with Messrs. John Wiley & Son's endorsement, as publishers, can

generally be depended upon as being well written, and by some one who under-

stands his subject, and Mr. Birkmire's convenient work is no exception to the

rule. Architects have long wanted just such a book as this, simple, practical, and
comprehensive, for daily use in the office by draughtsmen engaged in laying-out

iron-work.

—

American Architectiire and Buildi72g N^eivs, May 2, 1S91.

We are able to commend this work without hesitation to all of our readers.

Architecture and Building,

This book has made its appearance at an opportune moment and is worthy

to take its place among the other valuable contributions to the literature dealing

with structural problems which the same firm have published. The need of a

practical work of reference dealing with the sizes, weights and strength of the

different classes of iron and steel material used in modern buildings, combined

with plain instruction in all the detail work and reliable data, has been well and

adequately filled by the publication of Mr. Birkmire's treatise.

Amcncan Artisan, Chicago.

The appearance of this book is timely and the treatment of the subjects

involved fair and explicit. It should suffice to say that it would be difficult indeed

to name any variety of architectural iron work the details of which, according to

approved construction, would not be found illustrated and described. We believe

the book merits and will receive a cordial reception from architects and engineers

who have to do with building construction. It will certainly be of use and value

to students of architecture and young draftsmen who wish to acquire familiarity

with iron and steel building construction and details.

—

American Manufacturer.

In this day of gigantic construction, when many architects think more of

building to themselves monuments in lofty or striking structures than providing

for the safety of the occupants, it is well for some careful person to come along
and give us practical hints as to how much responsibility we should place on our

girders of iron and steel, and to add to these hints tables showing sizes and
weights, so that he who is in great haste, may find what is needed without

recourse to the usual processes of computation. It appears that no important

principle of metal construction has been omitted, nor has any been superficially

treated. This, added to the numerous cuts and illustrations of a high order,

renders the book most valuable to the builder as well as architect.

Public Opinion, Washington, May 22, iSgi.

As a technical reference book it is invaluable from the fact that the designer

of any piece of architectural iron work may find his weights and strains carefully

calculated and in form exceedingly convenient. To those who do not care to go
into the study of details and construction, and yet desire to avail themselves of
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the practice and experience of others who have made the use of iron and steel

their special study, this work is of great value.— The National Builder, Chicago.

Das Buch wird von einem in dieser Branche arbeitenden Fachmann warm
empfohlen. Er schreibt u. A. :

" Das Buch, welches jeder Architect zur Hand
haben sollte, behandeli erschopfend, was man nothig hat zu wissen fur das Ent-

werfen und die Auffuhrung feuersicherer Gebaude. Der Verfasscr, seit einer

langen Reihe von Jahren in einem der grdssten Architectural Iron Works als

Bureauchef und Constructeur practisch thatig, hat diese Arbeit unternommen,

weil er unter den vielen vorzliglichen Werken iiber die Eisenarchitectur keines

gefunden, welches als practisches Handbuch dienen konnte. Das Ziel, welches

er sich gestellt, hat er vollkommen erreicht." Wir fiigen dem bei, dass das Buch

in jeder Hinsicht empfehlenswerth und permanent vverthvoll als Lehr- und Nach-

schlagebuch ist.

—

Der Techniker.

Many "Builders' Guides" and "Architects' Pocketbooks" have been

published, but they are as a rule too general in their remarks, and attempt to

cover too much ground. Mr. Birkmire, however, has confined his efforts to

explaining the use of iron, steel, etc., as applied to modern building, and beyond

a few general tables has not attempted to write a treatise on building. This is the

best point about the book. The information is well arranged and given in an

intelligible manner, without much use of discouraging-looking calculations,

which often alarm the architect and student. It will be a comfort to the archi-

tectural student, and useful to the architect. The average builder might also

learn a good deal from its pages.

—

Railroad Gatette, April 15, iSgr.

This is a decided improvement on the practice adopted in the various hand-

books of manufacturers, because it enables the minimum section required to be

calculated at once.

—

Architectural Era, May, iSgi.

Its scope is that of a handy reference book. It occupies a field not covered

by any other publication and should be in the hands of every intelligent architect

and builder in the country.

—

Artisan, Cincinnati, April, 1891.

Now that iron is being used so much more every day in the construction of

buildings and for decorative purposes as well, this book will be found most useful

to architects, particularly as there are so few books treating of these subjects, and

certainly none that we know of combining the different branches of iron work as

this Ao^s.— Architecture and Building Monthly.

In the opening chapter the author gives a brief and concise account of the

method in use in transforming ore into commercial " pig " and that into steel
;

from there on, the matter is all meat with no extraneous verbiage. The compu-

tations and tables for figuring stress and determining the exact load any given

piece of iron and steel will safely bear under the many varying conditions likely

to occur will save a vast amount of labor to those making use of Mr. Birkmire's

book. The chapters on specifications of iron-work and the numerous classified

tables will be found of special interest. One marked and valuable feature is the

excellence and practical character of the illustrations with which the work is

liberally supplied.

—

American Contractor, April 18, 1S91.
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ARCHITECTURAL IRON AND STEEL

CHAPTER I.

THE MANUFACTURE OF IRON.

1. Iron—is obtained from its ores, in which it generally

exists in the state of an oxide, combined with earthy or rocky

matters, and frequently with carbon, sulphur, silica, manganese,

etc.

The foreign substances which iron is found to contain

modify in a marked manner its essential properties. Carbon

adds to its hardness, but destroys some of its characteristic

qualities, and produces cast iron or steel according to the pro-

portion of carbon it contains.

2. Smelting—is the process by which iron is separated

from foreign substances with which it is combined in the ore.

It consists in raising the ore to a high heat, in contact with

carbon and a suitable flux, in the blast or smelting furnace.

The flux unites with the earthy matter of the ore, forming;

a glassy substajice called slag or cinder, and the carbon unites,

with the oxygen of the ore, setting the iron free, which in turn

unites with a portion of the carbon and forms a fusible com-

pound, carburet of iron or cast iron. The furnace is tapped

from time to time. The metal is run out and formed into bars,

called pigs.

3. Pig Iron—according to the proportion of carbon which

it contains, is divided into different grades. No. i, 2, 3, 4, etc.

The lower numbers are the more expensive to produce ; they
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are used for foundry purposes, and are called ^^ foundry pig""

;

the high numbers are converted into wrought iron by the pud-

dling furnace, and are termed '^ forge pig!'

WROUGHT IRON.

4. Puddling,—After the proper melting of the pig iron in

the puddling furnace, and stirring the mass until it loses its

fluidity, it is formed into balls weighing from 100 to 200 pounds,

and the liquid cinder being pressed out in the squeezer, it is

then passed through \.\\q puddle rolls, making a rough bar sev-

eral feet in length.

5. Piling.—To prepare rough bars for this operation, they

are cut, hot or cold, by a pair of shears, into such lengths as

may be best adapted to the finished bar, then placed in the

heating furnace, heated to a welding heat, and passed back and

forth through the finishing rolls, from which their commercial

shape is derived.

The piles used in making beams are numerous, the follow-

ing sketches giving a few :

Fig. I. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.
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In Fig. I the large plates are placed on top of each other

for the flange of the I beam, with the smaller plates between

for the web ; the dotted lines showing the form of beam wh^n

in its finished state.

In Fig. 2 the pile is made entirely of one size plates.

Fig. 3 shows a common arrangement of piles for 7 to 10

inch beams.

The piles for 10 to 20 inch beams are built up as in Fig. 4.

It will be noticed that in this form channels are used, the

flanges of which are worked into the flanges of the beam.

Some piles for 12 to 20 inch beams are made with three

pieces only, one for each flange, with a groove to receive the

web piece, as in Fig. 5.

Iron channel piles are formed similarly to the above.

6. Rolling.— Iron beams from 6 to 12 inches can be rolled

60 feet long as easily as 30 feet, providing the entire weight of

beam is not over 2500 pounds. For deeper beams than 12

inches the length is limited by the length of pile and size of

furnace; 15 feet being an extra-long furnace.

The quality of a beam is often governed by the manner of

rolling. The webs being strained and worked more than the

flanges, will cause wavy or buckled webs; or an unequal work-

ing on the web and flange will cause broken flanges ; or the

flanges do not always fill the passes of the rolls, causing wavy
flanges, which are then called zvire-drawn.

7. Channels (C's), angles (L's), tees (T's), and various shapes

are rolled similar to I beams.

8. Quality of Wrought Iron.—The ultimate tensile strength

of prepared test bars having a sectional area of about one square

inch for a length of 10 inches should not be less than 50,000

pounds. The elastic limit should be regarded as the measure

of quality, and should not be less than 25,000 pounds per square

inch of section, the working loads proportioned with reference

to the elastic limit.
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The shape of the bar has much to do with determining the

breaking strain.

A. round bar one inch in diameter should bend double, cold,

without sign of fracture, while a square bar of the same quality

may show cracks on the edges under such a test.

9. Testing Wrought Iron.—By taking a number of bars

of best commercial iron and fracturing them off short, some

specimens will present coarse crystals whitish in color, others

very fine ones of a dark gray appearance, and in others the

fracture will be lustrous like satin. The coarse crystals indicate

an iron poor in quality, being hard and brittle; the fine ones an

iron the reverse of this, but one on which dependence can be

placed for all purposes where strength is required. The frac-

ture exposing a soft and silky fibre indicates a high grade of

iron,—the finer the fibre the better the quality.

All iron is built up, as it were, of crystals having different

degrees of fineness, depending upon impurities and the manipu-

lation.

Rolling develops fibre by elongating these crystals.

When the bar is broken off short, the ends of the elongated

crystals are seen to be formed like threads.

10. Cold Bend Test.—A simple method of determining the

quality is by the cold bend test, and is readily understood. It

consists in bending by blows of a sledge-hammer, until the two

sides approach each other to within a distance equal to the

thickness of the bar.

Zl

If the iron endures this treatment without showing signs of

fracture on the back of the bend at A, it can be rated as of the

very best quality. The test is more severe on a square than a
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round bar, the fibres becoming very much strained at the

corners.

The basis of strength is made on small bars of about one

inch or less in diameter, while large bars will not show the

same ultimate strength per square inch.

11. Modulus of Elasticity— is a term used to designate

such a zveight as would extend a bar through a space equal to

its original length, supposing the elasticity of the bar to be

perfect.

Then if one ton extends an inch bar of wrought iron one

ten-thousandth of its length, it is evident that, upon the supposi-

tion that the bar is perfectly elastic, 1 0,000 tons would produce

an extension equal to double the length of the bar. Hence

on this assumption 10,000 tons, or 20,000,000 pounds, will be

the vwdidns of elasticity of the wrought iron stated in

wcigJit.

The modulus of elasticity is found to vary from 25,000,000

to 29,000,000 pounds, and will of course vary according to the

character of the material tested, being greater in higher than

in lower grades of iron. Careful and repeated rolling improves

the quality of iron, the best being that which has been re-

worked.

12. Wrought Iron in Compression.—To resist compression,

wrought iron is usually taken equal to its tensile strength.

13. Weight of Wrought Iron.—The average weight of

wrought iron is 480 lbs. per cubic foot. A bar one inch square,

three feet long, weighs therefore exactly ten pounds.

STEEL.

14. Steel— is a compound principally of iron, in the propor-

tion of one tenth (o. i) of one per cent to two (2.0) per cent of

carbon, with a very low percentage oi pJiospJiorns, silica, manga-

nese, etc. Steel above three tenths (0.3) of one per cent of
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carbon is used for " Tool Steel"; below fifteen hundredths (0.15)

of one per cent it is called " Mild Steel."

The greater the percentage of carbon the higher will be the

tensile strength.

Steel is distinguished from iron by its fine grain ; it can be

made more uniform, varies more in quality and has greater

power of hardening.

15. Mild or Soft Steel.—Of the many processes by which

7nild or soft steel is manufactured, one of the latest is that in

which the air is forced at high pressure through the metallic

iron, the silicon first burned out, and then the carbon contained

in the pig iron consumed ; the length of time required being

about 20 minutes to each charge. The color of the flame

determines the instant at which the pressure of air shall cease.

This is when the carbon has been entirely consumed, at which

time the metallic iron is ready for conversion to steel.

Then recarbonizing material, fcrro-manganese, is put in,

either molten or in lumps, the exact quantity being carefully

weighed, in order that the steel may be of such quality as the

purpose for which it is to be used requires. The molten metal

is then formed into ingot moulds, and transferred to the

blooming mill. The result has been to change cast iron into a

material as soft as the best quality of wronght iron, capable of

being forged to shapes, bent cold, punched, drilled, or welded.

16. Rolling.—What has been said in regard to the rolling

of iron also applies to steel ; being rolled at a lower heat, it is

denser, and therefore stiffer and stronger.

17. Billets.—Steel beams are rolled from a billet.

To make a 6-inch beam 35 pounds per }'ard, a billet 7 by

5-|- inches is used, and it requires eleven passes in the rolls to

finish it. For 7, 8, and 9 inch beams billets 9 by 7^ inches

are taken, and fifteen passes are necessary to finish them.

A lO-inch beam requires a 9 by 9^^ inch billet and needs seven-

teen passes; a 12-inch beam, a billet 10 by 10 inches, and the

beam is finished in seventeen passes.
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For steel beams above these sizes the billets are shaped in

a blooming mill in the following form

f

The remarks concerning the superiority of steel I beams

over wrought iron can also be applied to channels and other

shapes.

l8. Weight of Steel.—Steel has a weight two (2.0) per

cent greater than that of wrought iron ; and an ultimate tensile

strength in the "mild steels" of 70,000 lbs. per square inch

with an elastic limit of 36,000 pounds.

CAST IRON.

19. Cast Iron—for building purposes, possesses many ad-

vantages for strength, economy and adaptability to ornament

and decoration. Unlike wrought iron and steel, it is not sub-

ject to rapid oxidation, and whatever tendency it may have in

that direction, paint properly applied is a great preventive.

In preparing iron for castings, the " foundry pig " is remelted in

the "cupola," the bed of which is covered with shavings, then

from 1600 to 1800 pounds of hard coal are added, then a

" draft " consisting of from lOOO to 1 100 pounds oi pig iron and

scrap ; when several draughts have been fed, coke is added at

regular interv^als.

In charging iron, wood and coal all together, the iron when

melted, being the heaviest, works through to the bottom, the

purest iron being at the lowest point.

The metal for the finer castings, such as leaves for capitals,

fascias, cornices, stair risers and ornamental stair strings, is

poured first. Then metal for the heavy castings, such as

columns, lintels, etc.
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20. Castings—for architectural work are mainly done in

what is called green sand, which contains a small percentage

of clay and oxide of iron and is more or less porous.

21. Cores—are used for forming vacancies in castings

where the pattern cannot be formed to draw from sand, and

are made of white sand from the seashore, commonly called dry

sand, being mixed with flour, sour beer, etc., forming a paste,

and baked hard in the oven.

22. Crushing Strength of Cast Iron.—Cast iron is crushed

by a force of 90,000 pounds per square inch, and will bear

without permanent alteration 18,000 pounds per square inch,

with an ultimate tensile strength of from 15,000 to 20,000

pounds; but it has an irregular elasticity, and castings may

have initial strains through unequal cooling, or they may be

thinner on one side than the other, or they may be weak

through concealed holes, "cold shuts" or cinder. Therefore

castings should be thoroughly tested with the hammer, and

columns supporting heavy weights should be drilled (for in-

spection) on four sides if square, and two places if round.

23. Tenacity of Cast Iron.—The tenacity of cast iron

being about one third (^) that of wrought iron, should not be

subjected to more than one sixth {^) of the breaking strain, or

say 3000 pounds per square inch.

24. Weight of Cast Iron.—The weight of cast iron per

cubic foot averages 450 pounds.



CHAPTER 11.

FLOORS.

25. Dead Load.—In arranging the beams upon the floor

plan of a building, the first point to consider is the maximum
load that will probably be placed upon the floor. The weight

of the material comprising the floor—that is, the floor beams,

girders, arches, flooring, timbers for nailing the flooring upon,

the filling between timbers, partitions, and plastering on the

ceiling and on partitions—is usually called the '' dead load.''

For the weight of a cubic foot of any of the materials likely

to be used, refer to Table of Weight of Various Substances,

and chapter on " Hollow Burnt Cla\-."

26. Live Load.—The weight of persons, or of stores of any

kind, which may be placed upon the floor is called the " live

load.''

This load for dwellings or ofifices may be assumed at 75

pounds per square foot of floor surface ; for places of public

assembly, 120 pounds; for stores, factories, or for any manu-

facturing or commercial purpose, from 150 pounds upwards;

for warehouses, 200 to 250 pounds; and for heavy machinery,

250 to 400 pounds.

27. Method of Determining Rolled Iron Beams by Dia-

gram.—Having determined the load per square foot to be

sustained, by referring to the following diagram showing the

proper distances in feet between centres of beams for different

9
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spans and different uniform loads per square foot, proper

rolled iron beams of 12,000 pounds strain may be found.

Example i. At what distance between centres must 9-inch

heavy beams be set when the span is 1 5 feet and the entire

load is 200 pounds per square foot ? Ans. Follow the horizon-

tal line from 15, on scale of distances between supports, to

where it intersects the curve for 9-inch heavy beams, thence

follow on line at right angles to scale of 200 pounds, and find

the distance—4 feet.

Example 2. A floor of 30 feet span is to carr}' 300 pounds
per square foot on beams 2 feet apart : what size beam should

be used ? Ans. The horizontal line for 30 feet and the vertical

line from 2 feet on 300 pounds scale intersect near curves of

15-inch light and I2j-inch heavy beams, either of which may
be used.

* Dian^ram arranged by A. Faber du Faur, M.E.
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1

Example 3. What weight per square foot will a 12^-inch

heavy beam carry, at 25 feet span and 3 feet between centres?

Ans. Follow up from intersection of the horizontal line for 25

feet span and the curve for i2^-inch heavy beam, and 250

pounds to the square foot is found to be the nearest to 3 feet

span. The beam will carry a little more.

28. Beams deeper than those drawn on the diagram are

principally used for girders. For the strength and dimensions

of most of the numerous sizes rolled, and for steel beams, etc.,

see the following tables of coefficients.

29. To Determine Coefficient for Beams.—The following

formula for uniform weights gives coefficient for 12,000 pounds

strain :

i WL = 1 2,000 -,

where W= weight in pounds uniformly distributed
;

L = length in inches
;

/= moment of inertia
;

e = distance of extreme lamina from neutral axis (half

the depth of I beam)

;

C = coefficient.

WL = q6,ooo —

;

^ e

or if L be given in feet as is usual, then

WL = 8000 - = C
e'

Example. The moment of inertia of a 15-inch beam 50

•pounds per foot = 522.6. Distance of extreme lamina, y".^.

522.6
Coefficient = 8000 X =^—7-= 557,500.
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30. PROPERTIES OF WROUGHT-IRON I BEAMS.
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32. Coefficients for Steel Beams.— If L be given in feet,

as before for iron beams, but using 16,000 pounds strain, then

WL= 10,666- = C.
e

Example. The moment of inertia of a 9-inch beam 27

pounds per yard is 110.6. Distance of extreme lamina, 4.5.

^ rr- . ^^r- 1 10.6
Coefficient = 10,666 X = 262,200.

4-5

ZZ-
PROPERTIES OF STEEL I BEAMS.
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34. Channels—are placed against walls in place of I beams

to receive the wall arches.

35- PROPERTIES OF WROUGHT-IRON CHANNELS.

Depth
of
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36. STEEL CHANNELS.

Depth
of

Channel.
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be strained beyond the limits of elasticity ; in other words^

deflected so much that after the removal of the load it will not

return to its former position before being loaded.

40. Maximum Deflection.—A beam that may be quite

strong enough to carry a given load may deflect under this

load more than is desirable, and stiffness being a different

quality from strength, about one thirtieth (3L) of an inch per

foot of clear span is the usual inaxinium of deflection that is

permissible : under ordinary loads this is attained when the

clear span is about twenty-six times the depth of the beam.

The deflection of iron is somewhat greater than that of

steel, experiments having proved that a steel beam will deflect

slightly less than an iron beam of the same section under the

same load.

41. Framed Beams.—Care should be exercised, in placing

and spacing the beams, to see that there is not an excess of

strength or too little used, and that beams are placed for sup-

port of partitions, framing of stair wells, floor lights, and to

observe proper spacing and levels for arches. In the annexed

plan the beams are shown as drawn on floor plans of buildings.

Fig. 2 is an elevation of beam K, with the header or cross-

beam L framed, or coped, into it at A (see also connection A,

Fig. 3). The distance F should be given on plan between

centres of beams, unless there are special reasons for making a

fixed distance between flanges of K beam at M.

The distance E on elevation of beam K is generally three

inches, with if-inch holes for |-inch-diameter tie rods, ^f-inch

for f-inch rods, and i J^-inch for one-inch rods.

42. Tie Rods—may be placed from four to six times the

depth of beam apart, and holes are usually punched in the

centre of web ; but they should be placed as low as possible^

so as not to be seen, and not injure under side of arch. Fig. 4
at B shows a smaller framed into a larger beam, and flush on

bottom, with the angle-iron knees on the web close in between

the flanges. Fig. 5 is the opposite view of Fig. 3, and shows
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two knees attached to the framed beam, the centre of holes

regulated by the size of angles to be used. The rivets or

7///Jl<///^////i-y//;^^^^^
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leverage or average distance of the bolt or rivet B from the

face of joint.

43. Beam Connections.— It is not an uncommon thing to

make the connection by resting the cross-beam on the flange

of its supporter. As the fitting is not accurately done, it is not

customary to depend on the lower flange taking- the load, for

the reason that if the beam is to resist bending strains sym-

metrically, these strains should be transmitted through axis of

beam, which would not occur if the cross-beam rested on one

flange of its supporter. It would not be felt injuriously, how-

ever, if the connection did not occur at middle of beam, or if a

corresponding beam occurred directly opposite.

In Fig. 4 a section of portion of floor is shown. C distance

is allowed for the passing of pipes, and is generally two inches;

D distance is filled with a light fire-proof material, such as

ashes, etc.

44. Bearing for Beams.—When the ends of beams rest

upon walls, cast or wrought iron bed plates should be used to

distribute the pressure over a greater surface. For buildings

stone beds are generally used, but when the pressure is great

both plates and stone. Beams have seldom less than 8 inches

bearing or more than 12 inches; if less than 8 feet long, 6

inches will be sufficient.

45. Pressure on Brick and Stone Work.—The pressure

per square foot for brickwork should not exceed six tons, and

for stone twelve to twenty tons, according to its character.

46. Knees for Beam Connections.—The following sizes

of knees are commonly used for beam connections

:

24" into 24" beam = 6 X 4 X i" angles, 20" long

;

= 6 X 4 X i" " 16" "

= 6X4 Xi" " 11'

z= 6 X 4 X i" " 8'

= 6 X 4 X t\" " ^¥'

20"
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10" into 10'' beam = 6 X 4 X yV" angles, 6" long;

4^'

3i"

2i"

2t

9" '
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49. Angle Irons as Beams.—The following table gives

SAFE LOAD, IN POUNDS, UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED, FOR
EQUAL-LEG ANGLES, INCLUDING WEIGHT OF ANGLES.

Maximum Strain 12,000 Pounds per Square Inch.

Size
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51. Beams not Uniformly Loaded and Beams not Sup-
ported at Both Ends.

ia) For a beam fixed at one end and loaded at the other as

a cantilever,

coefficient
bate load in lbs. = ^j .

ip) For a beam fixed at one end and uniformly loaded,

coefficient
bate load m lbs. = -

(e) For a beam supported at both ends, load concentrated

at any point,

^ , , , . ,, coefficient L
bate load in lbs. = X

2

L '^ 8A X B'

A = distance from load to one support; B = distance from load to the other

support.

Note.—The beams, channels and other shapes treated of in this chapter

are selected from the hand-books of the Passaic Rolling Mill Co., Phoenix

Iron Co., Columbia Iron and Steel Co., and Pottsville Iron and Steel Co.
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GIRDERS.

52. Compound Girders.—Where spans occur too great to

admit the use of rolled beams, compound girders are employed,

made up of plates and angle irons.

The single web or "-plate girder' is the most economical,

the most accessible for painting, for inspection, and for connect-

ing the floor beams. But where a thick wall is to be supported

and lateral stiffness is required, the double web or " box girder""

is used.

If girders have no lateral bracing, the flanges should not be

less than one twentieth the span.

53. Webs.—The ivcbs should be of such thickness that

there shall be no tendenc}' to buckle and the vertical shearing

stress per square inch shall not exceed 6000 pounds. This

stress is greatest near the bearings, and is obtained by dividing

one half the load upon the girder by the web section.

54. Buckling.—Vertical angle irons are riveted to webs to

prevent buckling, at intervals of not more than the depth of

the web, and should always be used at the bearings and where

concentrated loads occur ; it is good practice to use stiffners

when the thickness of web is less than one sixtieth (gi„) the

depth.

55. Flanges.—The flange embraces all the metal in top and

bottom of girder, exclusive of web plates.

56. Deflection.—For deflection the depth of girder should

be about one twentieth {-^^ the span,

57. Rivets in Girders—should not be spaced closer than

two and one half {2\) inches between centres or three times

22
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the diameter, nor farther apart than sixteen times the thickness

of plate connected, and should be closer near bearings.

Rivets five eighths (f), three quarters (|), and seven eighths

(I) of an inch in diameter are conmionly used.

If the webs are connected to the flanges by single angles as

in box girders, the rivets will be in single shear; but if a pair

of angles are placed each side of the web as in a plate girder,

the rivets will be in double shear.

In long girders it is often necessary to increase the thick-

ness of webs near ends, to give a greater bearing surface for

the rivets.

58. Strain on Flanges of Girders.—To calculate a girder

accurately we should allow for the rivet holes ; but by taking

the safe strength of the iron at 14,000 pounds per square inch

strain on the flanges, and using a formula for 12,000 pounds,

and disregarding the rivet holes, we can compute it with suffi-

cient accuracy for all practical purposes in buildings.

If 12,000 pounds strain per square inch is desired, add one

sixth (1) to the total area of flanges for loss by rivet holes.

Proceeding on the first assumption, we have the following

rule for the strength :

Safe loads in tons =::

12 X area of one flange X height of web in inches

3 X span in feet

To find area of one flange in inches, divide (3 X weight in

tons X span in feet) by (12 X height of web in inches).

Example. Given a brick wall 12 inches wide, 29 feet i^-

inches high, the span 24 feet, and girder 20 inches in height

:

what should be the area of each flange, the load being 40.2 tons,

at 115 pounds per square foot of 12-inch wall?

'^ X 4-0.2 X 24.
Alls. Area of one flange = = 12.06 square inches.

*=• 12 X 20 -
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To divide the area of 12.06 square inches into a proper

working flange, we should require a

Plate 10 X f in. — 7.5 inches

Two angles 4X3X3 i"- = 4-9^ "

Total, 1 2.46 inches—an excess of 0.4 in,

59. Shearing.—A sufificient area having been provided in

the top and bottom flanges to resist the compressive and ten-

sile strains, there will be needed in the web sufficient metal to

resist the shearing strain. This strain is, theoreticall}-, noth-

ing at the middle of a girder uniformly loaded, but from thence

increases by equal increments to each support, where it is equal

to one half of the whole load.

For example : In the case considered, the girder of 24 feet

span carries 80,400 pounds uniformly distributed over its whole

length. Taking half of the load over half the beam, at the

centre the shearing strain is nothing; at 4 feet from the centre

it is equal to \ of half the load, or 13,400 pounds; at 8 feet it

is 26,800 pounds; at 12 feet, or at the supports, it is 40,200

pounds, or half the whole load.

The thickness of web may be determined as follows

:

Let G — shearing stress ;

A = area of web in inches at point of stress;

k = effective resistance of wrought iron to shearing

;

/ = thickness of web ;

d = height of web.

Then A = td, and G — ktd, or

G 40,200
, q . 1

i = ~jT, or t =z —--~p = .335, or nearly f mch.
dk 20 X 6000 ^-^^ ^ **

As the least practicable thickness of plates is \ inch, it is

not worth while to compute that of the web at the 4 and 8

feet stations.

60. Flanges Reduced in Thickness near Ends.—In

heavy girders a saving of iron may often be made by reducing
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the thickness of the flanges towards the ends of the girder,

where the strain is less. Then for the area of bottom flange at

any point in its length, taking the stations as above, 4 feet and

8 feet, for a load uniformly distributed we have the following

formula :

2dkl

Let d = depth in feet

;

IV= weight distributed over entire girder in pounds;

X = short lever arm in feet

;

J = long lever arm in feet

;

/ = span in feet

;

X' = taken at 12,000 pounds.

We have

~
2 X 1.66 X 12,000 X 24 ~ "^ 4-*'7-

When X =j/ = 12, then A = .084 X 12 X 12 = say 12 inches,

or the area required in the bottom flange at the middle.

When X = 8, then j = 16, and A = .084 X 8 X 16 = 1 1 inches,

or the area required at 4 feet from tde middle either way.

When X = 4, then j = 20, and A = .084 X 4 X 20 = 7 ins.,

or the area required at 8 feet from the middle either way.

In the results just given, the area required in the flanges

increases gradually from the points of support each way to the

middle of the girder. Then by making the chord or flange

angles uniform throughout, and dividing the sum by the width

of girder, being 10 inches in this case, the results are :

At the middle three quarters (f ) of an inch thick.

At four feet from middle five eighths (f) " "

At eight feet from middle one quarter (;|-)
" ''

Or, at middle 7". 5 plate area -|- 4"-96 angle area = I2^'.46;

4 ft. from" 6".2S " " +4"-96 " " =11".21;
8 ft. from" 2".5 " " + 4".96 " " = 7".46.
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An excess of metal will have to be placed in the plates at

eight (8) feet from middle to make up the area, as it requires a

one-quarter (^) inch plate the entire length, and within four

(4) feet of each end a one-half (|-) inch plate to make up the

three quarters (f) of an inch section ; or use a one-half (^) inch

plate the entire length, and a one-quarter (^) inch plate eight

(8) feet each way from middle.

Most girders will work to better advantage in the plates

than this example; always remembering that it is not practicable

to make the plates for webs and flanges less than one quarter

(^) of an inch thick.

61. Weight of Brickwork.—In calculating the weight of

brick walls, the following weights per square foot of surface are

generally adopted :

8 inches thick = ^J pounds
;

12 " " = 115

16 " " = 153

20 inches thick = 192 pounds;

24 " " = 230 "

28 " " = 268 "

The box girder, as shown in the plate, is connected to a

column by the bolts A extending through to a girder on the

opposite side. The rivets are countersunk on the bottom at

each end D, to allow an even surface for the bearing of heel of

girder on bracket and on stone templet.

Secured to the girder is a floor beam, which can be set at

any height to accommodate the finished floor of building. The

knees should be riveted to girders before being finished, pro-

viding the beam can be pushed into knees at right angles to

girder ; otherwise one knee should be riveted and the other

placed on the beam and holes tapped into girder.

At section of box girder, F is the width of top flange, E is

the height of webs, B and C are stiffeners, with fillers at the

back extending under the same between the chord angles.

Fig. I is a single beam with a wrought-iron plate to increase

flange area, riveted to flanges with four lines of rivets.

Fig. 2 is a double beam girder, used similarly to Fig. i.
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Fig. 3 is a double channel girder, used similarly to Figs, i

and 2.

The same formula to be used for these sections as for plate

girders ; the flange section being taken equal to the area of

plate and flange of beam.

-XT ^
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The simplest support for a brick wall is two I beams side by

side, or any number placed to suit size of wall and weight to

be sustained. (See elevation and section of beam girder.)

62. Separators.—To accommodate the thickness of wall

cast-iron separators are placed between webs ; for lO^-inch

beams and under one bolt is used; for 12-inch beams and over,

two bolts.

i he separators for beam girders are generally f of an inch

thick, with |-inch-diameter bolts, and made to fit accurately

the form of beams. (See section at G for one with two bolts.)

Wrought-iron pipe separators are frequently used in the

smaller beams with |-inch-diameter bolts, but give very little

stiffness to the girder.
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63. Cast-iron Plates on Girders for Walls.— If large and

thick walls are to be supported, and several inches intervene

between flanges of beams, cast-iron plates are placed on top,

providing a good bearing for masonry.

The strength of the girder in this form is generally taken as

equal to the sum of two beams used singly.

64. Bolts and Rivets—as used for beams and girders must

be proportioned to resist shearing, and the area of their bear-

ing must be such that the metal against which they bear shall

not be crushed. The strains allowed per square inch on these

members are: shearing, 7500 pounds; crushing, 12,500 pounds.

The shearing strain is measured on the area of the cross-sec-

tion of the bolt or rivet ; the crushing strain, on the area obr

tained by the product of the diameter of the rivet by the thick-

ness of the plate or web on which it bears. It is customary to

disregard the friction between the parts joined, as being too

uncertain an element to be relied on to any great extent.

65. Shearing and Bearing of Rivets.—Take, for example,

two plates of wrought iron 8 inches wide by |- inch thick which

overlap each other for a joint, with 45,000 pounds strain on the

plates. What number of rivets will be required to resist the

strain on the joint?

The area of a rivet f of an inch in diameter is 0.4417

square inch; this multiplied by 7500 pounds, the safe shearing,

= 3312.75 pounds, the safe amount of strain each rivet can

sustain without shearing. Dividing 45,000 by this, we get

13.6,—say 14 rivets.

The bearing area of each rivet is f inch by |- inch = f

square inch; this multiplied by 12,500 pounds for crushing

would equal 4688 pounds, the safe compression for each rivet.

45,000 -4- 4688 = 9.6,— say 10 rivets.

This latter condition is very often overlooked in riveted

work. Its observance in most cases of riveted girders with

single webs gives the size and number of rivets to be used, and

in thin webs the bearing value may be small, necessitating a

thicker web than would otherwise be required.
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For the above calculation the plates as overlapped would

be in single shear. If the plates butted and a small plate

were placed each side of the joint, or as an angle knee each

side of a framed or coped beam, the rivets would be in double

shear and have twice the value. If there are two cover plates,

experience shows that each had better be equal to two thirds

the thickness of the butted plates, although theory requires

each to be but half their thickness. Plates butting require

twice as many rivets as laps, because in the lap each rivet passes

through both joined plates ; and in the butt through only one, in

case one cover plate is used. If the plates joined are sufficiently

wide, the rivets should be placed zigzag, this being a much

better system of riveting than the chain, that is, rivets follow-

ing each other in one or more parallel lines.

66. Pins—must be calculated for shearing, bending and

bearing strains, but one of the latter two in almost every case

determines the size to be used.

The pressure on the pins, multiplied by the leverage with

which it acts on the pin supports, is the bending moment. The

strain allowed per square inch of the cross-section is 15,000

pounds for iron and 20,000 pounds for steel.



CHAPTER IV.

CAST-IRON LINTELS.

67. Cast-iron Lintels.—When the fracture of an iron

lintel is produced by vertical pressure, the fibres or molecules

of the lower section are separated by extension ; consequently

a lintel of the section shown in Fig. i, when the weight is im-

posed, will have the bottom flange C in a. state of tension and

the top rib D in a state of compression, and the parts of the

section generally will be extended or compressed according to

their distance from the neutral axis A — B.

If cast-iron lintels were required to serve to the full extent

of the power of the metal to resist rupture, the base or bed

should be five times the top flange, cast iron in compression

being 5 to i in tension.* On the other hand, they are seldom

subjected in practice to the ultimate load, and when the flanges

are as i to 4 the proportion meets the requirements of practice.

Allowance of an excess of strength should be made where a

lintel is loaded more on one side than on the other, as it always

has a tendency to twist and thus produce fracture.

In the plain cast-iron lintel, Fig. 2, the weakest part is the

top. of the vertical part C. It cannot resist compression in a

degree corresponding to its tenacity, and by many experiments

made as to its strength it is found that fracture is produced by

the crushing of the vertical part C ; by stiffening the web, as

shown in Fig. 5, the strength is somewhat increased (see test,

lintel B). This also occurs when the lintel is built in with the

wall, being thus braced by the surrounding masonry.

* In first-class foundries a high average is 20,000 pounds per square inch in

tension. This gives 4^ to i.

30
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68. Skew-back Lintels—are placed over openings to re-

ceive the thrust of the arch, and to make a square-finished

ppening for windows or doors. The bed of lintel acts as a tie

bar between the skew-backs.

69. Lintels for Iron Fronts—are placed between upright

and continuous columns of fronts, or a continuous line of

*- A —

?

•PLAIN CAST IRON CtLT EL A B

Fia 2

Fic I

£>1DEWAU»< LlNTEu
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70. Sidewalk Lintels—as shown by Fig, 7, are made to

receive the granite sidewalk A and vault lights B. The lintel

should be one inch lower than the granite, to form a rebate for

the vault-light frame. Where several lintels are in one line,

they are connected and bolted together similarly to lintels for

fronts, Fig. 6.

71. Window-head Lintel.—This acts as a finished window

head and lintel at the same time. It is set flush with wall out-

side, the section at A being formed for the head of window

frame.

72. Double-web Lintels.—Where lintel beds are required

to be over 16 inches wide more than one web is used. For

handling and moulding it is best to make the beds not more

than 24 inches wide ; if wider than this, several lintels with

double webs should be placed side by side.

73. Window Sills.—For openings where the window-Jiead

lintels are used the sills are made of cast iron f of an inch

thick, with a wash on top and lip on back to receive the sill

of window frame.

74. Rule for Breaking Weight at Middle.—Mr. Hodg-

kinson gives for breaking weight W, when the bottom flange is

four times the top flange,

in which rF= breaking weight at middle;

/^ span in inches
;

d = extreme depth in inches
;

a' = area of bottom flange

;

c = 26, a constant derived from experiment where

the weight was in tons of 2240 pounds and

the dimensions all in inches;—

26a'

d

and therefore W= —
y
—

,
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where rt: is a factor of safety equal to 5,

33

W= 26a'

d

al '

or a = IVa/

~26d'

Example. What should be the area of the bottom flanee

of a Hntel to sustain safely a load at middle of 10 tons, span 12

feet, height of lintel at centre 12 inches? By formula,

lOX 5 X 144 . ,

a = 7 = 2 vi niches.
26 X 12 -^

75. Web.—The web at end need only be thick enough to

resist the shearing strain upon the metal. Owing to the tend-

ency to fracture when the casting is cooling, the thickness of

web should not be less than the flange.

76. Tests of Cast-iron Lintels.—The results of some tests

on cast iron, among which were two cast-iron lintels, by Geo.

A. Just, C.E., for the Jackson Architectural Iron Works,

illustrated in vol. XXII (^Feb. 1890), Transactions of the Am.

Soc. C. E., gave results corresponding nearly with those of the

above formula for IV, when the lower flange was four times the

top flange.
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The lintels here illustrated were proportioned as follows

:

Lintel A.

Weight 306 pounds.

Length 6 feet 3^ inches.

Width of bottom flange 12 "

Depth at centre 12 "

" ends 4 "

Average thickness of flange, jf "

" web. ...\
"

Clear span 5 feet 6 '

'

Ultimate strength 98,450 pounds.

Lintel B.

Weight 275i pounds.

Length 7 feet 4 inches.

Width of bottom flange ... 12

Depth at centre 8

" " ends 4

Average thickness of flange.

f

" web. ..f

Clear span 6 feet.

Ultimate strength 40,030 pounds.

Both lintels were subjected to a centre load. When 81,700

pounds had been applied to lintel A, its deflection was approxi-

mately f inch. Upon releasing the load an approximate set

of \ inch was found, and the lintel broke in the centre, its

load being applied practically at one point.

In the case of lintel B, failure took place by tearing of the

lower flange, the web having been stiffened by triangular

brackets, and the lintel broke at the flaw about 6 inches from

the centre, its load being di.stributed over the web for a length

of 8 inches.

By formula,

Then for lintel A,

26 X 9.75 X 12

W= 26a'd

W=
66

= 46 tons (2240 lbs.) or 103,040 lbs. ;

and for lintel B,

W = 26 X 7-5 X 8

72
= 22 tons, or 49,280 lbs.

From the above formula and tests, lintels in ordinary use,

as Figs. 3 and 5, may be employed,—the circumstances of the

case regulating their proper use ;—a factor of safety of 5 being

adopted.



CHAPTER V.

TRUSSES.

77. Roof Trusses.—There are several important points to

be considered in planning a roof for a building. The trusses

should be so placed as to be central over piers ; consequently

the number of trusses will be governed by the number of piers

and the distance between centres, which should be from eight

to sixteen feet ; twelve feet being a suitable proportionate dis-

tance. The closer the trusses the less the proportion of the

load each will have to sustain, and the lighter may be the

rafters to support the roof surface.

In all calculations for roofs, the exact load should be found

which will come upon each truss—the weight of the truss itself,

the roof, ceiling, snow and wind. The rafters will be required

to support the roofing timbers, the boarding, covering, snow

and wind. The tie beam will have to support the weight of

ceiling.

78. Loads on Trusses.—According to Mr. Trautwine, for

spans not exceeding seventy-five feet, and with trusses seven

feet apart, the total dead load per square foot, including the

truss itself, purlins, etc., complete, may be safely taken as

follows :

Pounds.

Roof covered with corrugated iron, unboarded 8

If plastered below rafters l8

Roof covered with corrugated iron on boards II

If plastered below rafters . 18

35
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Pounds,

Roof covered with slate, unbearded as on laths 13

" " " " on boards i^ inches thick 16

If plastered below rafters 26

Roof covered with shingles or laths 10

If plastered below the rafters or tie beam 20

Roof covered with shingles on f-inch boards 13

For spans of from seventy-five to one hundred and fifty

feet it will suffice to add four pounds to each of these totals.

79. Snow and Wind Pressure.—For wind pressure taken

at an angle of 22|- degrees add 10 pounds per square foot ; at

an angle of 45 degrees, 20 pounds. For snow reverse these

figures, adding for pressure at 22|- degrees 20 pounds, and at

45 degrees 10 pounds per square foot.

80. Ceiling Weight.—If a ceiling composed of wooden

timbers with lathing and plastering is to be included, 10 to 12

pounds per square foot should be added. If the ceiling rafters

are to be of iron, their size and thickness may readily be cal-

culated. Then take 7 to 9 pounds per square foot for plaster-

ing, II pounds for two-inch porous terra-cotta blocks: if

metallic or wire lath is used instead of porous blocks, only

slisht allowance need be made therefor.

81. The Graphic Method—consists of representing loads

and strains by lines drawn to a scale of pounds to the fraction

of an inch, being the simplest and readiest way of computing

strains in trusses. Only a few examples will be given, a treatise

on roofs not being WMthin the scope of this volume.

82. King-post Truss.—No. i is a simple king-post truss

with braces for supporting centre of the rafters. For finding

the strains it is best to represent each member by a single line,

being a diagram of the truss. Having found the correct weight

to be supported, it should be divided into four parts ; the

point between D and /^taking one half of /^and D, the point

between B and D one half of each, and each abutment one

half of B and one half of H. The fine lines represent tension,

the heavy lines compression.
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With any convenient scale, as Fig. lA, lay off the spaces

representing the vertical load supported at each point of the

roof respectively.

As the reactions will be each one half the load, we locate

k half way between the abutments.

No. 1

No. 2

Begin with the joint at foot of rafter and draw ab parallel

to AB, and ak parallel to AK until it meets ab 2it a\ draw cd

parallel to CD ; draw ac parallel to A C, and ce parallel to CE.
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The joints to the right will be similar to those on the left, the

truss being uniformly loaded.

The strains may be then scaled off, on which the total load

= Z. as follows :

The length of
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85. Truss No. 4 (Fig, 2)—has horizontal top and bottom

chords. One half of truss being drawn, the centre Hne of truss

is at tie X.

To draw the strain diagram Fig. 2A, lay off the loads as

No. 4

T1G.2

heretofore, commencing with the joints nearest the support.

Thus bd := ]o\r\t?, i and 2, <//'= joints 3 and 4,^'= joints 5

and 6, and Jij and ;// each equal one half of loads at 7 and 8.

One half of the total load on the truss being sustained by each
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support and commencing at one support we have the force bn,

the stress in rafters ba and in tie na, closing the figure. At

joint I we know ba and bd\ draw dc and ac, closing the figure.

At joint 2 we know na and ac\ draw ce and nc. At joint 3 we

know dc, ce and df; draw eg z.\\(^ fg. At joint 4 we know eg,

ne\ draw^/^ and nJi. At joint 5 we know ^//, y^ and fj\ draw

hi diX\d j'L At joint 6 we know hi, nJi\ draw ivi and ;/;//. At
joint 7 we know ivi, ji and//; draw Z^ and ink.

The centre rod has no strain excepting the holding up of

lower chord from sagging.

The length of
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the point at joint CLEFD supports 10,000 pounds of roof, the

point at joint ACLK 5000 pounds of ceiling, which weight is

carried to the first joint by rod CL. Then, line <^on strain dia-
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the complete truss, and the weight of ceiling is still to be sup-

ported directly by CL.

87. Details of Iron Trusses.—Iron trusses are far superior

to wooden trusses, in that they may be built stronger and lighter,

and are more durable. The sections used in the different

members are to be considered when the truss is designed. The

forms in common use are I beams, deck beams, channel bars,

T and angle bars.

88. Ties and Struts.—Flat bars are more suitable for ties.

For struts it is necessary to use some form of section offering

resistance to bending, such as T irons, two angles riveted back

to back, or four angles in the shape of a star. The fewer the

members in compression the more economical will be the truss.

For rafters of trusses on large spans channel irons are used

placed back to back, also with plates riveted top and bottom

to make up any section required, the struts and ties being con-

nected to the webs of channels by pins. (See chapter on " Rolled

Iron Struts.")

For simple and economical trusses angle irons and plates

are used, as shown by the details in plate of truss No. 5,

Fig. 3 being the apex of roof. Fig, 4 the point between D and

F, Fig. 5 the heel of truss, Fig. 6 the centre of bottom chord.

The dotted line A represents the neutral axis of each member,

or the line of the diagram of strains which should be the centre

of the bearing of truss on the wall at B.

89. Wooden Purlins—are connected and secured by knees

to the main rafters, as shown at B, Fig. 3, the covering in this

case being boarding and slate. For an iron or fire-proof cover-

ing purlins of angle iron at C, and T's or L's at rafters E, should

be used. The angles of the main rafter G are separated by

the plates at the connections. To keep these angles in a

straight line, filling pieces as shown by the dotted line are

placed between and riveted through hole F.

90. Connections.—After the proper struts and ties have

been calculated and arranged, the connections are the important
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part of the truss. It may have more than is necessary in its

struts and ties ; but if the connections have not the proper pro-

portion of pins and rivets, the truss is proportionately weak.

For shearing, bending and crushing strains on rivets and pins,

see article on " Bolts and Rivets" and table of Rivets and Pins.

When two or more plates are to be riveted, they are held

together by temporary bolts inserted through some of the

holes.

The rivets, heated red hot, are then inserted into the holes

up to the head and hammered by hand, or pressed as in

machine riveting.

In a good joint, especially when newly riveted, the friction

of the plates is very great.

In calculating the strength of the frame, the strength due

to friction is not considered, as it cannot be relied on in cases

where the frame is subjected to shocks and vibrations.

Note,—For spans of 30 feet to 45 feet use truss No. i;

40 " " 60 " " " "
2;

60 " " 100 " " '* " 3, 4 and 5,

(( (( .^ <( H
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STRUTS.

91. Rolled Iron Struts.—In the following consideration of

rolled struts of various shapes, the least radius of gyration of

the cross-section taken around an axis through the centre of

gravity is assumed as the effective radius of the strut. The

resistance of any section per unit of area will in general terms

vary directly as the square of the least radius of gyration, and

inversely as the square of the length of the strut.* The shape

of the section, and the distribution of the metal to resist local

crippling strains, must also be considered. As a rule, that

shape will be strongest which presents the least extent of flat

unbraced surface. For instance, two I sections of unequal web
widths may have the same web thickness, the same flange area,

and the same least radius of gyration, but the wider-webbed

section will be the weaker per unit of area, on account of the

greater extent of unbraced web surface it contains. For the

same reason a hollow rectangular section composed of thin

plates will be to some extent weaker than a circular section

of the same length having the same area and radius of gyra-

tion.

92. End Connections.—As is well known, the method of

securing the ends of the struts exercises an important influence

on their resistance to bending, as the member is held more or

less rigidly in the direct line of thrust.

In the table, page 46, struts are classified in four divisions,

* This applies only to long struts with free ends.

44
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viz. :
" Fixed-ended," " Flat-ended," " Hinged-ended," and

" Round-ended."

In the class of " fixed ends " the struts are supposed to be

so rigidly attached at both ends to the contiguous parts of the

structure that the attachment would not be severed if the mem-
ber were subjected to the ultimate load. " Flat-ended " struts

are supposed to have their ends flat and square with the axis of

length but not rigidly attached to the adjoining parts. " Hinged

ends" embrace the class which have both ends properly fitted

with pins, or ball-and-socket joints, of substantial dimensions

as compared with the section of the strut ; the centres of these

end joints being practically coincident with an axis passing

through the centre of gravity of the section of the strut.

" Round-ended " struts are those which have only central

points of contact, such as balls or pins resting on flat plates,

but still the centres of the balls or pins coincident with the

proper axis of the strut.

If in hinged-ended struts the balls or pins are of compara-

tively insignificant diameter, it will be safest in such cases to

consider the struts as round-ended.

When the pins of hinged-ended struts are of substantial

diameter, well fitted and exactly centred, experiment shows

that the hinged-ended will be equally as strong as flat-ended

struts.

But a very slight inaccuracy of the centring rapidly re-

duces the resistance to lateral bending; and as it is almost

impossible in practice to uniformly maintain the rigid accuracy

required, it is considered best to allow for such inaccuracies to

the extent given in the table.

In the table, the first column gives the effective length of

the strut divided by the least radius of gyration of its cross-

section, and the successive columns give the safe load per

square inch of sectional area for each of the four classes afore-

said. By Jiltimatc load \s meant that pressure under which the

strut fails. For hinged-ended struts the figures aoply to those
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cases in which the axis of the pin is at right angles to the least

radius of gyration, or in which the strut is free to rotate on the

pin in its weakest direction.

93. Factors of Safety.—It is good practice to increase the

factor of safety as the length of the strut is increased, owing to

the 'greater inability of the long struts to resist cross-strains,

etc. For similar reasons it is advisable to increase the factor

of safety for hinged and round ends in a greater ratio than

for fixed or flat ends. Upon this consideration the table is

arranged, with the factor of safety of 3 for the short to 6 for

the long struts. The loads to be applied only under the most

favorable circumstances, such as an invariable condition or

the load, little or no vibration, etc.

Length
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94. Greatest Safe Load on Struts.—If the strut is hinged

by an uncertain method so that the centres of pins and axis

of strut may not coincide, or the pins may be relatively small

and loosely fitted, it is best in such cases to consider the strut

as " round-ended."

In all cases the strut is supposed to stand vertical. In

short struts this is immaterial ; but when the length becomes

considerable the deflection resulting from its own weight, if

horizontal, would seriously affect the stability of the strut.

Example, {a) An 8" I beam 65 pounds per yard, 18

feet long, is used as a strut having pins at both ends at right

angles to the web. It would then be flat-ended in the direction

of the flanges. By the table, page 50, for the radius of gyra-

tion of an 8" I beam, 65 lbs., r = .88. Then

/ 216

In the column - taking the greatest number nearest 245

(being 250), we find igio =: greatest safe load in pounds per

square inch of section.

{h) If braced in the direction of the flanges at two points

6 feet apart, it should then be considered as a series of Jlat-

£nded struts 6 feet long, whose safe load Avould be

- = -^ = sav 80.
r .88

'

Opposite this number is 8420 = greatest safe load per

square inch of section.

{c) When braced in the direction of its web it remains a

hinged-ended strut 18 feet long; the radius of gyration is 3.25.

Then

/ 216 ,- = = 67.
r 3.25

'
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Opposite this, taking the greatest number nearest 67

(i.e. 70), we have 9190 as the greatest safe load per square

inch of section.

95. Channel Struts.—The foregoing remarks apply also

to channels, which are seldom used singly as struts, but

frequently in pairs. When so used, if the methods of connec-

tion are not of such a nature as to insure the unity of action

of the pair, they should be treated as an assemblage of sepa-

rate struts.

But if connected by a proper system of triangular latticing,

the pair can be considered as a unit, and each channel treated

as a series of short struts whose length is the distance between

centres of latticing.

96. Angles as Struts.—As described by diagram of angle

in table for even legs, the angle is considered free to yield in

its weakest direction, that is, in the direction of the least radius

of gyration.

If the angle is prevented from failing in this direction by

bracins' or otherwise, its resistance will be increased to some

extent, and a correction can be made by taking the ^rif^/^^^

instead of the least radius of gyration into calculation.

Example. An angle strut with flat ends, whose dimensions

are 4 X 4 Xf inches and 12 feet long, has a least radius of

gyration of .81 inch and greatest radius of gyration 1.24.

When the strut has no lateral support the value of - will be
r

^=178. By table, the nearest equals 3500 pounds per
.81

square inch.

If this strut is now braced so that it cannot fail in the

weakest direction, that is, in the line of a diagonal from the

corner of the angle, but is free to fail in the direction of its

lesfs, then the value of - becomes -^= 116, and the safe load,
*=" r 1.24

by the table, becomes 6260 pounds per square inch.
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97- Tees as Struts.—For single uneven tees, find the

least radius of gj-ration from table of Tees, and proceed as

described for angle struts. This also applies to even-legged

tees.

When a pair of uneven tees are braced together in the

direction of the shorter leg, they form a single strut, whose

least radius of gyration is the same as the greatest radius of

gyration for a single tee.

Therefore when determining the resistance of the combined

strut, take the greatest radius of gyration from the table of

uneven-leg tees, and the least radius of gyration when determin-

ing the distance between centres of lateral bracing.

Example. A pair of uneven tees 5 X 2|- inches, whose total

area is 6.14 square inches, are braced together in the direction

of the shorter leg, forming a single: hiiiged-ejided slrut 15 feet

long.

What is the greatest safe load, and what the greatest dis-

tance between centres of lateral bracing?

By the table of tees, the greatest radius of gyration = 1.14

inches ;
- = 158, which gives, by table, 3060 pounds per square

inch, or 18,788 pounds as the total greatest safe load.

Least radius of gyration = .72, which multiplied by 158

gives 113 inches as the greatest distance between centres of

lateral bracing.

Experiments thus far made upon steel struts indicate that for lengths up to

go radii of gyration their ultimate strength is about ac? higher than for iron.

Beyond this point the excess of strength diminishes until it becomes zero at

about 200 radii. After passing this limit the compressive resistance of steel

and iron seems to become practically equal.
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98. Properties of Beams for Struts.

A

C--l\_La.
B
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99. Properties of Channels for Struts.

A

-lUL --D

51
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100. Properties of Angles for Struts.

K
^D

EVEN LEGS.
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C
UNEVEN LEGS.
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loi. Properties of Tees for Struts.

A r' ^ -B
—1

—

D

EVEN LEGS.

Size in inches.

4 X 4 X i

3i X 3i X W
3 X 3 X M
2i X 2+ X t\
2i X 2i X I
2ir X 2i X i
2i X 2i X A

Weight
per
yard.

36-5
31
26

19-5
17-52
11-75
12

Rad



CHAPTER VII.

CAST-IRON COLUMNS.

102. Column Shafts Ornamented.—In almost all modern

buildings cast-iron cohivins are used, not only for their strength

in the support of the superstructure, but as a means of decora-

tion, being ornamented to suit the style of the building and

the taste of the architect.

The shaft of the column is cast without capitals, bases and

other ornaments, these being cast separately and fitted to the

shaft when the column is turned off, or fitted to the column

when placed in the building. The plain and moulded bands if

not undercut are frequently cast with the shaft, serving as a

good guide and rest for the other ornamental parts.

103. Capitals.—The capital of column if ornamented with

leaves, etc., as Fig. 2, is constructed of a y^g-inch-thick shell

bell ; the leaves are cast singly and screwed to the bell.

The abacus B is cast in two pieces or halves -f^ inch thick.

The entire capital is fitted up completely at the works and

taken apart in halves, and placed over and secured to column

when this has been set in place.

The shaft of column above neck moulding C, Fig. 3, should

be from f to |- inch less than the diameter of body, to admit

of the bell being placed on it without showing any bulging of

the bottom of capital.

To give a rich bold relief to the ornamentation on Fig. i,

the work will require to be well undercut.

55
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104. Cast iron Column Connection.—For connecting with

the floor beams and with each other cast-iron columns make

r^

F\G. I Fig 2.

-rV-'^j

\^m

pp or^r

»5Ec;xiofsr

the simplest, cheapest and best finished connections for build-

ings. The single beam has for its bearing a small bracket
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at D, and for connection a lug at C, with a stiffening web {E)

at side.

For the double-beam girder a lug separator is cast on the

column, fitting closely to the webs and flanges of same.

-k~^- '\— L-fiiffPlaN %'/ M

Fig. 3 shows another kind of lug, but one not so good as the

former, for the reason that if there is any tendency to pull the

girder from column, the bolts Avill be apt to bend at distance F.

The lugs and brackets should not be less in thickness than

the body of column ; and allow 5 to 6 inches projection for

brackets and 4 inches for lugs, with not less than two bolts in

each lug.
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105. Holes Drilled.— It is better practice to drill all holes

in flanges and lugs. Oval holes in lugs are of no use when a

good tight connection is required.

In connecting the columns of a story with those of the one

below, the floor line should be considered ; otherwise the bolt

heads would appear above the floor, unless a large shell base

be required. In that case it would be well to make the joint

of columns at the finished floor level, especially if floor beams

are connected to the columns on all sides ; otherwise there would

be little flange left for bolts.

As shown in plate, the upper column has brackets to re-

inforce the flange ; the lower column is made thicker on the

inside, to bring the body of metal in the column below under

that of the column above. But plates between flanges serve a

better purpose. The flanges and plates should be planed true

and columns set plumb, as shimming (by placing small thin

plates to make up difference) or wedging (by driving wedges

under flange) may cause a rupture in column by the concen-

trated weight which would naturally pass to the point of column

bearing.

106. Column Flanges.—Circular and square flanges are

used for connecting columns together. The diameter of bolts

and heads often determines the projection of flange. If square-

head bolts are used, the flanges should project not less than

three inches from shaft.

If hexagon-head bolts are used, the flanges may project a

trifle less than three inches.

107. Fire-proof Column—is a supporting column of cast

iron, with a cast-iron shell covering, and an air space of one to

three inches, sometimes filled with some incombustible material^

but more frequently left entirely clear.

The inner column should be of sufficient strength to alone

sustain the weight to be imposed.

In connecting and resting an upper on a lower column, a

plate should be placed between the two as shown at Fig. 2 ; a
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floor beam or girder also being shown below the connection,

secured to a lug and resting on a bracket cast on the column.

If a small beam, with a light load, is to be connected, a

bracket cast on the outer shell will be sufficient for its support,

a |-inch-thick shell being as light a column (over 9 inches in

diameter) that should be cast for supporting any weight.

108. Dowel Columns.—For buildings where the floor beams

and girders are of wood, the columns for their support are cast

as shown. The portion of column at girder is cast similar to
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the dowel A ; the girder being cut to this shape with 2

inches at least on each side of the flat portion of ^dowel, and

resting on a cast-iron plate made the full width of girder, with

additional lips on each side for holding the girder in place.

ĉ
i

en:

xF
) Ĝ L

3

^^^^^^ m^,mm^)m^^^̂ ^
^^^^^

This manner of connecting columns is not an example of

good construction, as the upper column is prevented from mov-

ing from its position only by the wooden girder and the raised

socket cast on the plate and entering the dowel. For a

better and safer connection with wooden girders, see " Flitch-

plate Girders."

109. Strength of Cast-iron Columns.—We owe our

knowledge of the strength of cast-iron columns chiefly to the

experiments of Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson in the year 1840.
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These were very numerous, and to a certain degree comprehen-

sive, embracing over two hundred examples.

As deduced from these experiments it was found that

where cyhndrical cast-iron columns were shorter than thirty

external diameters, the weight required to break them by bend-

ing is so great that the crushing force becomes sensible, and

the column yields to the combined effect of the forces. But in

a long column (where the length exceeds thirty external

diameters), although the pressure contributes to break it b\-

crushing as well as b\- flexure or bending, yet the column

yields from bending \\\l\\ a weight which is insufficient to sen-

sibly affect it b}- crushing alone. It was found that when the

pressure on the column exceeded one fourth of the breaking

t£/£'?^/^/, a change or derangement of the metal took place. There-

fore one fifth the crushing Aveight is as great a pressure as can

be put upon cast-iron columns without having their ulthnate

strength decreased b)- incipient crushing: provided the thick-

ness of metal in column is uniform, with turned ends, secured

top and bottom and bolted through flanges.

If the column is secured b\' an uncertain method, it is safer

to use one sixth the crushing weight.

It is obvious, therefore, that it will not do to take the table

on page 62 as a guide unless the columns are of uniform thick-

ness throughout, of good metal, with cores made in one piece,

castings reasonably perfect and straight, the ends turned off

true in a lathe in planes at right angles with their axis, and

set up perpendicularly in the building.

Mr. Hodgkinson, in his experiments, found that columns

with rounded ends can sustain only about one third the weight

of those with flat ends carefully fitted, with the ends at right

angles to the axis of the column. In the ordinary mode of

chipping off (cutting with a chisel) the ends of a column in

an unfinished state, the inequalities of the bearing surfaces

cause the weight to rest on a few points on the ends, and it is

almost impossible that the ends shall be at right angles with
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the axis. The safe weight a column can sustain in such

cases is considered to be about two thirds that of one turned

true.

1 10. Weight to be Estimated for any Use.—In com-

puting the weight to be sustained by a column, it is not suffi-

cient to consider only the weight appropriate to that particu-

lar use for which it is intended ; but the weight should be

estimated for any use to which the building may be applied,

with full allowance for floors and the weights to be placed

thereon. It is not safe to take the average weight sustained on

each column, as some columns will have more or less on them

than the average, and will be loaded more on one side than the

other ; besides, they are subject to concussions from bodies

falling on a floor above, or may receive a lateral blow from

goods falling against them in transmission.

Great allowance should also be made for columns that are

subject to vibrations caused by machinery, etc.

111. Strength of Hollow Cast-iron Columns.—The fol-

lowing table gives the iiltiviate strength of round and square

cast-iron columns, in pounds per square inch of sectional area.

/
The numbers in column — = the leng;th divided by the least

diameter, each taken in inches.

/

r
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112. Factors of Safety for Cast-iron Columns.

{ci) If column is accurately turned to a true plane and its

bearing surfaces are perfectly true, take one fifth of ultimate

strength.

[b] If column has turned ends and is set with the usual care

as in ordinary buildings, take one sixth of ultimate strength.

{c) If the ordinar}- mode of chipping off ends as with a

chisel is employed, take ojie eighth of ultimate strength.

Example i. What safe load will a 12-inch-diameter column

I inch thick, 15 feet long, support with a safety factor of 5 or

one fifth the ultimate strength?

/ 180
- = =15.

Opposite this number for round columns is 51,200 pounds, and

dividing this b\- 5 we get 10,240 pounds, safe load per square

inch of sectional area. For the exact area in square inches,

refer to the table of " Areas of Circles."

A 12" dia. area ^ 1 13.10 sq. in.

34.56 = area of a 12" dia. column l" thick.

Then 34.56 inches X 10,240 = 353,894 pounds or 177 tons,

total safe load the column will support.

Example 2. What safe load will a lO-inch-square column

I inch thick, 10 feet long, support, with a safet}- factor of 6 or

one sixth the ultimate strength ?

/ 120

r
~~

\o
~

Opposite this number for square columns is 62,110, which

divided by 6 gives 10,352 pounds, safe load per square inch of

sectional area.

Area of column = 36 inches X 10.352 = 372,672 pounds or

186 tons, the total safe load the column will support.
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113, Ribbed Base Plates—are used where large columns

and heavy weights are carried to the base stone on these bases.

The plate is ribbed to distribute the load over a greater area on

the granite,—generally 1000 pounds per square inch safe load

on granite, 200 pounds per square inch on brickwork, 150

pounds per square inch on concrete, 60 pounds per square inch

on earth.

The ribs {D) should be the thickness of the body of base,

or they may disconnect (after casting) with the body of column

in cooling. The A in section is a flange which will be found

very useful in keeping the outer edge of plate straight in cool-

ing, and will also give considerable strength to the plate. E is

a large hole 2 inches diameter in centre of plate; G are small

holes I inch in diameter in bottom plate (for explanation see

" Grouting"). C is the flange, 3 inches wide, as at B, with holes

{F^ for connecting with column flange.

.The body of base {H) and flange {C) should be the thick-

ness of column above ; the bottom the same. The flanges {A)

should be the thickness of bottom by \\ inches high on inside.

The distance from top of base stone to finished floor is to
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be taken into consideration when designing these bases. It is

a good plan to make the height of the rib equal to its base
;

that is, iT equal toy, as y will be found when the number of

square inches required on granite is established and bottom

made into a rectangular base.

The height of rib {K) may be two thirds the projection of

y, and be found to be a good angle to resist bending.

114. Flat Base Plates—are used in most cases for small

columns, or columns with light loads, also plain plates without

the bevel A. The ring is used for fitting in the column in each

case. This plate is also used for heavy loads ; it may be strong

enough, but the deflection is so great as to throw load on cen-

tre of cap, instead of distributing the weight over entire area of

base stone.

I^
"I

,fK'^

115. Grouting.—To grout a base plate properly, allow one

half to three quarters of an inch space between base stone and

plate, with the base stone trimmed off true and level ; set plate

in its proper place (also level) ; make a bed of cement on all

sides of bottom, to prevent mixture from spreading outside.

Mix Portland cement with water until it runs smoothly (not

like paste) ; then fill the body of the ribbed base plate until it

is about half full. If the mixture is properly made, it will begin

to ooze up at small holes in the bottom of plate. (These holes

are necessary in every plate grouted, as they show that the

mixture has filled under thoroughly.)

If cement is used entirely, being quick-setting (except in
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freezing weather), grouting is found to be practically sufficient

for base plates.

116. Bedding.—After the base stone is trimmed off level

and true, make the mixture the consistency of paste, spread

it equally over the stone from one to two inches in thickness.

Set the base plate in its proper place, ramming it down solid,

true and level.

117. Cast-iron Dowels for Wooden Columns.—Wooden
columns connected by iron dowels are equally as objectionable

as dowelled iron columns. The doxvels for the former are made

in two shapes, square and circular ended as shown, of f-inch

metal 5" X 10" by the height of the girder, with raised sockets

for inserting the top and bottom of posts, and a lip on each

top and bottom plate.

The lip on plate at A is usually \\ inches, and the lower lip

{E) 2 inches by f of an inch thick.

118. Wrought-iron Pins and Cast-iron Star-shaped

Dowels—are also used similarly to the above.

In each case the holes for inserting the dowels are first

bored through the wooden girder before setting same on the

columns.
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WROUGHT-IRON COLUMNS.

119. Wrought-iron Column Sections.—What has been

said in regard to " Rolled Iron Struts" in Chapter VI applies

also to zoroiight-iron columns.

The following compound sections of I beams, channels,

angles, tees, and zee bars are frequently used.

l-=r r 1

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

The section Fig. i of columns is composed of three I beams
;

the inner beam is riveted through its flanges to the webs of

the outer beams by four lines of rivets.

In Fig. 2 channels are used on the outside in place of

I beams; the flanges being turned inward gives the column a

better finished appearance than Fig. i.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

The section Fig. 3 is composed of two channels with lattic-

ing, or of two channels and plates riveted to the flanges of

channels with four lines of rivets.

67
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In Fig. 4 the section is composed of four corner angles

with four plates, and joined together with eight lines of rivets.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

The section Fig. 5 is formed in the same manner as Fig. 4,

latticing being used in place of plates.

The rolled-segment or " Phoenix" column, as Fig. 6, is

composed of from four to eight segments riveted together

through the projecting flanges, and made from 4 to 17I inches

outside diameter and 6^^^ to 21 inches outside of flanges.

Fillers of flat iron can be placed between these flanges to make

up any required sectional area.

120. Zee-bar Columns—represent types of columns with

open sections, in common with I beam and channel columns,

which readily admit of repainting and are therefore suitable for

out-door work.

The standard sections of zee-bar columns, as shown on page

69, at Fig. 3, may be re-enforced to the required strength by

using either three plates, as in Fig. 2, or making a square closed

column, as in Fig. i.

121. Strength of Wrought-iron Columns.—Wrought-

iron columns fail either by deflecting bodily out of a straight

line, or by buckling of the metal between rivets or other points

of support. Both actions may take place at the same time

;

but if buckHng occurs alone, it may be an indication that the

rivet spacing or the thickness of the metal is insufificient.

The rule has been deduced from actual experiments upon

columns, as in girders, that the distance between centres of

rivets should not exceed, in the line of strain, sixteen times

the thickness of metal of the parts joined, and the distance

between rivets or other points of support, at right angles to
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the line of strain, should not exceed thirty-two times the

thickness.

122. Safe Load on Wrought-iron Columns.—On account

of the perfect symmetry of form possessed by round and

square sections, as compared with the shapes for which the

table of " Safe Load on Struts" was especially calculated, the

safe loads per square inch of section are increased ten (10) per

cent for round columns and five (5) percent for square columns.

That is, the factors of safety previously given remaining the

sam.e, the ultimate strength is supposed to be 10 and 5 per

cent, respectively, greater than the rolled struts.

The following tables give the values of the radius of gyra-

tion for round and square columns from 4 to 12 inches diam-

eter and from J^- of an inch to i inch thick.

Note.—The weights given in the section of zee bars are pounds per foot

in length.
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123. RADII OF GYRATION FOR ROUND COLUMNS.



CHAPTER IX.

STAIRWAYS.

125. Close-string Stairs.—There is no part of a building

which furnishes a better opportunity for ornamentation than

the stairway. It is generally a continuation of the entrance-

hall, and is the means of communication between the several

stories. The design page 72 shows a cast-iron string and cast-

iron railing and what are commonly called c/ose-slrzn£'s/mrs, the

ends of treads and risers not being visible from outside the

string.

126. Height and Breadth of Steps.—In straight staircases

the JieigJit and breadth of steps are very variable quantities,

generally subject to the exigencies of the space reserved. As
a rule, the broader the tread at the line of trafific, the less

should be the riser or height of step. The breadth varies

from 9 to 12 inches (not considering the nosing), and the

height of riser from 6 to 8 inches—a minimum and maximum
that should never be exceeded. It is always a safe rule to

make twice the rise plus the tread equal to 25. Within these

limits stairs are easy of ascent and not tiring.

An ordinary staircase to be convenient should be pitched

at an angle ranging from 24 to 30 degrees. It should consist

of steps uniform in height in each flight between the stories as

measured from flooring to flooring.

127. Cast-iron Stairs.— The plan, section, and details, page

73, show stairs of cast-iron with slate treads. The connections

of strings are covered entirely by the posts, thus giving them

a finished appearance.

71
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The face string extends to the wall for support and forms

a riser. (See detail B^ It is seldom made less than twelve

inches or required more than sixteen inches wide.

128. To Measure Height of Railing.—The railing height

is measured from a point on the tread directly above the face

of riser (not the moulding under the nosing of tread), and

should be from 2 feet 8 inches to 3 feet. Fig. 2 is the string
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connection at the top of stairs. The wall string is set 2 to 2|-

inches from face of wall to receive the plastering at top and

bottom, and is frequently made with a wider top and bottom

^77777777777777777777777777^7777

flange to receive any furring placed on wall. The section of

wall string at Fig. 3 shows clearly the manner of receiving the

plastering.
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To arrange the treads and risers upon the strings, the F
distance on Fig. 2 should not be less than 2 inches above nos-

ing of tread, and from 4 to 8 inches at E below riser, depend-

ing at this point upon the size of treads, height of risers, and

length of string. The F distance need seldom be changed.

To have the string show a proper finish at top of stairs, the top

moulding should return downward to flooring as shown at Cy

Fig. 2.

A continuous vertical and horizontal flange, f by \\ inches

thick, is cast on the string to secure the risers.

The wall string, if of considerable length, can be secured to

the wall by lag screws or expansion bolts (see plate of Bolts),

and cast with ribs as shown at A, Fig. 3. These ribs perform

an important part when the casting is cooling, keeping it

straight, also forming separators when the string is drawn up

close to wall.

129. Number of Strings Regulated by Width.—Stairs

over four feet in width should have three strings—that is, an

outside or face string, a middle string to follow the shape of

riser and tread, and a wall string. If less are used for stairs

over four feet in width, the risers should be increased in thick-

ness. The average thickness for an ordinary riser is one

fourth {\) of an inch.

130. Wrought-iron Stairs.—For area stairs, or stairs to

be used for light trafific in any locality, those of luroiight iron

are the lightest and simplest constructed. The strings are made

of flat iron, welded and made the shape of treads and risers,

riveted to a plain bar as shown at B. The portion of string

at F has angle knee clips for fastening the treads upon. The

treads are f of an inch thick ; to give them stiffness a vertical

flange is cast on the back. The railing is constructed as shown

by the connection D, with the baluster curved to clear the

tread at C.

The top rail is composed of a flat bar with a half-round

bar of wrought iron riveted on top. These stairs can be adapted
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for spans from 4 feet to 12 feet long by 3 feet wide. The straight

bar G may be from ij X f inch to 2^^ X i inch, the bar F
I-| X Xq inch to i^ X 2 inch, tiie balusters //| inch square.

Section cft3P'Rail

L:V--vi23_J

\r

f
Section of tread

T=L AN

>////////y/////////y//^////V///7/^^^

The treads to be cast iron, open-diamond pattern.

Wooden treads are often used by securing them to the angle

knee clippings {A) with carriage bolts.
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131. Circular Stairs—are used where circumstances pre-

vent the construction of a straight staircase. The treads and

risers, as shown in the detail, are cast in one piece, placed over

SecjioN A

®
!

0[SiaSElEi0D

"^leET?
I

\j'

PAT»T ELEVATION!

and secured to a 4 or 6 inch diameter wrought-iron pipe

extending the full height of stairs.

In adjusting the plan, it is important that the head-room
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be sufficiently large to allow passage up and down : it should

not be less than 7 feet from top to bottom of treads. The
landing, as shown in top plan, has a square platform, well-hole,

railing, and cast-iron fascia.

The treads may be of slate or marble, or of cast iron, solid

or open pattern.

A cast-iron post, as shown at section yi, is set into a socket,

on the top of pipe, giving it a finished appearance.

132. Deck-beam Strings.—In Fig. i of the following plate

of details the string is composed of a deck-beam and cast-iron

stepping-blocks {A). The apron {F) on stepping-blocks extends

over outer edge of beam flange.

The angle knee H is for connecting the deck beam to floor

beams of stair well.

The post G is made to cover the connection of string.

The risers are secured to the face of blocking pieces on face

string, and to the projecting flange E on wall string. The wall

string projects from the wall line and receives the plastering

as shown at C. The railing bars D are bent over the treads

and secured to the blocking pieces.

"^ZZ- Channel Strings—as shown at Fig. 2, are constructed

as close strings, the treads and risers being secured to the

channels by cast-iron or wrought-iron angles formed to the

shape of the treads and risers.

The face of channel at flanges can be filled with cast-iron

mouldings, and webs ornamented with rosettes.

134. Plate and Angle Strings—are constructed similarly

to " channel strings." Cast-iron mouldings and rosettes may
be applied in the same manner.

This is a more expensive stairway than any of the others

previously described, and is used only in cases of long flights

and heavy traffic. The wall strings can be constructed of cast

iron for any length of span if placed directly against walls, for

the reason that dowels or expansion bolts are used to tie the

string to wall for support. It will also be found to give a
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better finish and connection with base moulding, which is gen-

erally continued around landings and platforms.

WALL LINE

^ f''
DECK BEAM STRING

1

'^^

CHANNEL STRlKiCi

1 ',

JT
SECTION 0{ STPmG

J

135. Treads and Risers.—Treads are generally made of

slate, I J, \\, if, and 2 inches thick, and risers of iron, \ and f
inch thick. Where stairs have little light and dependence is

placed upon skylights, the treads and risers are frequently
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made of cast iron perforated. Where a first-class finished

staircase is adopted, the treads are made of white ItaHan mar-

ble, and the cast-iron riser is faced with marble.

Tiling can also be applied to the risers and treads by mak-

ing the outer border and body of riser and tread solid iron and

setting the tiling in recess.

136. Fascias.—The landings and platforms of all stairways

should h.2iWC: fascias the size of outer strings, and should project

a few inches below ceiling line to receive plastering, and a few

inches above to receive finished floor. The casting can be

made as thin as y^ of an inch.

137. Posts or Newels—are to be placed in all corners

where necessary, extending above and receiving the rail, and

to have a finished " drop" below ceiling at G.

138. Brackets for Stair Handrail.—These brackets are

used on landings, corridors, and wall side of stairway, for the

hand rail to rest in, and made of a f-inch-diameter brass or

wrought-iron bar. The distance of pipe from wall at A is gen-

erally 2 inches.

139. Stairs to be Carefully Constructed.—To g[\Q the

staircase a finished appearance in every respect, it is very

important that the work should be carefully constructed. The
wall strings should extend along all landings and finish with

some post or door trim.

The slate and marble for the treads and platform should

not be too large (not over 4X5 feet), with small beams, tees,

or cast-iron bridge pieces for their support.



CHAPTER X.

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.

140. Ornamental Design.—The art of ornamental design

is appreciated both by the pubHc and by the manufacturer, by

the consumer as well as the producer of all the innumerable

appliances of modern life.

Every style contends for the mastery, and in our manufac-

tories every variety is encouraged ; nor can we identify any one

as national. The ornamental sculptor, the wood carver, the

house decorator, the glass painter, and the designer for iron

and brass,—all these are called upon to assist in the production

of articles from every variety of design.

The architectural-iron worker is called upon not only to

prepare and erect the iron employed in the building, but to

supply a considerable portion of the decoration, generally from

designs furnished by the architect to be worked in cast and

wrought iron.

We frequently observe how beautifully these designs have

been reproduced.

141. Hammered Wrought Iron—as a means of decora-

tion, is an established feature of architectural work. Although

expensive for good work, the results attained are very satisfac-

tory for workmanship and beauty.

Flowers, vines and leaves, fantastic iron work for hinges

and door latches, are worked in particular excellence; in fact,

all manner of design known to decoration can be reached by the

artisan in this style of work.

80
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Ornamental VVrought-iron Leaves.
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Wrought-iron Grille,
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142. Method of Hammering Leaves, etc.—For a correct

and intelligent manner of producing the best results in Jiaiii-

inered leaves, etc., the designs should be drawn full size and

correctly shaded to show their proper forms and inclinations,

with a sketch showing the complete outlines of the figure. If

this is not sufificiently clear to the artisan, a model should be

made, in clay or wax, which gives a true and perfectly clear

representation of the design in its finished state.

To facilitate the production of many forms for similar de-

signs, the model is reproduced in cast iron and the casting used

as a pattern, upon which the leaves are more readily hammered

into shape.

143. Hammered Wrought-iron Grilles.—Window, door

and panel grilles give the best opportunity for design in ham-

mered wrought iron. Of the two designs herein shown, the

first can be made of square or round bars, curved to the proper

shape and placed inside the frame ; then heads, face and leaves

hammered separately and welded or riveted to the curved bars.

In the second design, the inside open panel is formed of

leaves, vines, etc., and the outside border may be closed or

open. To give an effective and well-relieved appearance, the

leaves, grapes and vines can be hammered work, and the body

made of a plain casting, to which the relieved work is secured.

144. Cast Iron Ornamented.—We seldom think of com-

paring ornamental cast iron with hammered wrought iron to its

disadvantage ; both are excellent ; whereas modern castings

do invite comparison, as by an infinitely careful ingenuity of

pattern-making the very best results are obtained.

Ornamented cast iron is largely used in railings, balconies

and verandas, with graceful posts and panels of delicate lattice
;

or inside the house—the grates, stairs and stair railings.

Even the ordinary area railing of straight bars has cast

knobs, rosettes, etc., very good in their way, and everything so

compact that one never sees parts fractured. The grates

found in the best houses are for the most part of excellent de-
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sign, and remarkable examples of careful castings; some are

quite plain, with just a moulding or two, and others are fluted

and beaded all over with tiny ornaments on flat surfaces.

Repetition is the very nature of cast work, and hence the same

WWSJ^WNV^V.^ nsmn

Wrought-tron Grille with Cast-iron Border,

form, as we have often seen, is many times impressed from the

same pattern. Repetition of a few simple elements in different

combinations makes great actual variety possible, as in fire-

backs of grates, etc.

145. Modelling for Ornamental Castings.—The very old

method of modelling the ornament in wax is also applied to

the finer class of castings at the present time. Where fre-

quent repetition of the ornament is necessary, a casting
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Gas-light Post of Cast Iron.
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Electrtc-light Post

OF Cast Iron.

is made from the model, in lead, brass or

bronze, and used as a pattern.

If the model is not finished in wax,

recourse can be had to carving the pattern

in wood.

146. Finish of Ornamental Iron.—In

many cases of finishing ornamental iron

painting is generally adopted.

For the best class of work various

other means are u^ed, as the " BarfT" pro-

cess, so called from the name of its dis-

coverer. Its purpose is to render the

surface of metallic articles treated resist-

ant to acids and impervious to humid

oxidation. Iron that has been properly

barffed will not rust. The process belongs

in no sense to the chemical laboratory,

and requires no particular scientific knowl-

edge or technical skill for its success. The

iron to be treated is made perfectly clean,

free from oil and dust, and placed in a

muffie—-d,Vi air-tight oven into which is led

a steam-pipe from a boiler that carries

steam at a pressure of from 5o to 100

pounds to the inch. The effect of this

steam on the iron exposed to its action is

to convert its surface into magnetic oxide

of iron.

Galvanizing, the modern version of

tinning applied to iron, is a valuable pro-

cess. Galvanizing and good oil gilding

right over the surface would probably

be a perfect protection from rust, or the

galvanized portion might be lacquered and
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varnished in one or many lustrous tints, or in black, gold and

silver patterns.

Wrought-iron Balcony Railing.

For some work, oiling or varnishing, or an application of

thin "Berlin black," may be sufficient.

Wrought-iron Street RAiLiNa'

Electro-plating in copper, silver, nickel, bronze, and very

often in gold, is a favorite method and universally adopted.



CHAPTER XI.

ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES.

147. Passenger-elevator Enclosure.^—The enclosure front

represented in the annexed engraving is not a design of any

particular merit, but is given here to illustrate the combination

and construction.

The transom rail over the doors is made of a wrought-iron

angle (/) and faced with a cast-iron moulding. A smaller

wrought-iron angle (F) is secured on the larger, with one leg

planed to serve as a track for the sheaves of sliding door, and

extends across the entire front. The sheaves are anti-friction

and arranged into a hanger or welded bar, formed with an

open groove as shown at H \ the pin in the sheave runs back

and forth, travelling the full length each time the door is

opened or shut.

The hangers are secured to top of door as shown in section

of track.

The bottom of door is prevented from falling out by the

pin A projecting into the grooved saddle.

The saddle extends across the entire front and down over

the channel on inside of enclosure as shown at B.

To give a neat appearance to the face of channel, rosettes

{E) or mouldings are generally employed. The moulding C
is made to extend below ceiling to receive the plastering.

These fronts are often used as entrance doors to shafts

where it is desired to carry goods from one story to another,

88
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some passenger elevators having an auxiliary compartment for

freight. The entire front is hung on heavy pin hinges, in such

a manner that when the sliding door is back of the stationary

panel, and bolts loosened from end of transom, the front may
be swung out.

SeCTION OF TRACK

To secure the sliding door when closed, brass or bronze

locks 3" X 4" X I" are placed upon the inside, with a rubber

buffer, against which the door strikes, attached to post.
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The doors of front should be set plumb over each other in

the different stories, as the door in elevator car takes the same

position at each story as it rises and falls.

148. Freight-elevator Enclosure.—Of the many methods

of constructing an enclosure for elevators, that of the angle-

iron frame requires the least room and is the simplest in erec-

tion. The frame is filled in with porous terra-cotta blocks 4

inches thick. The corner angles, of 3" X 4" X f, extend to

the lower floor level, resting on a base plate of cast iron, a small

foundation being prepared for the same. If the stories are not

too high, a connection need only be made at every other story.

For these connections wrought-iron plates \ inch to f inch

thick are used. (See connection C. For connection above

roof where upright angles discontinue, see connection B, G.) At

each floor level a horizontal angle is placed which receives the

uprights of door and also the cast-iron saddle. The uprights

or jambs should be 3" X 3" X I" angle, with 3" X 4" X|" at

head : the head angle to have the 4-inch leg down to receive

the 4-inch block. The distance between head of door and the

next story will require a good-sized panel of terra-cotta blocks ;

therefore a larger angle is needed.

The connections of door jambs should have counter-sunk

bolt heads on door side as shown at detail D, that door open-

ing may be perfectly free.

To prepare the jambs for the door a wrought-iron eye is

riveted as shown in plan, with proper projection for the

wooden casing. The pin or strap hinge is secured to door and

w'orks in this eye. To stiffen the jambs and prevent any

vibration caused by the continual closing and swinging of doors,

a flat bar 2^" X h" is placed between jamb and corner angle,

half way in height (see connection E). The doors are made

of wood and covered with sheet iron No. 16 to No, 20 gauge.

The strength of the angles to support the superstructure need

not be taken into consideration : those adopted will be found

sufficiently strong for the requirements. Angles of 3" X 4"
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were selected for practical reasons ; the fire-proof blocks being

4 inches thick, a 4-inch angle is required.

By reference to side elevation it will be seen that an angle

extends vertically against wall. The terra-cotta blocks require
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Ihe cross-pieces on side elevation extend into and bear on

the wall, to carry each panel as shown.

Most if not all enclosures extend several feet above the

roof, with a large skylight for ventilation and light. Although

the car seldom extends to roof, the sheaves for the gearing of

car should extend above the roof line to give ample height for

the proper working of the car at top story.

The sides of the enclosure above the roof should be covered

with crimped or plain sheet iron No. i6 gauge.

When the iron frame of enclosure extends above level of

roof it is called a bulkhead. Similar bulkheads are placed over

stairs, dumb-waiters, and light-shafts.

149. Double Sliding Doors for Passenger-elevator

Fronts.—Buildings not fire-proof having passenger-elevator

shafts enclosed in a frame of iron filled with porous terra-cotta

blocks, or enclosed in brickwork, have double doors arranged

as shown by the following details.

The outer door is constructed of iron, and used at night

to prevent the passage of fire from one story to another. The

inner door is constructed of wood with glass or grille work,

and used during the day.

The jambs for the doors are made of channel iron. In the

plan view opposite, C is 6 inches and B 4 inches wide. D is

a continuation of saddle (see section, Fig. 2).

In Fig. I the 6-inch jamb is continued over the top of door,

y4 is a small channel with one leg planed for the sheave E to

run upon. D is the hanger secured to frame of door, i? is a

cast-iron moulding which extends overhead and down the

6-inch jamb, acting as a guide for the outer door.

The section of saddle and bottom of both doors is shown in

Fig. 2. A \'s> z. section through frame of inner door, with a

projecting pin H acting as a guide in the groove G. B is a. sec-

tion through frame of outside door, which is made of plain

sheet iron (F) and cast-iron moulding (E). The frame can

be made into as many panels as desired. The sheave C is
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secured to the frame by the hanger D (see Fig. 4) and runs

upon the projecting Hp cast with the saddle.

T^Q^A: SECTION AT BOTTOM

To secure the outer door when closed, a slot is cut into the

channel jamb as shown in Fig, 3. B is the channel, C the door

frame, and A a pin for raising the latch.
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To secure the inner door, the same lock and buffer are used

as explained for passenger-elevator enclosure.

150. Elevator-car Guide Supports—are generally con-

structed of 6-inch channels if placed on sides of shaft, or of

5 X 5-inch angles if placed in corners, and are continuous from

cellar or basement to top of upper story. The wooden guides

are secured to the channels and angles by heavy screws

placed 2 to 3 feet apart.

When two elevator shafts adjoin each other and the guides

are placed on the sides, the supports should be of two channels

placed back to back, with the wooden guides between, and

then bolted together by f-inch-diameter bolts three or four

feet between centres. To stiffen and support this combination

they should rest and be secured to I beams placed in the shaft

at each floor level.
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DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

151. Circular-head Door and Frame.—This door is made
double, as shown in the plan (page 96). The frame is of 3 X
f-inch flat iron on both sides of a sheet-iron plate of from No.

16 to No. 20 gauge. The panels are formed by bars running

horizontally as well as vertically, the moulded-panel effect be-

ing given by a cast-iron moulding! of an inch deep by one inch

long. The entire work is riveted with j^g^inch-diameter rivets,

with heads smoothed off.

The frame upon which the door hangs is made of cast-iron

f of an inch thick, and secured to the masonry with lag

screws.

The cast-iron saddle is f of an inch thick, extends across

the entire opening, and is secured to the cast-iron frame.

Bolts are placed top and bottom of door as shown in the

elevation and section.

152. Sidewalk Door.—These doors are set level with the

sidewalk into a cast-iron frame or a stone coping. The section

(see page 97) as shown at A-B is a cast-iron frame, with a raised

lip cast on to prevent surface water from entering the opening.

The door frame is made of 2 X ^-inch flat wrought-iron

bars, and covered with sheet iron of No. 12 to No. 14. craus-e

(No. 12 being the heaviest), with rivet-heads, 4 to 6 inches

between centres, projecting above the surface.

The doors are secured to the cast-iron frame by wrought-

iron, brass, or bronze hinges 4- inch thick.

95
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At the centre of each door a rebate is formed by riveting

to it a 3 X 3 X f-inch angle iron, which also adds considerable

stiffness to the doors when closed. To secure them when
shut, a padlock is placed in centre, with bolts at each end.
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A 4.inch-diameter ring ^ inch thick is placed on the outside,

by which to raise the doors when required to be opened.
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SECTION A -3 SEtTlONC-<±) '

A resting block in the shape of a triangle is secured to the

sidewalk, for each door to rest against when open ; and a

f-inch-diameter bar, turned down at each end, resting in an eye

riveted to the frame, holds the door open at an angle of 75

degrees.
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153. Outside Folding Shutters—are constructed of flat

iron frames, and covered with crimped or plain sheet iron of
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No. 16 to No. 20 gauge (No. 16 being the heaviest), and

riveted to the frames with y^^-inch-diameter rivets, placed at
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four to six inches (between centres) apart. The heads on inside

of frame are flattened and filed off smooth.

If the opening is flush on four sides, the sheet iron should

project i|- inches all around ; if the sills are not flush with

masonry, but project two inches or more, the sheet iron will

not project beyond bottom of frame.

The shutters are supported by strap hinges, the size of

which is proportioned to the size and weight of shutter. For

an ordinary-sized opening, from 4 to 7 feet, the shutters are

made in twofold, with the frame 2" X f of an inch thick ; if very

stiff frames are required, i^ X li X f-inch angle iron should be

used,

154. Shutter Hinges.—For shutters to openings 5 feet and

less in width the hinges are made of 2 X f-inch flat bars as

shown at F, with a finch-diameter pin working in a cast-iron

shutter eye built in with the wall.

The shutters are secured, when shut, by a latch hooking

over the cross-bar E, as shown in sketch of latch at A, and

further secured by bolts top and bottom. (See sketch of bolt,

also showing flush sill and window head.)

155' Storm Hooks—are used for securing the shutters

when open, made of a f-inch-diameter bar with end turned

down 2 inches, connected to eyes riveted to bottom of frame,

and bracing the shutters by setting the turned-down end into a

hole drilled into stone sill.

156. Shutter Eyes—are made of ^-inch-thick cast iron in

the shape as shown, cast the size of, and made to work in as, a

brick, with an eye for the pin of hinge. The border is f of an

inch thick, the web C is ^ of an inch. The open holes B are

for bedding in cement or mortar.

157. Shutter Rings—are used for attaching a hook on end

of pole to open and close the shutters.

158. Cast-iron Brick—are made similar to shutter eyes, but

cast without an eye, and are built in with masonry, for secur-
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ing all manner of iron work to jambs, where drilling or ham-

mering might cause injury to the masonry.

Frames of doors, guards, and grilles are often secured to

the bricks by first drilling, then tapping the holes and using

tap bolts.

159. Rolling Steel Shutters—are suitable for closing store

fronts, warehouses, goods sheds, staircase openings, elevator

openings, and in many cases where protection from fire and

thieves is desired. The shutters are made of steel, corrugated

and riveted together, forming a firm and unbroken surface.

They can be made self-coiling up to twenty feet in width ; and

require no winding apparatus, being pushed up and down with

a rod. They are also fitted with winding gear, and protected

by metal shields which prevent the edges from being worn by

friction in the iron grooves. These grooves are made of

iron channel bars \\" X \\" X i" thick.

160. The Noiseless Shutter—consists in the application

of strips of leather to the edge, which are woven through

mortises in the steel, forming a protection to the parts that

work in the grooves, and a cushion for the coils when rolled up.

The effect of this leather is to reduce the vibration of the steel

and cause the shutter to work easily and noiselessly in the
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grooves ; also to vastly increase the wearing qualities and gen-

eral usefulness.

The shutters are lubricated with " graphite axle grease"

thinned down with oil, which gives a metallic polished surface

to the leather edging, fills up any inequalities in the grooves

and improves the working.

By referring to the elevation and section on page loo, it

will be noticed that when the drum C receives the shutter when
rolled up, a certain size space is required. This is governed

by the size of opening or length of shutter.

The dotted line F represents the space when the drum C
receives the entire shutter. ^ is a wrought-iron shaft on which

the drum is secured. ^ is a plate with socket to support the

shaft. D is the spring, / the corrugated shutter, and G the

channel groove.

The following are the sizes of spaces required for different-

sized openings

:

PLAIN-EDGE STEEL SHUTTER. NOISELESS OR LEATHERED.

Height of Open-



CHAPTER XIII.

FLOOR LIGHTS AND SKYLIGHTS.

i6i. Cast-iron Floor Lights for Iron Beams—in the form

as shown in the plate opposite, are cast in one piece. The glass

is 6 inches square by f inch thick. The section of rib A—B is

2 inches by ^ inch thick, the section C—D is 3 inches by ^

inch thick, and frames are usually made from 2feet square to

4X6 feet. The frames may be made longer than 6 feet, but

should never be over 4 feet 6 inches wide : the deepest rib in

all cases to extend the 4 feet 6 inch way.

The border shown at C is made 2J to 3 inches wide, with

reeds continuous on four sides. If the border is not required,

the frame need only extend to iloor to receive the glass.

The rebate E which receives the glass requires to be -J inch

deeper than the thickness of glass to receive the putty, and ^

to f inch wide. The section of rib A—B is made deeper on

the ends as shown at B. The outside frame is stiffened by the

ribs E and secured to the beams by the bolt D.

162, Cast-iron Floor Lights for Wooden Beams—are

made similar to the cast-iron floor lights for iron beams, but the

frame is arranged somewhat differently (see illustration on

page 104), and the ribs section C—D are 3 inches deep.

The particulars concerning rebates, glass and putty de-

scribed in the preceding article apply also to this floor light.

163. Wrought-iron Floor Light for Wooden Beams.—
This floor light (see page 105) has the same cast-iron frame as

the cast-iron floor light, but the frame is slotted as shown at

section E—F, to receive the principal bearing bars, which are

of wrought iron.

102
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Riveted to each side of these bearing bars, for a rebate, are

l" X 2" strips, as section C—D, with y\-inch-diameter rivets

[^ 1:
" II 1

.
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bars, section A—B, also receive the glass, and extend in one

piece through the bearing bars, the number varying to suit the

length of glass and width of span. The glass is rough plate,

G L/^?s^

ip^^-^^
^^y--^

Section c-d

•- WOODEN CA'bi'MCii

SECTION /\-B

three quarters of an inch to one inch thick, from I2 to i6

inches wide, with i inch clearance on each side for putty
;
the

length should not be over 30 inches. But as the glass is liable

to break unless it be perfectly flat, it is preferable to have
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it square : the smaller the square the more easily is it replaced

when broken.

Gla&s

puTTY

Section a-b

WOODEN JRIM

C L A^%

Sectiom c-d

Section E.
- '^

In calculating the strength of bearing bars, deduct the area

of hole punched out for the one-inch-square bars. Then for

safe load uniformly distributed use the following formula

:
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2.6AD
Safe load in tons =

\L

where yi = area of section
;

D = depth of bar
;

L = span in feet.

Example. To find the uniformly distributed load of a

6" X i" flat bar used for a floor light with a span of 6 feet.

Deduct one square inch of area for loss of section by the

one-inch cross-bar. The bar loses in area by the holes punched

for the rebate bars, but gains again by the addition of the bars.

Then by formula,

.„
, ,

,
2.6 X 5 X 6

Safe load = —-p— = 4.3 tons.3X6 ^^

To find the deflection for the above bar under the same

load uniformly distributed :

r^ n
^^^" 4-3 X 2l6

. • ,

Deflection = „
, ^ = -7;

—-——^ = 0.107 of an inch.
4SAD- 48 X 5 X 36

^

To prevent the glass from being broken, the deflection should

not be over .33 of an inch in centre of span.

164. Skylights.—In nearly every building a skylight in one

shape or another is required, and almost invariably it is in-

serted for ventilation as well as light.

Single-pitch skylights should not have less pitch than two

inches to the foot. In double-pitch hipped skylights the angle

should be 33 degrees or 8 inches to the foot ; for instance, a

skylight with a span of 12 feet should have the ridge 4 feet

high. The curb should be from 4 to 6 inches above the roof :

if ventilators are placed in the curb, it should be from 12

to 16 inches high. For ornamentation various kinds of glass

may be used—opalescent, crown disks, pressed, fancy, fluted,

etc. The best glass for skylight purposes is rough plate or

fluted, and the following thicknesses are proportionate to the
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sizes: 15" X 40" X A" thick; 16" X 60" X i" thick ;
20" X

100" X I" thick. Rough plate is to be preferred to fluted ; it

will admit more light, while it is equally translucent. The
flutes often become filled with dust and dirt, which will accumu-

late and be held in the recesses of the fluting.

WEIGHT OF ROUGH GLASS PER SQUARE FOOT.

Thickness.
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paint adheres much better after the gloss is off, in the same

manner as with tin roofs. The best kind of paint to use is the

oxide of zinc or of lead.

Condensation caused by the heat within and the chilling

influence of the cold atmosphere without, and also any leakage

which might occur between the bars and glass, is taken up by

a small condensation gutter.
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165. Hip Skylight— is made of wrought-iron bars for rafters

(section C—D in plate opposite), with cast-iron condensation

gutter riveted to bottom for support of glass. In this case the

glass is -^ inch thick by 12 inches wide by 60 inches long. In

considering the width and length of glass, it is best to use what

is generally called stock glass ; otherwise it may be difficult to

get when needed. The shorter the lengths, the more easily they

are handled and the less liable to break. If the span is long,

several lengths may be necessary ; these can be overlapped at

each joint. The rebates should then be raised on the condensa-

tion gutter by strips of iron of different thicknesses under each

plate of glass, to keep them in one pitch as steps. This will

be found best for the glass, as the putty may shrink and become

dislodged by the action of the atmosphere, leaving a wedge-

shaped opening under each sheet.

Section A—B is the ridge bar having \" X y strips riveted

to sides. The filling-in bars are tenoned and mortised into this

ridge, while some are mortised into the bar H, which is secured

to wall with expansion bolts or lag screws.

The section of wall shows a cast-iron gutter \ inch thick,

with a false bottom E. This bottom is cast with the gutter

near the top of moulding on one end, pitching down to the

opening F in bottom of gutter where the leader connects.

This gutter is cast in several lengths, and is accurately fitted

and water-tight. On the inside where the bars rest the glass

is secured by galvanized or copper strips to prevent the plates

from sliding out (see section G).

The weight to be calculated, in addition to iron and glass,

is that of snow at 40 pounds per square foot ; and use the

formula as adopted for wrought-iron floor lights.
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HOLLOW BURNT CLAY.

i66. Hollow Blocks for Arches.—These blocks are made
of hard-burned fire-clay, hollow, of equal vertical thicknesses.

The number of blocks varies according to size and distance be-

tween the iron beams. The two outer blocks are called skew-

backs, and are made with a shoulder formed to fit the flange (Fig.

6, opposite), and extend three quarters to one inch below, com-

pletely covering the beam. The centre block is the key, and

the intermediate blocks are so placed, when laid with cement,

as to form a self-supporting arch. All are dovetailed, as shown

in Fig. 5, when burnt, to receive the plastering.

Width of Span.
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ceilings, etc., these blocks are made in different sizes: 25

inches between centres is a good spacing of T irons, the

blocks being 24 inches wide and allowance being made for

cement.

pdT^'KOOrS AND HANGING CEILING]

Tia 2.

Tig 3 T.G4
HOLLOW BLOCKS AS RAEARCHES -yj-RE PROOFING COLUnUS

TLoO'RlNGt_

yiLLlMG

^o^

o 00

IG t>

T\Q. 5 CCEU\rR^ LINE-

Blocks 2" inches thick weigh 11 pounds per square foot;

3 inches thick, 1 5 pounds. Fig. 3 shows blocks as flat arches.

Fig. 5 is a segment arch with a space allowed for filling of con-
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Crete or other incombustible material, and timbers to which

flooring is to be nailed.

Fig. 4 is a column protected by a casing of ribbed blocks,

with an air space between. The blocks are dovetailed on the

outside for holding the plastering, and set with cement and

firmly secured with copper wire bound on the outside.

Partitions of hollow clay 3" thick, 14 lbs. per sq. ft.

a



CHAPTER XV.

ANCHORS.

i68. Ashler Anchors.—Where brick or stone walls are

faced with stone ashler from 4 to 12 inches thick, and it is

necessary to tie the outer surfaces to the body of the wall,

ashler anchors are used. One end is let into the stone, the

other end resting on and built in with the wall. Where an

exceptionally large wall is lined with ashler, the anchors should

be made heavier in proportion. This anchor forms a good tie

for an air-space lining wall ; that is, where a stone wall is built

under sidewalk with an air space, then a brick wall from 4 to

8 inches thick ; the anchors being built into the stone wall,

projecting through the air space and tying the brick wall, and

placed from 4 to 5 feet between centres in all directions.

The sizes commonly used are y\" X i" X ^2" long; ^" X
i" X 12" long; I" X i" X 14" long; f" X il" X 12" long;

r X ir X 16" long.

Ashler anchor A in plate (page 115) is similar, with the ex-

ception that the end let into stone is round, the hole in stone:

being drilled round instead of cut square.

169. Side Anchors.—The side anchor B is for iron

beams, to be bolted to the webs with two |-inch-diameter

bolts, and placed on all beams resting on walls. These follow-

ing lengths are for beams with 8 inches bearing on a 16-inch,

wall and over: f" X if" X 16" long; f X li" X 16" long ;.-

f" X 2" X 16" long. For a 12-inch wall the anchor should be

two angle knees bolted or riveted to web.

"3
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Side anchor A is used for wooden beams, and nailed to the

side of about every fifth beam with two or three -^^" nails. If

the walls are less than i6 inches and more than 12 feet hi^h,

the anchors should be nailed to every fourth beam. The fol-

lowing lengths will do for any thickness of wall, as they can be

nailed at any point near the end of beam : \" X ^^' X 12"

long; r X ir X 16" long; f" X i^' X 16" long.

170. Wall Anchors.—These anchors are used for tying the

front, side and interior walls together Avhen the side walls are

carried up ahead of the front walls. They are placed about

4 feet apart in height, single for a 20-inch wall and less, and

double for 24-inch wall and over. The hook end, being turned

down or up 2 inches, is built in side walls, and the spear end

projecting sufficiently to take the centre of front wall. Sizes

are from two to three feet in length, of \\" X f", \\" X i",

and if" X V' flat iron, with ^' diameter rod 12 inches long

for a spear.

171. Hook Anchors.—This anchor is made similar to the

wall anchor, but used to tie a front or rear wall to the cross-

beams which run parallel with front and rear walls, and some-

times made to extend over three or four beams, but generally

only two.

The hook end rests on and is turned down over beam and

nailed. The iron beam girders supporting the upper stories

over a front, at second-story level, are connected to interior

beams by these anchors ; the end in wall and over girder is

hooked over flange of outer beam, or middle one if girder is

of three beams. Sizes commonly used : i^" X f", I2" X f",

and \^' X i'j the length varying to suit the centres of

beams.

172. Drive Anchors.—When an old wall is to be lined

with a small one from 8 to 16 inches thick, these anchors are

used, being driven into the old work with the hook end pro-

jecting from 4 to 8 inches. The new wall is then tied with the
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old, and the hook is turned up. The anchors are made

i" X f" X 8" long and i^" X |" X 12" long.

173. Wedge Anchors.—Before the wooden shores and

needles used in supporting a wall that has been undermined

W-ALL ANCHO'R

<D

(s/RDER ST"RAP

i=^

U

HOOK ANCHOR,

=aj

DKiVEANCHOR-

J

SIDE ANCMO-R A

coping anchor.

Side anchor 'b'

• •

P

WEDGt AN CHI 0151

•ASHLER ANCHOR
I B*'

BEAM" -STRAP AvB

/\SH LER ANCHOR A

[IJ-
"ROUr ^

V'aANCHCR

for the purpose of extending the foundation of an adjoining

building deeper are removed, the new foundation and wall are

rebuilt as near as possible to the old work, leaving an open

joint. These anchors are then driven into this joint with a
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sledge-hammer, making both the new and the old wall perfectly

tight and secure. The shoring can then be removed without

any settlement of the old wall. The anchors are made of flat

iron li" X |", 2" X i", and flattened as shown in plate. The

leneth varies with the thickness of wall.

174. Coping Anchors—are used for stone coping. Where

the coping is 4 to 6 inches thick, each end to be leaded into stone

2y to 3" from joint. If exposed to the action of the atmos-

phere, as is generally the case, they should be galvanized.

Size, \^' X i" X 6i'Mong.

175. Government or V-shaped Anchors.—These anchors

are extensively used in government work, and are made of a

f" diameter bar, bent to the form as shown, 8 inches at each

letter. They do away with any bolts, and can be slipped

through If" holes in end of iron beams.

176. Girder Straps—are employed for connecting wooden

girders to each other on either side of column. (See illustra-

tion oi Jlitch-plate girder.) Size, i^" X \" (or i^" X I") X 20"

long.

177. Beam Straps.—A is used for connecting iron beams

together end to end, and is bolted with two f" diameter bolts

on each beam joined. Size, i^" X f" by 12" long.

B is for wooden beams, and is used in the same manner as

strap A, with the exception that -^" diameter anchor nails

are used instead of bolts, and it is made i\" X \" X 20" long

and li" X f" X 20" long.
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BOLTS.

178. Square-head Bolts—are used for all common connec-

tions, such as column flanges, beam connections, separator

bohs, tie-rod bolts, etc. For lengths, sizes, and \veights see

table of Bolts.

179. Hexagon-head Bolts—are needed where the condi-

tions will not allow of the turning of the square nut, especially

when the flanges of column connections are small and holes in

knees of beam connections are close ; they are also used for

surfaces where the square-head bolts are an objection to the

finish of the work.

180. Button-head or Carriage Bolts—are principally

adapted to bolting wooden treads to wrought-iron strings ; the

circular or flat head making a smooth surface on top of tread,

and the square portion of bolt giving a shoulder for tightening

the nut.

181. Countersunk-head Bolts—are used for all work re-

quiring a smooth surface.

182. Screw-head Bolts—are employed for a similar pur-

pose, the slot in head being afterwards filled with putty and
painted.

183. Tap Bolts—are required for all connections where it

is impossible to get a nut on the end. The hole to receive this

bolt requires to be tapped, that is, a thread cut in the drilled

hole where the bolt is to be screwed.

117
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184. Counter-sunk Tap Bolts.—These are for heavy work,

to make a finished surface, and where screw-head bolts are too

S9'JARE HEAD BUTTON HEAtl

CARRIAGE BOLT

SCREW BOLT*

OPEN DR0P-F0R&ET3,TURNBUCKLES

o
COUNTE R SUNK HEAD

^EXAGvON HEAD EOLT

\

"jZ^
."piPE SWIVEL

ARM, SwiVEU

7

COUNTER SUNK TAP BOLf

3

W SINGLE.

exPANSlON)

DOUBLE E.)CPAN.S10N 'BOLT

UPSET, END

u- LAa-SCR£vvS.

light. The square end can be taken hold of by the wrench

and tightened up, and the end projecting then cut off.

185. Double and Single Expansion Bolts—are for fas-

tening all manner of work to smooth surfaces. All that is

required to secure them is a hole of sufificient size and depth,
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from one to four inches, to insert the bolt expansion ; then by-

turning the head, as with a common bolt, the expansions are

drawn toward each other, thus causing them to bind in the

strongest manner. These bolts have an advantage over other

fastenings in that they can be removed with ease without

injuring the surface of the work to which the bolt is fastened.

The double expansion is used where great strength is

required, and is made in all sizes and lengths.

186. Lag Screws—are used in the same manner as expan-

sion bolts, but a plug of metal or w^ood is required to be driven

in the hole before inserting the screw\

187. Upset Ends.—To get the full value of the diameter

of a tie rod or bolt, the ends on which the nut is screwed are

heated and forged thicker ; the thread is then cut on the in-

creased diameter.

188. Open-drop Forged Turn-buckles, Pipe Swivel and

Arm Swivel—are used for tie bars in trusses, etc., with a

right and left thread cut in each open end to draw together or

extend the length of tie.



CHAPTER XVII.

MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS.

189. Mail Chutes.—Office buildings, apartment houses and

hotels are now so generally provided with the U. S. Mail

Glaaa

(- Finished _Hoor,.
;

rinish W [loor. |
f^'Q 3 »

I

_. -U '

;

Side Elevition

finish t^t Ceilin9

Elev^tlon of
Chute

©rCiCKet

^ .1

J)lcin of 5c!.dclle

Fio.-Z.

chutes, that some reference seems to be required to the limita-

tions under which these modern conveniences may be obtained.

A vertical fall is absolutely necessary, and the restrictions of

the Post-Office Department require that the chute shall be
120
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accessible throughout its entire length, and under no circum-

stances run behind a partition or wall, or through any room or

part of the building which is not accessible to the general

public. Where the construction of the building is to be en-

tirely fire-proof, angle irons are usually erected to support the

chute, which being made in removable sections, to comply with

the Post-Ofifice regulation, requires this or equivalent support.

In the accompanying plate, Fig. i shows a front elevation

of the chute, with a base at floor level, and a cap at ceiling for

a finish with the surrounding work, and a bracket for support

of chute between floors. Fig. 2 is a plan of the saddle, which

is of cast iron and secured to the beams with two bolts at c.

The chipping pieces on saddle at a may be trimmed off to suit

any flange width. To this saddle are secured the continuous

wrought-iron or steel angles b, as shown in Fig. 3 and previously

mentioned, and which must be perfectly true and straight. To
these angles the chute is secured, c being the line of chute in

Fid" ^

190. Folding Gates.—These gates are constructed of

channel iron or steel upon the principle of the well-known

"lazy-tongs" pattern, and maybe made as light as |^-inch chan-

nel, or as heavy and strong as desired. Their chief advantage

being that they fold close, and may be turned out of the way,

occupying but little space in their working.

Elevation, Fig. i, in the plate on page 122, is the gate across

the opening or entrance; also the gate closed.

The two channels A are placed as shown, and joined at top

with an ornamental cast-iron tip E. When the gate is opened,

the channels slide on the bar C which is at top and bottom of

gate, and the pins at G move down and up in the channels (see

pinj5); with a stationary pin joining the channels together.

When the gate is folded the channels are close together on the

cross-bar C, which bar then drops against the folded gate. The

gate is then swung round out of the way on the eye D which

is secured to the wall.
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Fig. 2 is a simple gate of the " lazy-tongs" pattern. The

cross-bars are of flat iron, and work on the pins at F and close

into the channel, and are then swung around against jamb.

The slots in channel are required for the rising and falling of

the pins as the gate opens and closes. The diagonal bars in

large gates of this pattern may be of channel or small angle

bars placed back to back.
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191. Box Slides—are used for sliding boxed goods from

sidewalk to lower floors in warehouses and stores. The princi-

pal supporting bars, composing the outside frame, are made of
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right angles to this frame, and riveted or bolted underneath it,

are cross-pieces of the same size angle irons, for the support of

the half-oval strips which extend parallel with the outside

frame. These strips are secured to the cross-pieces by counter-

sunk rivets which are smoothed off for the free sliding of boxes.

They should be placed from 4 to 6 inches apart between

centres, depending somewhat on the size of boxes. The
smaller the boxes the closer the bars should be set. At foot

of slide (see side view at F') a plate of black sheet iron (No. 12

gauge), about 4 feet long by the width of the slide, should be

secured, to prevent the wearing of the floor by the constant

slidins of boxes. Sometimes the slide extends to a cellar

under basement ; in that case uprights of 3 X 3 X |-inch angle

iron should be placed for the support of frame near the middle

of length, as shown in section under frame.

Care should be taken in laying off the pitch of slide that

the distance A is sufficient to clear any size of box. 6^ is a

section of vault-light frame on which frame of slide is secured.

B represents the height of basement.

The half-round bars have a radius of three quarters of an

inch.

192. Hanging Ceilings—are used in all fire-proof build-

ings under roofs of iron. To make the ceilings level in upper

story, they are suspended from the roof beams by hangers of

wrought iron. As the weight to be borne is simply that of

iron plastering and lathing, the hangers are made as small as

will practically stand a hole being punched through. Generally

|--inch-diameter bolts are used, with hangers of i\ X J-inch flat

iron, bent as shown in sketch, to take the flange of roof beams.

In the detail, the main bars of ceiling run parallel with the roof

beams ; the hangers supporting them are then placed about 5

feet apart, while the small T iron D rests on and is secured

to the main bars. Section A gives the hanger double, with

a T iron for a m.ain supporting bar; section B is a single

hanger for a double angle bar. If porous terra-cotta blocks
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are used, the small T irons B are generally placed 25 inches

apart between centres. If wire cloth or wire lathing is used,

they may be much lighter and be four feet apart. The T-iron

and double angle-iron principal supporting bars are usually

made of 3 X 2 X yV inch angles, and are placed about 4 feet 6

inches apart between centres. The bolts in hangers are ^ inch

in diameter.

If the ceiling area is of considerable dimensions, the prin-

cipal bars may be punciied out the shape as shown at E, the

f /I\ f^^ 1^

smaller T irons passing through them and secured on every

third bar with y^^-inch-diameter bolts.

A simpler and more economical manner of arranging the

principal supporting bars, if wire lathing is required, is to

secure the hanger to a single angle iron and bolt to this, and

flat under it, another angle extending at right angles, then

secure the wire lathing by wire clips over the lower angle.

193. Flitch-plate Girders.—In the floor framing of heavy

buildings not fire-proof and where wooden girders occur

resting on colum.ns as shown in plate, the columns are some-

times placed farther apart than would be safe if wooden
girders alone were used. In such cases the flitch-plate girder is

sometimes adopted (see plan and section). It is composed of

two wooden beams connected by an iron plate with -l-inch

bolts placed about two feet apart.
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It has been found in practice that the thickness of the

plate should be about one twelfth of the whole thickness of the

beams. The elasticity of iron being so much greater than

that of wood, the beams should be proportioned so that they

will bend at the same time as the iron, otherwise the whole strain

Section,

might be thrown on the plate. The modulus of elasticity of

wrought iron is about thirteen times that of hard pine ; or a

beam of hard pine one inch wide would bend thirteen times as

much as a plate of iron of the same size under the same load.

Let D = depth of beam ;

B = thickness of wood
;

L = clear span in feet

;

/ = thickness of iron plate
;

y= lOO pounds for pine;

W= total load on girder.

Then for a distributed load, girder supported both ends,

1) = WL
2fB + 1 500/
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For a load in centre take one half, or

D= '

"^^

fB-\- 1500/*

For example, what should be the depth of a girder com-

posed of two 6'' timbers supporting 26.16 tons or 52,320 pounds,

span 20 feet, load equally distributed, the thickness of the iron

plate being i-§- inches, or one twelfth the thickness of the entire

girder?

D = \/
52^0 X20 ^ ^—^ ^^ ^^ .^^^j^^^^

V 2 X 100 X 12+ 1500 X li

For a safe load in pounds equally distributed

2D''
=. -^ {/B -^ 7Sot), or

2 X 16 X 16
Safe load = — (100 X 12 + 750 X li) = 52,320 lbs.

For a safe load in pounds loaded at centre = -j-{fB -^"j^of).

194. Sidewalk Elevator.—These hand elevators are used

to hoist from 500 to 3000 pounds, and extend from lower floors

under store floor to sidewalk. The platform is of wood, with an

iron- or wooden-frame hoisting apparatus, secureU^ and firmly

braced. The plan is shown with square iron guides at A^ and

platform M. Extending from the pillow block P and under

the platform is a 2^-inch-diametcr shaft connected with the

iron-frame hoisting apparatus. This is composed of two 30-

inch-diameter wheels //and C arranged on the cast-iron frame

D, and worked by the crank / and 6-inch-diameter pinion

wheel /t, as shown in plan and elevation.
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A heavy chain is used for raising the platform. It is con-

nected to the four corners, and extends over the three wheels in

each cross-head O and down each side of the platform to the

drum wheels A.

To lower a weight from the sidewalk, the pinion wheel E

is thrown off the small shaft by the arm G ; then a brake on

wheel K worked by the lever arm L prevents any sudden fall-

ing of the platform. The framework is 4 feet high by 3 feet

long by 22 inches wide. The crank arms extend 14 inches on

each side, beyond the width of frame.

In setting the framework care should be taken that the
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platform lowers to the level of the floor ; this is accomplished

by building a ditch a trifle larger than the car, and placing the

shaft B below floor level.

195. Wrought-iron Gratings—are generally used for base-
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ment areas, and are made of 2\ X i-inch frames, with ^ X
f-inch filling bars placed \\ inches apart between centres, and
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secured to the frame by a tenon cut on each end, mortised

into the frame and riveted cold.

Thimbles are placed on a f-inch-diameter rod which passes

through and stiffens the tars. The outside frame is set flush

with top of coping, and dowelled with i^ X i-inch fiat dowels

as at A.

The gratings are also made to open in sections as a door,

working on butt or pin hinges as shown at B and C.

Spans.
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ing greater rigidity, is to set the lower portion of cornice on wall

at the proper height and build in the anchor straps, filling the

masonry in and around the anchorage as much as possible.

In regard to painting galvanized cornices, see article on

Skylights.

199. Scuttle.—The scuttle opening on roof is formed by a

cast-iron curb at A (see plate, page 132), \ inch thick, and

secured to beams with |--inch bolts, the curb to be at least 8

fnche?^ aVtf^^''''' roof and from 2 by 2 feet to 3 by 4 feet in size.

It should be covered with a sheet-iron door of No. 16 gauge,

with i|- X t-i"ch frames, hinged and bolted on inside.

The lattice door at bottom of curb is made of i X :^-inch flats

resting on top of each other and riveted. If made of -^-^ or -J

inch flats they can be interlaced. This door folds outwards into

curb, serving as a protection against ingress to building when

outer door is open for ventilation, etc. The doors are secured

on the inside to ladder by a padlock or chain and padlock.

200. Scuttle Ladder— is placed at the entrance to scuttle,

and is made of 3 X ^-inch flat iron, for the sides, and ^-inch

double rungs, 12 inches in rise. The width of ladder 20

inches from outside to outside of sides. To be secured to floor,

and beams above, by 3 X 2 X j-inch knees.
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In buildings where wooden beams are used, the scuttle

doors and curbs are also made of wood, and covered with No.

i6 sheet iron. The lower door is fastened to curb by an angle-

iron frame i^ X i^ X i inch thick.

201. Iron Fronts.—Cast-iron for fronts has many advan-

tages in its favor—strength, lightness of structure, facility of

erection, durability, economy and incombustibility. Previous

to their erection in the building for which they are intended,

the columns, mullions, sills, soffits and fascias are fitted to-

gether complete at the works.
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Iron is cheaper and more durable than any other material

for fronts ; and whatever mouldings, carvings, etc., are appro-

priate for stone, brick and terra cotta, are also suitable for iron.

In business quarters blocks of stores are built up solid with

iron fronts.

Light being one of the principal requirements, a front of

iron may be safely used in place of the bulkier constructions

of other material; as, while ample strength is secured, it allows

freer admission of light.

In the most costly buildings erected at the present day cast

iron is largely used for enclosing the fronts between piers, for

mullions and fascias in bay-windows, fascias under windows, and
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for ornamentation where richness of design is desired. For

the latter it serves a valuable purpose, as ornate effects may-

be produced whose cost in stone or other material Avould prove

prohibitive.

The space in this volume not admitting of the full details

for an entire front, only a portion of an ordinary front is shown.

The principal bearing columns must first be taken into con-

sideration. These generally carry the girders, which extend at

right angles to the front by brackets cast on the back.

The bearing columns should be continuous from foundation

stone or piers to top of front, and connected at each story

level by flanges as shown at C. To brace the columns on

sides, cast-iron lintels {A) or beam girders are used, bolted to

column and resting on bracket B. The cornice, sill E, soffit

above door, and fascia cover the above connecting flanges.

The cast-iron lintel is also used to support a brick wall I2

inches thick which should be built to fill in cornice.

Many fronts have the columns sufficiently large to allow

the backs open, with bridge pieces across, and the column

filled with brickwork.

The section of front herein shown is taken through the

doorway. D is the cast-iron transom, H the sill, with riser G
and patent light sidewalk.

In the plan K represents an open-back column. The cor-

nice work and fascias should be cast \ of an inch thick, and

supported by cast-iron brackets resting on and secured to lintels.

202. Plain Fire Escapes.—Outside fire escapes should be

placed on all dwelling houses over two stories in height, occu-

pied or intended to be occupied by two or more families on any

floor above the first ; on dwellings more than four stories in

height, occupied by three or more families above the first

floor; and on office buildings, hotels and lodging houses, fac-

tories, mills, workshops, hospitals, asylums and schools. They

are constructed as follows

:

Brackets should be not less than \ X i|-inch wrought iron,
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placed edgewise, or i|-inch angle iron \ inch thick, well braced,

and not more than 3 feet apart, and the braces to brackets not

less than f-inch square wrought iron, and should extend two

thirds of the width of the respective brackets or balconies. In

all cases the upper bar of brackets should go through the wall

and be turned down 3 inches.

203. Brackets on New Buildings—should be set as the
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one inch diameter, with screw nuts and washers not less than

5 inches square and \ inch thick.

204. Top Rails.—The top rail of balcony must be if

X i-inch wrought iron, or i|^-inch angle iron \ inch thick, and

in all cases must go through the walls and be secured by nuts,

and 4-inch-square washers at least f inch thick ; and no top rail

should be connected at angles by means of cast iron.

205. Bottom Rails.—Bottom rails must be i^ X f-inch

wrought iron, or i|--inch angle iron f inch thick, well leaded into

the wall. In frame buildings the top rails should go through

the studding, and be secured on the inside by washers and nuts

as above.

206. Filling-in Bars.—The filling-in bars to be not less

than |--inch round or square wrought iron, placed not more than

6 inches apart between centres, and well riveted to the top and

bottom rails.

207. Stairs.—The stairs in all cases must be not less than

18 inches wide, and constructed of ^ X 3i-inch wrought-iron

sides or strings. Steps may be of cast iron of the same width

as strings, or f-inch round iron, double rungs, and well riveted

to the strings. The stairs to be secured to a bracket on top,

and to rest on and be secured to a bracket or extra cross-bar

at bottom. All stairs must have a f-inch handrail of wrought

iron, well braced.

208. Floors.—The flooring of balconies must be of \\ X
f-inch wrought-iron slats placed not over i^ inches apart, and

secured to iron battens, i^ X f inch, not over 3 feet apart and

riveted at the intersection. The openings for stairways in all

balconies should be not less than 20 inches wide and 36 inches

long, and have no covers.

209. Drop Ladders.—Drop ladders from lower balconies,

where required, should be not less than 14 inches wide, and be

made of i^ X f-inch sides and f-inch rungs of wrought iron.

In no case should a drop ladder be more than 12 feet in length,
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nor should the ends of balconies extend more than 9 inches

beyond the brackets.

210. The Height of Railing— around balconies should be

not less than 2 feet 9 inches.

211. Ornamental Fire Escapes—very seldom become an

ornament to a building unless ornamental balconies are

provided as a feature in the design. The brackets are gener-

ally made of cast iron with heavy ornamentation, or wrought

iron brackets of scroll designs, and should not be placed

farther apart than 3 feet, unless the floor is increased in pro-

portion.

212. Fire Escapes for Schools, Factories, etc.—should

have the balcony extend across several windows ; the stairs

constructed of cast-iron treads and wrought-iron strings, and

arranged outside of balconies.

213. Vault Cover and Frame.—This is principally used

for openings into coal vault under sidewalk. The frame is set

upon arches or iron beams, and placed level on top with

finished sidewalk, the height at A varying with the thickness

of concrete filling of sidewalk. The frame to be cast \ inch

thick with f of an inch rebate for the cover. The cover has a

roughened surface to prevent pedestrians from slipping. It is

cast \ inch thick in centre to f of an inch at rebate, and made

from 16 to 24 inches in diameter. Almost any size can be made
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for special purposes. For sidewalks made of granite only the

cover is necessary, a rebate being cut in the stone.

214. Cast-iron Grating— for ventilating areas under side-

walk. This is from 4 to 8 inches wide by 8 to 12 inches long,

with a border about 2 inches wide, and secured to stone with

counter-sunk expansion bolts or screws. These gratings are

galvanized, and when from 12 to 14 inches square they have a

movable slat register and iron drawer to prevent the dirt from

falling through.

215. Strainers—are made of cast iron f of an inch thick,

and perforated with ^-inch holes as shown. They are used

principally in areas at the entrance of area drain pipe, to pro-

tect it from being clogged with refuse, and are made from 6 to

12 inches square.

216. Plain Wrought-iron Bar Window Guards—are

made of | or | inch diameter bars, 4 or 5 inches apart be-

tween centres, secured to and extending through i^ X |-inch

or \\ X ^-inch cross-bars. These bars are let into the stone

or brick reveals, as plan ^, and halved on one side so the guards
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can be set after openings are built. They are also secured by
screws to the window box, as shown at plan A. The vertical

bars are further secured at the bottom by drillino- holes into

sill and leading in the bars.

217. Bridle or Stirrup Irons—are used for wooden head-

ers and trimmers to stairways, hoistways, floor lights, fireplaces
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and flues in all first-class buildings where the floors are sup-

ported by wooden beams.

In Fig. I, W represents the width of iron, X the depth of

header or supported beam, and Z the width of the same beam.

The two views A show the twist as commonly used.

///?////////.y///////Aii^/'

7"loo-r Lin El

.^^^//////////////////////^^^^^^

Section C is a double bridle for carrying opposite headers

on one trimmer. Section B is the twist in opposite direction

to that shown at A. The iron used for bridles is a medium

grade cut to proper lengths ; these are heated in a large fur-

nace, bent and twisted in a machine, and completed in about

fifteen seconds, in one heat, without hammering. They are of

uniform strength and fitted to beams. The following sizes

are commonly used

:
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Size of Beam.

4" X 10" X 4"

4" X 12" X 4"

4" X 14" X 4"

6" X 10" X 4"

6" X 10" X 6"

6'^ X 12" X 4"

Size
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2i8. Chimney Cap.—This cap is made of cast iron, \ inch

thick if small and f inch thick if the chimney is larger than 4

feet square. The outer lip of cap projects down, completely

covering the upper layers of brickwork and protecting the

mortar joints from the action of the weather.

The inside lip of the cap covers in the same manner the

inside wall of air chamber, and extends down in flue from 8 to

12 inches.

The cap herein shown is made of two pieces ; more will be

needed if a top larger than 6 feet long is required.

219. Cast-iron Flue Door and Frame—are used, to en-

close an entrance for cleaning boiler flues, and are built in with

the brickwork. The frame is f of an inch thick, and cast with

eyes for the pins of door hinge. The door is also f of an inch

thick.

220. Wrought-iron Flue Door— is for a similar purpose as

a cast-iron flue door, made of ij X f-inch flat iron covered

with No. 16 gauge sheet iron, and hung to shutter eyes built

in jamb. If no shutter eyes are used, the door frame is made

of angle iron with hinges, and secured to the brick jamb.

221. Flue Ring and Cover—are used to enclose openings

into flues when the stove pipe is not inserted. The size in

general use is a 6-inch-diameter ring.
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The ventilator is made similar in thickness, but square as

shown in plate.

m^

WW
222. Chimney Ladder—is made of f-inch-diameter bars

bent the shape as shown, and placed in the wall of chimney

when built. For easy climbing the rungs should be placed 12

inches apart between centres and about 18 inches wide, and

project 6 inches from chimney. Where large chimne)'s are con-

cerned they become useful at times, as the action of the

weather often displaces the cap on chimney, and the ladder

serves as a ready means of reaching the top.

223. Corrugated Iron—is used for roofs, sides of bulk-

heads, sides of buildings and sheds ; also for arches in floors of

buildings.

For roofs it is usually laid directly upon the purlins, and

held in position by clips of hoop iron, which encircle the purlins

and are placed about 12 inches apart.
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For bulkheads, etc., the angle and tee iron uprights have

j5^-inch-diameter holes drilled about 12 inches apart between

centres ; the corrugation is then overlapped and riveted with

^-inch-diameter rivets through these holes.

As shown in Fig. A, B is the depth of corrugation, and A is

the width, which varies from 2 to 5 inches. Fig. B illustrates

the manner of application as arches between I beams.

In securing the corrugated iron to purlins on roofs, the

bolts, screws and rivets must be in the ridges and not in the

valleys of the corrugation.

224. Galvanized and Black Iron.—The table opposite

gives the weight in pounds per square foot of galvanized sheet

iron, both flat and corrugated. The numbers and thick-

nesses are those of the iron before it is galvanized. When
a flat sheet (the ordinary size of which is from 2 to 2\ feet

in width by 6 to 8 feet in length) is converted into a cor-

rugated one, with corrugations 5 inches wide from centre to

centre, and about an inch deep (the common sizes), its width

is thereby reduced about y\p part, or from 30 to 27 inches

;

and consequently the weight per square foot of area covered
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is increased about \ part. When the corrugated sheets are

laid upon a roof, the overlapping of about 2\ inches along

their sides, and of 4 inches along their ends, diminishes

the covered area about \ part more ; making their weight per

square foot of roof about
-J-

part greater than before. Or the

weight of corrugated iron per square foot, in place on a roof,

is about \ greater than that of the fiat sheets of above sizes of

which it is made.

Number
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226. Vault Lights.—One of the important improvements

in vault lights, and one now generally adopted, is filling con-

crete around the glass, which, while giving an even, non-slippery

and durable surface, is also strong and perfectly water-tight.

The metal being covered by a non-conducting material, the

rooms over which the light is laid are warmer in winter and

cooler in summer than those over which the old-style lights

are placed. The round and elongated knob-protected bullseye
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lights are known as iron vault lights. There is very Httle

cement used, only enough to bed the lens. The diameter of

the lens in both concrete and iron lights is from i-i- to 2 inches.

Wrought-iron ilhwiinating doors are frequently used, in com-

bination with the above lights, for entrances to sidewalk eleva-

tors, area steps and hatchways. The doors are made of gal-

vanized sheet iron, with bronze or wrought-iron hinges similar

to those for sheet-iron sidewalk doors. Illuminating vault

covers with and without frames, from 12 to 36 inches in diam-

eter, are frequently used. The glass is round or square, and

set either in plain iron lights or concrete illuminating lights.

The concrete light is an inch and the iron light f inch thick.

All the above lights are employed principally for areas, vaults,

roofs, floors, skylights, vault covers, etc.

227. Wrought-iron Guard.—The following illustration is

a simple and neat design of guard. The rings are made of

7
a I

WINDOW BOX

CS^S

^ X 4-inch flat iron, the frame on outside i X lo- inches, the

wavy bars f X f inch, and the cross-bars f X I2 inches. To
secure the frame to jamb, expansion bolts or lag screws may
be used as shown in the plan.
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228. Dwarf Doors—are generally placed below the rolling

shutters of store or warehouse entrances. They are from 2

feet 6 inches to 3 feet high, in two, three and four folds, and

made of a 3 X f-inch fiat iron welded frame, covered with No.

16 gauge black sheet iron. Flat cast-iron mouldings are set

against the sheet iron to form panels, showing from outside as

a finished door. Dwarf doors are sometimes made of wood

two inches thick, and covered with sheet iron similar to that

used in the iron door.

229. Cast-iron Wheel Guards—are used to protect the

jambs of vehicle-entrances, and made of -J-inch-thick metal,

by the height of wheel hub. Wrought-iron guards are simply

three f-inch-diameter bars bent outward, and leaded into flag-

ging and jamb base-stone.

230. Fire Pipes—are generally required in all warehouses,

stores and factories, and are made of 4-inch-diameter wrought-

iron pipe, built in with the wall, with a hose connection at each

floor level, and extending through outer wall a foot or two

above the sidewalk.

231. Mansard Roof.—The best-constructed mansard roofs

have a continuous bed plate and top plate of channel iron or

angle iron, with uprights of angles 25 inches apart between

centres, all bolted together, thus forming a rigid framework of

iron, which is then filled in with porous terra-cotta blocks and

covered with slate or metal. The uprights may also be made

of 6-inch beams 4 feet apart between centres, and purlins of

small tees or angles \\" X li" X tf" placed on outside; the

slate on the iron purlins to be hung with suitable copper wire

carefully twisted, two wires to each slate, and the slate made

to lie flat.

The sides and roofs of dormers 'are similarly constructed,

the covering being galvanized iron or copper.

232. Railings for Roof Protection.—In cities, where

houses adjoin each other and have their roofs on the same

level, the roofs are protected from thieves by wrought-iron
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picket railings made of |^-inch to |-inch diameter bars, from 3

to 5 inches apart between centres and from 5 to 7 feet in

height, extending in a quarter circle over front of cornice. The
longitudinal bars are \\ X 2"-iiich flat iron. The pickets are

single or double pointed, in fact made as jagged as possible.

233. Pipe Railing.—For neat, inexpensive and substantial

railings, pipes connected and screwed into couplings are the

simplest. The rails can be bent to any desired pitch and angle.

The standards or posts are also of pipe, and are set into and

secured to cast-iron sockets, and further secured to the coping

or base upon which they set by expansion bolts.

234. Corrugated Flooring.*—The trough-shaped sections

as shown are now successfully used in the floors of buildings

as well as bridges. The smaller section, A, is generally applied

to buildings as shown at Fig. i, while the larger section, B, is

better adapted for bridges, as Fig. 2.

* Taken from Pencoyd Iron Works Handbook.
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The following table gives weight per square foot of floor

surface for different thicknesses of the section ; also the moments

of resistance for one foot in width.

Section.
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Having found the thickness of bottom plate, the next step

is to determine that of the side plates. The thickness must be

calculated for the depth of the lower edges of each tier of plates

where the maximum strain will come. A tank of the dimen-

sions assumed would be made with three tiers of plates, form-

ing the sides, each tier being 3 feet 4 inches deep, so as to

make up a total length of 10 feet of the tank, and upon these

depths we may base our calculations.

The bottom tier of plates should be of the same thickness

as the bottom plates of the tank, that is \ inch, as their lower

edges are the same distance below the surface as the bottom

plates. The lower edge of the second or middle tier of plates

will be 6 feet 8 inches (6.67 feet) below the top of the tank.

20)3 feet = distance between ribs.

0.15

2.58 = square root of depth in feet.

120

75

.3870 inch = thickness of middle tier of plates.

The middle tier should therefore bey'^y inch thick.

The lower edge of the top row of plates will be 3 feet 4
inches (3.34 feet) below the top of tank.

20)3 feet = distance betw^een ribs.

0.15

1.82 = square root of depth.

30

120

15

.2730 inch = the thickness of top row.

So the top row should be
-fj-,

i'lch thick.
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The angle irons, tee irons and cover strips should be pro-

portionate to the thicknesses of the plates. The J-inch plate

should be fastened with f-inch rivets, the cover strips 4 inches

wide. The angle iron for joining the bottom of tank to the

sides should be 2\" X 2J" X k" -,
thus allowing 2 inches width of

plate for each rivet, which may be 2 inches pitch. Vertical tee

irons should be 4" X Z" X \" - The j^^-inch plates should have

f-inch rivets, with cover strips 3!^ inches wide, and stiffening

tee irons 4" X 3" X i"—the y^^-inch plates to be jointed the

same as the y'^-inch. The vertical stiffeners should be bent

across the top of the tank so as to form frames; and the

edges of the tank may be stiffened by angle irons 3 X 3 Xf
inch.

236. Chains and Cables.—Every link of a chain has to

transmit the whole strain to which the chain is subject, so that

one faulty link renders the chain useless.

To have a perfect chain, its strength should be equal to that

of two rods of iron from which the links are made ; that is to

say, a chain made of iron one inch in diameter should bear in

tension a load equal to that Avhich two one-inch rods would be

capable of sustaining. To resist shearing, wrought iron is safe

at 7500 pounds per square inch of sectional area.

Chains should be tested, as one imperfect link or pin will

injure the whole.

Fig. I in the accompanying plate shows elevation and plan

of a portion of a flat-link chain ; it consists of a series of short

bars fastened together by pins or rivets.

It will be observed that the links are arranged alternately

in twos and threes ; hence, to keep the strength uniform

throughout, those links which occur in twos should be thicker

than those where there are three together. Thus we might

have alternately two links f of an inch thick and three links

\ inch thick.

The requisite size of the pin is determined by considering

the strain on the chain and the number of places where the
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pins must be sheared, together with the mode in which such

strain is distributed through the Hnks.

A >

G353£SG3EH°3
Tic. 1

Where the three hnks occur, it may be assumed that the

load is equally distributed throughout, or that there is one

third of the load on each of the three links ; then it is evident

that in the case of the outside link the pin requires to be

sheared in one place only for rupture to ensue ; therefore we

have the following simple

Rule. To find the greatest strain on one section of a pin

in a flat-link chain, divide the total load on the chain by the

greatest number of links placed together.

It is common practice to test chains up to two thirds the

breaking weight ; but a lower limit should be set, as in many

cases failure is due to overstraining the material in the process

of testing.

An ordinary chain will give way at the weld. To ascertain

that the welds are perfect in every link, the chain is passed

through a smith's fire and heated to redness, after which cold

water is poured on each link: if the shut be imperfect it will

open and thus exhibit the defect.

In Fig. I the links are in one piece and punched from steel
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or iron plates, A being the length and B the width of each link.

C is the pin.

Fig. 2 is punched in a similar manner, as shown at A, and

linked together as shown in elevation B and plan C. There

being no pins, the tensile strain of the iron or steel is alone

considered.

237. Wirework.—Of the various ways in which wirework

is employed in building construction, the following are par-

ticularly notable

:

(c?) For the protection of glass over skylights, and where

glass is to be protected from being broken by falling objects.

\" diam. mesh No. 13 wire, round frame (Fig. 2), \ lb. per sq. ft.

i( <i <^ grooved " (( <( (( <(

{b) For window guards, bank and of^ce railings and ele-

vator enclosures.

I J" mesh. No. 10 and 11 wire, round frame, i^ lbs. per sq. ft.

\" ti ti (i <( a grooved " tJL '( <( <' <(
^2

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

The following sizes are also used to enclose well-holes of

elevators, guard windows, etc. They make the cheapest guard

that can be produced consistent with strength.
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\\" mesh, No. 9 or lo wire, round frame, i lb. per sq. ft.

ji// u u <. u u u grooved " i|-" " " "

{c) For guards requiring rough usage, such as window

guards for factories or warehouses.

if mesh, No. 8 wire, f grooved frame, i| lbs. per sq. ft.

{d') Where light is not considered, but glass is to be pro-

tected.

i^'' mesh. No. 7 wire, f" grooved frame, 2 lbs. per sq. ft.

{c) For railings, partitions and guards requiring strength.

2" mesh. No. 7 wire, f" grooved frame, 2 lbs. per sq. foot.

2\" " No. 5 or 6 wire, I
''

"

" 2|- " " "

(y") To screen pipes and machinery when situated in recesses.

\" square mesh (Fig. i), flat wire
-f-^"

wide, 2\ lbs. per sq. ft.

The flat wire can also be applied as railings, partitions and

enclosures. Then use the following sizes :

i|-" and i|-'' mesh, f grooved frame, \\ lbs. per sq. ft.

(^) In fire-proof buildings wire is extensively used in place

of wooden lath.

238. Cast-iron Boiler Flues—are cast in sections from 5

to 8 feet in length and \ inch thick, enclosed in brickwork,

with an air-space between the flue and the brick enclosure.

Expansion and contraction are to be considered when joining

the sections. The maximum distance that the flue will expand

or contract nearest the boiler is ^ inch per foot ; therefore for

a section 8 feet long i inch should be allowed in the overlapped

joint, and proportionately less at a greater distance from boiler.

239. Wrought-iron Boiler Flues—are made of ^-inch

plate, constructed similarly to cast-iron flues, with wrought-

iron angles for the overlapped joints.
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FINISHING IRON AND STEEL.

240. Bronzing.—Metals are bronzed by chemical agents or

by the application of bronze powders. The latter are princi-

pally applied upon metals to imitate bronze. To give the

object a gold bronze, ochre is triturated with linseed oil and

red lead, and some blue or black mixed with it, so that a dirty

green color results. Two or three layers of this color are ap-

plied. The last coating should not be allowed to become

entirely dry. The bronze powder is laid upon this layer with

a badger brush or otherwise, and adheres strongly. After

drying and dusting off the superfluous bronze powder with a

stiff brush, the whole is covered with a coat of transparent

and colorless varnish.

Silver bronze, copper bronze, red bronze, and green bronze are

frequently used for finishing iron work.

241. Enamelling Cast and Wrought Iron.—An enamel

for cast and wrought iron is obtained by fusing together finely

pulverized crystal glass, calcined soda and boric acid. This

enamel is glass-like, transparent, and lasts well upon sheet iron.

242. Electro-plating— in gold, silver, nickel, copper and

brass is a favorite method of finishing iron. The articles

should first be ground or polished to free them of grease and

make their surfaces purely metallic.

They are then dipped in dilute sulphuric acid and water,

and pickled in nitric acid, sulphuric acid and common salt.

After being thoroughly rinsed they are brought without delay

into the bath, which is connected to a dynamo-electric machine.
156
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243. Galvanizing Sheet Iron.—The metal to be coated

requires to be freed of oxide and impurities of every descrip-

tion before it will take a proper coating of zinc.

The first step in the process is to pickle the sheets in a tank

containing sulphuric acid diluted with water. In from one to

two hours the scaling of the iron is effected ; the sheets are

then withdrawn and transferred to large, shallow washing vats

of wood, in which they are washed in a stream of fresh water.

They are next subjected to an inspection, and such patches

and scales as may yet adhere in spots to the pickled sheet

are scraped and brushed with a stiff brush ; they are then passed

into a second tank filled with clean water and allowed to re-

main for 12 to 24 hours, which removes all traces of sulphuric

acid and basic sulphate of iron. From the clearing tank the

sheets are arranged on edge in a rack which is mounted on a

truck and rolled into a drying chamber. In about 20 minutes

they are removed and are then ready for dipping.

The galvanizing pot is a rectangular vessel of heavy boiler

plate, riveted in the most substantial manner, about 4 feet

deep, 12 feet long, and 15 to 24 inches wide, and capable of

containing 20 to 30 tons of zinc. A fire space is kept around

the tank, and the heat of the bath is about 1000° F. The

sheets are passed one by one into the melted zinc on a pair of

rollers, and as they emerge on the other side are seized at one

end by an iron gripper and drawn through a layer of sand

strewn on the surface of the melted zinc, the object of which

is to remove all the superfluous metal.

In the setting of the zinc coating, which takes place almost

instantly after the withdrawal from the bath, the beautiful

crystallization of the metal ensues which is so much admired,

244. Painting of Iron,—On exposure to the atmosphere

all metals soon lose their metallic lustre. They oxidize by

absorbing oxygen from the air. Iron becomes coated with a

layer of rust. Every drop of rain causes a rust stain, and hence

only iron perfectly free from rust can be successfully painted.
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When the oxidizing process has once commenced, its progress

may for a time be interrupted by painting, but it progresses

slowly even under the paint, the latter finally peeling off to-

gether with the layer of rust.

The principal point in painting iron is the priming color.

If this is defective or applied incorrectly, the efificacy of the

entire work is doubtful, even if the succeeding coats are prop-

erly laid on. In order that the priming color shall adhere

firmly to the iron, three conditions are required : (i) it must be

capable of drying quickly and thoroughly
; (2) it must be thinly

fluid ; and (3) it must be applied in a thin layer only. The prim-

ing color is linseed oil with red lead. For painting use i part of

verdigris, 1 of white lead and 3 of linseed oil ; or \ of verdigris,

\\ of white lead, and 2\ of linseed oil ; the iron to receive

three coats, the first before the iron is used, the second after

the first is thoroughly dr)% and the third three days later.

245. Malleable Castings—are formed by subjecting the

castings to a process of annealing in boxes with hematite iron

ore or black oxide of iron. The boxes are kept in an anneal-

ing oven under an equable heat, the duration of the process

depending on the form and size of castings.

246. Lacquer for Iron.—A lacquer protecting the iron

from rust and presenting a beautiful black appearance is com

posed of asphalt, pine oil and colophony. For coating iron on

a large scale asphalt tar is used, first freeing the scales from

the iron by immersion in diluted hydrochloric acid.



CHAPTER XIX.

SPECIFICATION.

For the Ironwork of

To be erected

For

In accordance with the drawings prepared by

A rchitect.

General Condition.—The drawings and specifications are

intended to co-operate : but any work shown on the drawings

and not particularly described in the specifications, and any

work necessary to the complete finish of the building as speci-

fied or shown, is to be done by the Contractor without extra

charge, the same as if it were both specified or shown.

The Contractor is to compl}- with corporation ordinances,

the State and other laws, and to be liable for all penalties and

all damages to life and limb that mav occur owing to his nee-

ligence, or that of his employees, during the erection of the

building.

No extra work will be allowed unless ordered b}- the Archi-

tect /;/ writing.

All work not made in strict conformit\- to the drawinsfs and

specifications will be rejected and must be removed, and all
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Other work injured or destroyed by such rejected work must be

made good at Contractor's expense.

Figured dimensions on the drawings are to be followed in

all- cases in preference to scale measurements.

The Contractor must secure all necessary permits in connec-

tion with his work, and pay all fees for the same.

The Architect, as the representative of the Owners,

, reserves the right to annul

and cancel the contract in case the Contractor neglects or re-

fuses to remove rejected work, and replace as specified and

according to the instruction of the Architect, within a reason-

able time after being notified.

A schedule, or detail, of the prices on which the Contract

is based is to be furnished to the Architect, which schedule

shall be the basis for all payments on account of Contract.

The Contractor must properly protect his work from in-

jury, until the final completion and acceptance of the building.

Any damage done to work of other contractors by the Con-

tractor and employees will be made good at the Contractor's

expense.

Time of Completion.—The entire building is to be com-

pletely finished and must be delivered ready for occupancy on

or before the The Contractor

is to provide all necessary night and overtime work without

extra charge. Should any delay occur in the progress of the

work included in these specifications, or should the other con-

tractors be delayed on account of the Iron Work or on account

of replacing or altering defective work, the Contractor is to

pay to the sum of

as liquidated damages for each and every day that the work is

delayed, and for each and every day that the Iron Work maybe
unfinished and uncompleted after the

Payments.—On the first day of each month a certificate

will be given by the Architect for a payment on account of

the Contract of eighty-five per cent (85^) of the value of the
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1

work furnished and put up at the building, providing a schedule

has been furnished as before specified.

A certificate for the balance will be given by the Architect

upon the completion of the Contract in conformity with the

drawings and the specifications.

No certificate will be given, in case any work is furnished

not in strict conformity with the drawings and specifications,

nor until the defective work has been removed, and replaced

to the satisfaction of the Architect.

Any certificate given or any payment made on account of

the Contract for work furnished and erected at the building,

or for materials furnished and set aside, does not act as an ac-

ceptance of any materials or work which may subsequently be

found to be defective, by reason of existing defects at the time

such certificate is given, or payment made, or defects arising

from accidental injury or otherwise until the completion of the

Contract.

The Contractor must replace all such defective work in

which payments have been made before another certificate will

be issued.

Constructive Work.—The minimum weight and sizes of

all constructive work are shown on the drawino-s and criven in

these specifications. Any deviation from their sizes and

weights will be rejected by the Architect, to whom every

facility is to be afforded for inspection at the shop and build-

ing.

Wrought Iron.—Wrought iron to be ductile and of good

fibre throughout, to have an ultimate resistance to tension of

50,000 pounds to the square inch ; the elastic limit to be at

least 26,000 pounds to the square inch, and stretch 18^ in 8.

inches.

Wrought Steel.—All steel to be mild steel having an ulti-

mate tensile strength of 65,000 lbs. to the square inch and an

elastic limit not less than 36,000 lbs., and stretch 22^ in 8

inches.
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Cast Iron.—All heavy cast iron to be of good gray iron,

smooth, free from air holes, cinders and other defects.

Ornamental cast iron to be of fine stove castings ; mould-

ings and decorations to be clean, sharp and well relieved.

Painting.—All ironwork cleaned of scales and dirt, and

to receive one coat of best oxide of iron and pure linseed oil,

and all pins, pin holes and machined surfaces to be coated

with pure white lead and tallow before leaving the shop, and

after erection to receive one additional coat of paint.

All holes in cast iron to be drilled ; rivet holes to be drilled

or punched.

All wrought-iron angle knees connecting the beams to be

as long as the web of the framed beam, and wide enough on

the web to contain as many bolts or rivets to resist shearing

and bending strains, equal to one half the safe strength of

framed beam.

The floors are figured for lbs. per square foot, in-

eluding the weight of materials. The weights on columns and

beams to be verified by Contractor.

Anchors, Clamps, Dowels, etc.—Supply all necessary

anchors, clamps and dowels for the stonework. Each piece of

stone ashler to be anchored, and all pieces of coping clamped

with galvanized iron clamps.

Furnish for mason all necessary anchors for brickwork.

Furnish all necessary galvanized anchors, rods, bolts and

clamps for terra-cotta work.

Furnish all bridle irons, anchors and straps for carpenter,

and do all drilling and tapping into ironwork necessary to

secure the woodwork.

All iron beams and girders resting on walls to have neces-

sary anchors.

All light castings anchored and bracketed for a stiff and

substantial support.

Columns.—Furnish and set for the support of floors and

roof girders, columns of the following dimensions:
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Columns in cellar, Diameter Metal
" basement, " "

" first story, " "

etc. etc. etc. etc.

The first-story columns to have ornamental capitals, moulded

bands and bases. Columns for the other stories to have

moulded caps and bases. All according to sectional and detail

drawings.

The lowest columns to have base plates of sufificient bear-

ing area to distribute the load, at 1000 lbs. per square inch,

on the granite base stones, and to be the thickness of the

columns, the ribs not less than an angle of 45°, with flanges the

thickness of column, and a rim on the outside of bottom of

plate \\" above the thickness of the plate.

The base plates to be bedded or grouted in solid with pure

Portland cement.

Columns of cast iron to have brackets, flanges and lugs the

thickness of metal in shaft, but none less than f thick, and con-

nected through the flanges with not less than four heavy bolts.

If cast columns are connected with girders and beams, act-

ing as struts or ties, angle knees are to be used in place of cast

lugs, and bolted to column with tight-fitting bolts.

Columns of wrought iron to have wrought-iron brackets,

flanges and knees for beams and girders, of the proper thickness

and stiffness as specified for framed connections.

All columns to be turned off true and at ri<7ht angles to

their axis, as no shimming or wedging will be allowed.

The ends of all columns, where necessary, are to be cast

with an additional thickness so that the inside diameters are of

uniform sizes at the connections, with a plate, planed on both

sides and the full size of the column flanges, to be placed be-

tween and bolted through plates and flanges.

Girders.—Girders formed of two or more beams to have

inserted between the webs, not more than five feet apart, cast

iron separators to fit accurately the form of the beams, with
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two bolts for 12-inch beams and over, and one bolt for 10^-

inch beams and under.

The bearings of all beams, girders and lintels must be not

less than 6 inches at each end. Spans of 20 feet and over to

have bearings on the walls of not less than 10 inches ; lintels

over openings more than 5 feet wide to have one inch addi-

tional bearing for each additional foot of span.

Cast-iron Lintels.—Furnish and set over all windows in

bearing walls and others, as shown, cast-iron lintels the full

bed of wall to be supported. The webs at ends to be 4 inches

high, and to have a rise of i^ inches to every foot of span ; all

over 16 inches bed to have two webs, or two or more lintels

placed side by side.

All lintels (not carrying floor beams) not over 6 feet span

to have i -inch-thick flanges and w^ebs, and over 6 feet to 8 feet

\\ inches thick, and over 8 feet \\ inches thick.

All lintels in special cases to be good and sufificient.

Stairs.—The stairways are to be built of iron, with slate

treads and platforms i^ inches thick from basement floor to top

story, and with iron treads below basement and from top story

to roof.

Outside strings to be of deck or I beams, with ornamental

cast-iron step blocks.

If outside strings are cast iron, to be not less than f of an

inch at thinnest part and ornamented.

The risers to be of cast iron, ornamented both sides unless

otherwise specified.

The wall strings to be of cast iron, with moulded edges top

and bottom, and project from wall sufficient to receive any

furring, plastering or wainscoting.

The railings to be made of wrought and cast iron, the level

railings similar ; the top bar prepared to receive wooden hand-

rail under another contract.

All the stair work to be made according to detail drawings

furnished by Architect.
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Bulkheads on Roofs.—The stairs which extend to roof to

have a bulkhead made of i\" X l\" tee and angle iron, covered

with galvanized crimped iron No. 16 gauge.

All other bulkheads as shown to be of the same material.

Where roofs of bulkheads are not enclosed with glass,

rafters to be provided of tee or angle iron, placed twenty-five

inches between centres, to receive the fire-proof blocks. A
galvanized gutter and leader to be provided for carrying water

from bulkhead roof to main roof.

Miscellaneous.

[Note.—Under this heading give an accurate description of all work re-

quired, according to the previous plates and descriptions, which will give the

Iron Contractor all that is required for the completion of the work at shop and

building.]

Setting.—All the ironwork throughout to be set and con-

nected in the very best manner. Furnish all scaffolding, all

fascias, railings and other light work.



CHAPTER XX.

TABLES.

AVERAGE WEIGHT, IN POUNDS, OF A CUBIC FOOT OF
VARIOUS SUBSTANCES

Aluminum, 162

Anthracite, solid, of Pennsylvania 93
" broken, loose, .......... 54
" heaped bushel, loose, (80)

Ash, American white, dry, 38

Asphaltum, 87

Brass, (Copper and Zinc,) cast, 5^4
" rolled, 524

Brick, best pressed, ........... ISO
" common hard, .......... 125

" soft, inferior, 100

Brickwork, pressed brick, . . . . . . . • . . 140
" ordinary, . . . 1 12

Cement, hydraulic, ground, loose, American, Rosendale, .... 56
" " " " Louisville 50

" " " " English, Portland 90

Cherry, dry, ............ 42

Chestnut, dry, ............ 4^

Clay, potter's, dry, . . . . . . . . . . . II9

" in lump, loose, . . . . ' -63
Coal, bituminous, solid, 84
" " broken, loose, ........ 49
" " heaped bushel, loose, (74)

Coke, loose, of good coal, ......... 62

" " heaped bushel, (40)

Copper, cast, ............ 54^

rolled, 548

Earth, common loam, dry, loose, 7^
" " " " moderately rammed, • • • • • 95
" as a soft flowing mud, io8

Ebony, dry, 7^

Elm, dry, ............. 35

Flint 162

Glass, common window, ......... .r '57

Gneiss, common, ........... 168

166
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Gold, cast, pure, or 24 carat, ......... 1204
" pure, hammered, . . . . . . . . . .1217

Granite, ............. 170
Gravel, about the same as sand, which see.

Gypsum (plaster of paris), .......... 142
Hemlock dry, ............ 25
Hickory, dry, 53
Hornblende, black, ........... 203
Ice, 58.7

Iron, cast, ............. 450
wrought, purest, .......... 485

" " average, .......... 480
1%'ory, ............. 114

Lead, 711

Lignum Vitae, dry, ........... 83
Lime, quick, ground, loose, or in small lumps, ...... 53

" " " " thoroughly shaken, 75
" per struck bushel, . . ... . . (66)

Limestones and Marbles, . . . . . . . . . .168
" " " loose, in irregular fragments, .... 96

Magnesium, 1 09
Mahogany, Spanish, dry, .......... 53

" Honduras, dry, ......... 35
Maple, dry, ............ 49
Marbles, see Limestones.

Masonry, of granite or limestone, well dressed, ..... 165
" " mortar rubble, 154
" "dry " (well scabbled,) 138
" " sandstone, well dressed, 144

Mercury, at 32° Fahrenheit 849
Mica, 183

Mortar, hardened, ........... 103

Mud, dry, close, . . . . . . . . . . 80 to iio
" wet, fluid, maximum, . 120

Oak, live, dry, ............ 59
" white, dry, ........... 50
" other kinds, . . . . . . . . . . 32 to 45

Petroleum, 55
Pine, white, dry, ........... 25
" yellow. Northern, .......... 34
" " Southern, 45

Platinum, 1342
Quartz, common, pure, . . . . . . . . . .165
Rosin, ............. 69
Salt, coarse, Syracuse, N. Y., . . . . . . . , .45
" Liverpool, fine, for table use, ........ 49
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Sand, of pure quartz, dry, loose, . . . . . . . 90 to 106
" well shaken, . . . . . . . . . . 99 to 117
" perfectly wet, ......... 120 to 140

Sandstones, fit for building, ......... 151

Shales, red or black, ........... 162

Silver, 655
Slate, 175
Snow, freshly fallen, . , . . . . . . . . 5 to 12

" moistened and compacted by rain, . . . . . . 15 to 50
Spruce, dry, . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Steel, ............. 490
Sulphur, ............. 125
Sycamore, dry, ............ 37
Tar 62
Tin, cast, ............. 459
Turf or Peat, dry, unpressed, . . . = . . . . 20 to 30
Walnut, black, dry, ........... 38
Water, pure rain or distilled, at 60° Fahrenheit, 62^

" sea, ............ 64
Wax, bees, ............ 60.5

Zinc or Spelter, . o o o 43 7
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SgUARES AND CUBES, OF NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 440.

No.
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SQUARES AND Q,\J^Y.^—Contimied.

No.
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TABLE OF CIRCLES. /:>

THE CIRCUMFERENCE AND AREAS OF CIRCLES FROM 1 TO 50.

1

Diam.
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CIRCUMFERENCE AND AREAS OF Ql'^.Cl.Y.'i—Continued.

Diam.
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CIRCUMFERENCE AND AREAS OF Cl^CUE'i— Continued.

Diam.



176 TABLE OF WEIGHT OF FLAT IRON.

WEIGHT PER FOOT OF FLAT IRON.

(For weight per foot of steel add 2 per cent.)

-SiG
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WEIGHT PER FOOT OF FLAT IROX—Contitiued.

(For weight per foot of steel add 2 per cent.)

4; =

14

1*
It

2

2|

2i
2f
2}
2*

3
3t
3*

3f

4

4i-

4i
4t

5
5}-

5*
5l

6

6J

4

7t
7*
7}

8

8}
8^

8J

9
9i
9+
9i

10
10}

io|

II

THICKNESS IN FRACTIONS OF INCHES.

2.50
2.81

313
3-44

3-75
4.06

438
4.69

5-31
5.63

5-94

7.19

7-50
8.13
8.75
9-38

10.00
10.63
11.25
11.88

12.50

13.13
13-75
14-38

15.00
15-63
16.25
16.88

17.50
18.13
18.75
19-38

20.00
20.63
21.25
21.88

22.50
23.13
23-75
24-38

25.00
25.62
26.25
26.88

27.50
28 13
28.75
29.38
30.00

2.71
3-05
3-39
3-72

4.06
4.40
4-74
5.08

42
•75

09
43

77
II

45

79

8.13
8.80
0.48
10.16

10.83
11. 51
12. 19
12.86

13-54
14 22
14-90
15-57

16.25
16.93
17.60
18.28

18.96
19.64
20.31
20.99

21.67
22.34
23.02
23.70

24.38
25-05
25-73
26.41

27.08
27.76
28.44
29.11

29-79
30.47
31-15
31.82
32.50

s



178 DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS FOR FRACTIONS OF AN INCH.

NUMBER OF U. S. GALLONS (231 CUBIC INCHES) CONTAINED
IN CIRCULAR TANKS.

lis-.

Q.s
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DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS FOR FRACTIONS OF A FOOT.

i



i8o WEIGHTS OF BOLTS AND NUTS, ETC.

WEIGHT OF 100 BOLTS WITH SQUARE HEADS AND NUTS.
(HOOPES & TOWNSENU'S LiST.)

Length
under
head

to point.

l|

2

2ir

2i
l\

3

3i
4

A\
5

5i
6

6i
7

.
7i
8

9
lo
II

12

13

14

15

i6

17

i8

19
20

Per inch
additional

Diameter of Bolts.

iin.

lbs.

4.00

4-35
4-75
5-15

5 -50

5-75
6.25
7.00

7-75
8.50
9-25
10.00
IO-75

1-37

lbs.

7.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
9-50
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00

J in.

2.1'

lbs.

10.50
11.25
12.00
1
2.

'75

13-50
14 25

15.00
16.50
18.00

19.50
21 .00

22.50
24.00
25-50
27.00
28.50
30.00

3-07

lbs.

15.20
16.30
17.40
18.50
ig.6o
20.70
21.80
24.00
26.20
28.40
30.60
32.80
35 -oo

37.20
39-40
41 .60

43.80
46.00
48.20
50.40
52.60

4. IS

J in.

lbs.

22.50
23.82
25.15
26.47
27.80
29. 12

30.45
33-IO

35-75
38.40
41.05
43-70
46.35
49. OO;

51-65

54-30
59.60
64.90
70.20
75-50
80.80
86.10
91.40
96.70
102.00
107.30
112.60
117.90
123.20

5-45

lbs.

39-50
41.62

43-75
45.88
48.00
50.12
52.25
56.50
60.75
65.00
69.25
73-50
77-75
82.00
86. 25
90.50
94-75
103.25
III-75
120.25
128.75

137-25
145.75
154.25
162.75
171 .00

179.50
188.00
206.50

8.52

i in.

lbs.

63.00
66.00
69.00
72.00
75.00
78.00
81 .00

87.00
93.10
99.05
105.20
III. 25
117.30

123-35
129.40
135.00
141.50
153.60
165.70
177.80
189.90
202 . 00
214. 10

226.20

238.30
250.40
262.60

274.70
286.80

12.27

lbs.

109.00
113.25
117.50
121.75
126.00

134.25
142.50
1 5 1 . 00

159.55
1 68 . 00
176.60
185 .00

193-65
202 . 00
210.70
227-75
224.80
261.85
278.90
295.95
313.00
330.05
347-IO

364.15
381.20
398-25
415-30

16.70

lbs.

163

169

174
iSo

185

196 •

207
218

229
240
251
262

273
2S4

295
317

339
360
3S2

404
426
443
470
492
514
536
558

21.82

WEIGHTS OF NUTS AND BOLT-HEADS IN POUNDS.

For Calculating the Weight of Longer Bolts.

Diameter of Bolt in inches.



WEIGHT OF SHEETS OF WROUGHT IRON, ETC. l8l

WEIGHT OF SHEETS OF WROUGHT IRON, STEEL, COPPER,

AND BRASS.

(Haswell.)

Weights per square foot. Thickness by Birmingham Gauge.

No. of
Gauge.



l82 TABLE OF SQUARE CAST-IRON COLUMNS.

WEIGHT OF SQUARE CAST-IRON COLUMNS IN POUNDS PER
LINEAL FOOT.
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CHAPTER XXI.

NEW YORK BUILDING LAW.

(In Assembly, March 3, 1891.)

An Act

To consolidate into one act and declare the special and local

laws affecting public interests in the city of New York

in so far as the same regulates the construction of build-

ings in said city.*

Section 475. Vault Lights and Areas Protected.—In

buildings where the space under the sidewalk is utilized, a

sufihcient stone or brick wall shall be built to retain the road-

ways of the street, and the side, end or party walls of such

building shall extend under the sidewalk to such wall. The

roofs of all vaults shall be of incombustible material. No roof

of a vault under a sidew^alk shall be higher than the established

grade of the street. Openings in the roofs of vaults, for the

admission of coal or light, shall be covered with lens lights in

iron frames, or with iron covers having a rough surface and

rabbeted flush with the sidewalk ; the bearing in such rabbet

shall not be less than one and one-quarter inch. Open areas

shall be properly protected with suitable railings. When areas

are covered over with iron, or with iron and glass combined, or

with stone or other materials, sufificient strength in such cover-

ing shall be provided to insure safety to persons walking on the

same, and to carry the loads which may be placed thereon.

* This Act at present date has not become a law, but the articles are selected

as examples which could be used without reference to locality.

184
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Sec. 477. Buildings Increased in Size by Use of Col-

umns and Girders.—In all stores, warehouses and factories

over twenty-five feet in width between walls, in which there

shall be brick partition walls, or girders supported on iron or

wooden columns, or piers of masonry, the partition walls, or

girders, shall be so placed that the space between any two par-

titions or girders shall not exceed twenty-five feet, and the iron

or wooden columns, or piers of masonry, and girders, shall be

made of sufficient strength and diameter to bear safely the

weight and any lateral strain to be imposed upon them. In

case iron or wooden girders, supported by iron or wooden

columns, or piers of masonr}', are substituted in place of brick

partition walls, the building may be seventy-five feet wide and

two hundred and ten feet deep, and when the building is located

on a corner, may be one hundred feet wide and one hundred

and five feet deep, but not wider nor deeper, except in case of

fire-proof buildings.

Sec. 478. Anchors.—The front, rear, side and party walls

shall be properly bonded together, or shall be anchored to

each other every six feet in their height by wrought-iron tie

anchors, not less than one and a half inches by three eighths

of an inch. The side anchors shall be built into the side or

party walls not less than sixteen inches and into the front and

rear walls, so as to secure the front and rear walls to the side,

or party walls, when not built and bonded together.

Sec. 480. Floors, Stairs and Ceilings of Iron.—Every

building hereafter erected or altered to be occupied as a hotel,

and every dwelling-house exceeding five stories in height here-

after erected or altered to be occupied by one or more families

on any floor above the first, shall have the halls and stairs in-

closed with twelve-inch brick walls. But eight-inch walls, not

exceeding fifty feet in their vertical measurement, may inclose

said halls and stairs, and be used as bearing walls where the

distance between the outside bearing walls does not exceed

thirty-three feet, and tlie area between said brick inclosure
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walls does not exceed one hundred and eighty superficial feet.

The floors, stairs and ceilings in said halls and stairways shall

be made of iron, brick, stone or other hard incombustible

materials, excepting that the flooring and sleepers underneath

the same may be of wood and the treads and handrails of stairs

may be of hard wood, provided that where wooden treads are

used the underside of the stairs shall be entirely lathed with

iron and plastered, and at least one flight of such stairs in

each of said buildings shall extend to the roof, and be inclosed

in a bulkhead built of fire-proof materials.

Sec. 483. Weight on Floors.—In every building used as

dwelling-house, tenement-house, apartment-house, or hotel,

every floor shall be of sufficient strength in all its parts to bear

safely upon every superficial foot of its surface seventy pounds ;

and if to be used for ofifice purposes not less than one hundred

pounds upon every superficial foot ; if to be used as a place of

public assembly, one hundred and twenty pounds ; and if to

be used as a store, factory, warehouse, or for any other manu-

facturing or commercial purpose, from one hundred and fifty

pounds and upwards upon every superficial foot, and every

floor shall be of sufUcient strength to bear safely the weights

to be imposed thereon in addition to the weight of the mate-

rials of which the floor is composed. The roof of all buildings

shall be proportioned to bear safely fifty pounds upon every

superficial foot of their surface, in addition to the weight of

materials composing the same. Every column, post or other

vertical support shall be of sufificient strength to bear safely

the weight of the portion of each and every floor depend-

ing upon it for support, in addition to the weight required as

before stated to be safely supported upon said portions of said

floors. The dimensions of each piece or combination of mate-

rials required shall be ascertained by computation, according to

the rules given in Trautwine's Civil Engineer's Pocket-book,

except as may be otherwise provided for in this title. The

strength of all columns and posts shall be computed according
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to Gordon's formula, and the crushing weights in pounds per

square inch of section for the following-named materials shall

be taken as the coefficients in said formula, viz.: cast iron,

80,000; wrought or rolled iron, 40,000; rolled steel, 48,000.

Sec. 484. Framing of Beams.—All cast-iron, wrought-iron,

or wrought-steel columns shall be made true and smooth at

both ends, and shall rest on iron bed-plates, and have iron cap-

plates, which shall also be made true. All iron or steel trimmer

beams, headers and tail beams shall be suitably framed and

connected together, and the iron girders, columns, beams,

trusses and all other ironwork of all floors and roofs shall be

strapped, bolted, anchored and connected together, and to the

walls, in a strong and substantial manner. Where beams are

framed into headers, the angle irons which are bolted to the

tail beams shall have at least two bolts for all beams over seven

inches in depth, and three bolts for all beams over twelve

inches in depth, and these bolts shall not be less than three

quarters of an inch in diameter. Each one of such angles or

knees, when bolted to girders, shall have the same number of

bolts as stated for the other leg. The angle iron in no case

shall be less in thickness than the header or trimmer to which

it is bolted ; and the width of angle in no case shall be less

than one third the depth of beam, excepting that no angle

knee shall be less than two and a half inches wide, nor required

to be more than six inches wide. All wrought-iron or wrought-

steel beams ten and a half inches deep and under shall have

bearings equal to their depth, if resting on a wall ; twelve-inch

beams may have a bearing of ten inches, and all beams more

than twelve inches in depth must have bearings not less than

twelve inches if resting on a wall. Where beams rest on iron

supports, and are properly ties to the same, no greater bearings

shall be required than one third of the depth of beams. Iron

or steel floor beams shall be so arranged as to spacing and

length of beams that the load to be supported by them together

with the weights of materials used in the construction of the
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floors shall not cause a deflection of the said beams of more

than one thirtieth of an inch per linear foot of span ; and if

said beams are unsupported laterally by floor arches between

them, or otherwise, they shall be tied together at intervals of

not more than eight times the depth of the beam.

Cast-iron Templates.—Under the ends of all iron or

steel beams where they rest on the walls, a stone or cast-iron

template must be built into the walls, said templates to be

eight inches wide in twelve-inch walls, and in all walls of greater

thickness to be twelve inches wide, and such templates, if of

stone, shall not be in any case less than two and one-half inches

in thickness and no template shall be less than twelve inches

long.

Sec. 485, Iron Lintels.—All iron lintels shall have bear-

ings proportionate to the weight to be imposed thereon, but

no lintel used to span any opening more than ten feet in width

shall have a bearing less than twelve inches at each end, if rest-

ing on a wall, but if resting on an iron post, such lintel shall

.have a bearing of at least six inches at each end by the thick-

ness of the wall to be supported. If the posts are to be party

posts in front of a party wall and are to be used for two build-

ings, then the said posts shall not be less than sixteen inches on

the face by the thickness of the wall above, and if the party

wall be more than sixteen inches thick, then the posts shall be

the thickness of the wall on the face. Intermediate posts may
be used, which shall be sufficiently strong, and the lintels

thereon shall have sui^cient bearing to carry the weight above

with safety, as in this title provided. When the lintels or gir-

ders are supported at the ends by brick walls or piers they shall

rest upon cut granite or bluestone blocks at least twelve inches

thick, or upon cast-iron plates of equal strength by the full size

of the bearings. In case the opening is less than twelve feet,

the stone blocks may be six inches in thickness, or cast-iron

plates of equal strength by the full size of the bearings may be

used. In all cases where the girder carries a wall and rests on
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brick piers of walls, the bearing shall be sufficient to support

the weight above with safety. No cast-iron lintel or beam shall

be less than three quarters of an inch in thickness in any of its

parts. Iron beams or girders used to span openings more than

sixteen feet in width, upon which walls rest, or on which floor

beams are carried, shall be of wrought iron and of sufficient

strength ; or cast-iron arch girders may be used having a rise

of not less than one inch to each foot of span between the

bearings, with one or more wrought-iron tie rods of sufficient

strength to resist the thrusts, well fastened at each end of the

girder. All lintels or girders placed over any opening in the

front, rear or side of a building, or returned over a corner

opening, when supported by brick or stone piers or iron col-

umns, shall be of iron and of the full breadth of the wall

supported.

Fire-proof Columns.—In all buildings hereafter erected or

altered, where any iron or steel column or columns are used to

support a wall or part thereof, whether the same be an exterior

or interior wall, excepting a wall fronting on a street, and col-

umns located below the level of the sidewalk, which are used

to support exterior walls or arches over vaults, the said column

or columns either constructed double, that is, an outer and

inner column, the inner column alone to be of sufficient strength

to sustain safely the weight to be imposed thereon ; or such

other iron or steel column of sufficient strength and so con-

structed as to secure resistance to fire, may be used as approved

by the superintendent of buildings. Iron posts in front of

party walls shall be filled up solid with masonry and made per-

fectly tight between the posts and walls, to effectually prevent

the passage of smoke or fire. Cast-iron posts or columns

which are to be used for the support of wooden or iron girders

or brick walls, not cast with one open side or back, before be-

ing set up in place, shall have a three-eighths of an inch hole

drilled in the shaft of each post or column, by the manufac-

turer or contractor furnishing the same, to exhibit the thick-
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ness of the castings, and any other similar-sized hole or holes

which the superintendent of buildings, or his duly authorized

representative, may require, shall be drilled in the said posts or

columns by the said manufacturer or contractor at his own ex-

pense. Iron posts or columns cast with one or more open sides

and backs shall have solid iron plates on top of each to pre-

vent the passage of smoke or fire through them from one story

to another, excepting where pierced for the passage of pipes,

and at the bottoms and tops of all iron posts and columns,

caps and bases shall be made true.

Iron Fronts Backed with Brick.—The iron arches, or

the usual light castings connecting the columns of an iron

front of a building, shall be filled ih from the soffits to the sills

on each upper story with brickwork not less than eight inches

thick, or hollow fire-proof blocks not less than eight inches

thick, and carried through on the same upper level, the brick-

work or blocks to rest on the plates within the columns.

Thickness of Cast-iron Posts.—No cast-iron posts or

columns shall be used in any building of a less average thick-

ness of shaft than three quarters of an inch, nor shall have an

unsupported length of more than twenty times its least lateral

dimension or diameter, nor have a thickness of metal less than

three quarters of an inch. No wrought-iron or rolled-steel

column shall have an unsupported length of more than thirty

times its least lateral dimension or diameter, nor shall its metal

be less than one fourth of an inch in thickness. All cast-iron,

wrought-iron, and steel columns shall have their bearings faced

smooth, and at right angles to the axis of the column ; and

when one column rests upon another column, they shall be

securely bolted together.

Curtain-wall Girders.—Where columns are used to sup-

port iron or steel girders carrying curtain walls, the said col-

umns shall be of cast iron, wrought iron or rolled steel, and on

their exposed surfaces be constructed to resist fire, by having

an outer shell of iron, with an air space between, or by having
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a casing of brickwork or burnt-clay blocks, not less than four

inches in thickness and bonded into the brickwork of the cur-

tain walls ; and the exposed sides of the iron or steel girders

shall also be similarly covered in, and tied and bonded.

Sec. 486. Rolled Iron and Steel Beams and Factors of

Safety.—The factors of safety shall be as one to four for all

beams, girders and other pieces subject to a transverse strain

:

and as one to five for all posts, columns and other vertical sup-

ports subject to a compressive strain ; and as one to six for

tie rods, tie beams and other pieces subject to a tensile strain.

Rolled iron or steel beam girders, or riveted iron or steel

plate girders, used as lintels, or as girders, carrying a wall or

floor, or both, shall be so proportioned that the loads which

may come upon them shall not produce strains in tension or

compression upon the flanges of more than twelve thousand

pounds for iron nor more than fifteen thousand pounds for

steel per square inch of the cross-section of each of such

flanges, nor a shearing strain upon the web plate of more than

six thousand pounds per square inch of section of such web

plate, if of iron, nor more than seven thousand pounds if of

steel ; but no web plate shall be less than one quarter of an inch

in thickness. Rivets in plate girders shall not be less than

five eighths of an inch in diameter, and shall not be spaced more

than six inches apart in any case. They shall be so spaced

that their shearing strains shall not exceed nine thousand

pounds per square inch of section, nor their bearing exceed

fifteen thousand pounds per square inch on their diameter,

multiplied by the thickness of the plates through which they

pass. The riveted plate girders shall be proportioned upon the

supposition that the bending or chord strains are resisted en-

tirely by the upper and lower flanges, and that the shearing

strains are resisted entirely by the web plate. No part of the

web shall be estimated as flange area, nor more than one half

of that portion of the angle iron which rests against the web.

The distance between the centres of gravity of the flange areas

will be considered as the effective depth of the girder.
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Girders to be Tested.—Before any girder, as before men-

tioned, to be used in any building shall be so used, the archi-

tect or the manufacturer of or contractor for it shall, if re-

quired so to do by the superintendent of buildings, submit for

his examination and approval a diagram showing the loads to

be carried by said girder, and the strains produced by such

load, and also showing the dimensions of the materials of

which said girder is to be constructed, to provide for the said

strains ; and the manufacturer or contractor shall cause to be

marked upon said girder, in a conspicuous place, the weight said

girder will sustain, and no greater weight than that marked on

such girder shall be placed thereon.

Sec. 487. Beams, Lintels and Girders to be Inspected.—
Before any beam, lintel or girder intended to span an opening

over ten feet in length, in any building, shall be used for support-

ing a wall, the manufacturer or founder thereof, or the owner,

shall have the said beam, lintel or girder inspected, and if re-

quired by the superintendent of buildings shall have the same

tested by actual weight or pressure thereon, under the direc-

tion and supervision of an inspector authorized by the super-

intendent of buildings. Said manufacturer, founder or owner

shall notify the superintendent of buildings, in writing, of the

time when, and the place where, said inspection and test may be

made, and said inspector shall cause the weight which each of

said beams, lintels, or girders will safely sustain, to be properly

stamped or marked in a conspicuous place thereon, and no

greater weight shall be put or placed upon any beam, lintel or

girder than that stamped or marked thereon by said inspector.

In case any beam, girder or lintel, or any iron column shall be

rejected by said inspector as unfit or insuf^cient to be used for

the purpose proposed, the same shall not be used for such pur-

pose, in or upon, or about any building or part thereof. All

iron and steel work used in any building shall be of the best

material and made in the best manner, properly painted with

oxide of iron and linseed-cil paint before being placed in posi-
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tion, or coated with some other equally good preparation or

suitably treated for preservation against rust.

Sec. 488. Stirrup Irons.—Every beam, except header and

tail beams, shall rest at one end four inches in the wall, or upon

a girder as authorized by this title. And every header or

trimmer more than four feet long used in any building, shall be

hung in stirrup irons of suitable thickness for the size of timbers.

Anchors.—Each tier of beams shall be anchored to the

side, front, rear or party walls at intervals of not more than

six feet apart, with good, strong wrought-iron anchors not less

than one and a half inches by three eighths of an inch, well

fastened to the side of the beams by two or more nails made

of wrought iron at least one fourth of an inch in diameter.

Where the beams are supported by girders, the girders shall be

anchored to w^alls and fastened to each other by suitable iron

straps. The ends of beams resting upon girders shall be

butted together end to end and strapped by wrought-iron

straps of the same size and distance apart, and in the same

beam as the wall anchors, and shall be fastened in the same

manner as said wall aiichors, or they may lap each other at least

tweh'e inches and be well spiked or bolted together where

lapped. Every pier and wall, front or rear, shall be well an-

chored to the beams of each story, with the same size anchors

as are required for the side walls, which anchors shall hook over

the second beam. Each tier of beams, front and rear, oppo

site each pier shall have hard wood or Georgia pine anchor

strips dovetailed into the beams diagonally, which strips shall

cover at least four beams, and be one inch thick and four inches

w'ide, but no such anchor strips shall be let in within four feet

of the centre line of the beams ; or wooden strips may be

nailed on the top of the beams and kept in place until the

floors are being laid.

Flitch-plates for Girders.—No wooden floor beams nor

wooden roof beams used in any building other than a frame

building, hereafter erected, shall be of a less thickness than
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three inches. All trimmer and header beams shall not be less

than one inch thicker than the floor or roof beams on the same

tier, where the header is four feet or less in length ; and where

the header is more than four feet and not more than fifteen

feet in length the trimmer and header beams shall be at least

double the thickness of the floor or roof beams, or shall each

be made of two iron beams forming such thickness properly

.

spiked or bolted together, and when the header is more than

fifteen feet in length wrought-iron flitch-plates of proper

thickness and depth shall be placed between two wooden beams

suitably bolted together to and through the iron plates in con-

structing the trimmer and header beams ; or wrought-iron or

wrought-steel beams of sufficient strength may be used.

Sec. 489. Smoke Flues Lined with Cast Iron.—In all

buildings hereafter erected every smoke flue shall be lined on

the inside with cast iron or well-burnt clay or fire-proof terra-

cotta pipe from the bottom of the flue, or from the throat of

the fireplace, if the flue starts from the latter, and carried up

continuously to the extreme height of the flue. The ends of

all such lining pipes shall be made to fit close together, and

the pipes shall be built in as the flue or flues are carried up.

Each smoke pipe shall be inclosed on all sides with not less

than four inches of brickwork properly bonded together.

Sec. 491. Iron Shutters.—Every building which is more

than two stories in height above the curb level, except dwell-

ing-houses, hotels, school-houses and churches, shall have doors,

blinds or shutters made of iron hung to iron hanging frames

or to iron eyes built into the wall, and on every window and

opening above the first story thereof, excepting on the front

openings of buildings fronting on streets which are more than

thirty feet in width ; or the said doors, blinds or shutters may

be constructed of pine or other soft wood of two thicknesses

of matched boards at right angles with each other, and securely

covered with tin, on both sides and edges, with folded lapped

joints, the nails for fastening the same being driven inside the
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lap. The hinges and bolt, or latches, shall be secured or

fastened to the door or shutter after the same has been covered

with the tin, and such doors or shutters shall be hung upon an

iron frame, independent of the woodwork of the windows or

doors, or to iron hinges securely fastened in the masonry ; or

such frames, if of wood, shall be covered with tin in the same

manner as the doors and shutters. All occupants of buildings

shall close the shutters, doors and blinds of the rear and side

windows and openings; and where front shutters are provided,

shall also close such shutters at the close of business. All

shutters opening on fire escapes, and at least one row, vertically,

in every three rows on the front window openings above the

first story of any building, shall be so arranged that they can

be readily opened from the outside by the firemen. All

rolling iron or steel shutters hereafter placed in the first story

of any building shall be counterbalanced, so that said rolling

shutters may be readily opened by the firemen. No building

hereafter erected, other than a dwelling-house or fire-proof

building, shall have inside iron shutters to windows above the

first story. All windows and openings above the first story

may be exempted from having shutters by the board of ex-

aminers.

Railings around Well-holes.— In any building in which

there shall be any hoistway or freight elevator or well-hole not

inclosed in walls constructed of brick or other fire-proof ma-

terial, and provided with fire-proof doors, the openings thereof,

through and upon each floor of said building, shall be provided

with and protected by a substantial railing, or with such good

and sufificient trap-doors with which to close the same, or both,

as may be directed and approved by the superintendent of

buildings ; and such railings and trap-doors shall be kept closed

at all times, except when in actual use by the occupant or

occupants of the building having the use or control of same.

And in all buildings hereafter erected the roof immediately

over the said hoistway, elevator or well-hole shall be covered

with a skylight of suitable size.
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Elevator Wells Inclosed with Brick or Iron.— All ele-

vators hereafter placed in any building, except such fire-proof

buildings as have been or may be erected in accordance with

section four liundred and eighty-four of this title, shall be

inclosed in suitable walls of brick, or with a suitable framework

of iron and burnt-clay filling, or of such other fire-proof ma-

terial and form of construction as may be approved by the

superintendent of buildings. Said walls or construction shall

extend through and at least three feet above the roof, and shall

have suitable openings in the same, to be provided with fire-

proof doors, made solid for three feet above the floor level and

with grille openings above. Elevators may be put in the well-

hole of stairs, in buildings, without such brick or fire-proof

inclosures, where the stairs are inclosed in brick or stone walls,

and the stairs are constructed as specified in section four hun-

dred and seventy-nine of this title. Elevators may also be

placed in any stair-well or open court of any building erected

prior to the passage of this act, under a permit therefor from

the superintendent of buildings, who may grant such permit

upon the approval of the board of examiners hereinafter pro-

vided, but the framework and inclosure of any such elevator

shall be constructed of fireproof materials.

Dumb-waiters, Skylig-hts over Elevators.—The foregoing

requirement as to brick or fire-proof shafts shall include dumb-

waiters which extend through more than three stories in dwell-

ing-houses. The roofs over all elevators shall be made of fire-

proof materials, with a skylight at least three fourths the area

of the shaft, made of glass, set in iron frames.

Screen of Iron under Elevator Machinery.—Immediately

under the machinery at the top of every elevator shaft here-

after placed in any building in said city, there shall be pro-

vided and placed a substantial grating or screen of iron, of such

construction as shall be approved by the superintendent of

buildings.

Sec. 493. Mansard Roof.—If a mansard or any other
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roof having a pitch of over sixty degrees be placed on any

building, except a wooden building, or a dwelling-house not

exceeding thirty-three feet in height, it shall be constructed of

iron rafters, and lathed with iron on the inside and plastered,

or filled in with fire-proof material not less than three inches

thick, and covered with metal, slate, or tile.

Bulkheads—used as inclosures for tanks and elevators, and

coverings for the machinery of elevators and all other bulk-

heads, including the bulkheads of all dwelling-houses hereafter

erected or altered, may be constructed of hollow fire-proof

blocks or of wood, covered with not less than two inches of fire-

proof material, or filled in the thickness of the studding with

such material, and covered on all sides with metal, including

sides and edges of doors.

Cornices and Gutters.—All exterior cornices and gutters

of all buildings hereafter erected shall be of some fire-proof

material. All fireproof cornices shall be well secured to the

walls with iron anchors.

Sec. 494. Dormer Windows, Scuttles and Skylights.

—

The planking and sheathing of the roof of every building

erected or built as aforesaid shall in no case be extended across

the front, rear, side, end or party wall thereof, and every such

building and the tops and sides of every dormer window thereon

shall be covered and roofed with slate, tin, zinc, copper or

iron, or such other quality of fire-proof roofing as the superin-

tendent of buildings, under his certificate, may authorize, and

the outside of the frames of every dormer window hereafter

placed upon any building as aforesaid shall be made of some

fire-proof material. And no wooden building in any part of the

said city, more than two stories or above twenty feet in height

above the curb level to the highest part thereof, which shall

require roofing, shall be roofed with any other roofing or

covered except as aforesaid. Nothing in this section shall be

construed to prohibit the repairing of any shingle roof, provided

the building is not altered in height. All buildings shall have
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scuttles or bulkheads, covered with some fire-proof materials,

with ladders or stairs leading thereto. No scuttle shall be less

in size than two by three feet. All skylights having a super-

ficial area of more than nine square feet, placed in any building,

shall have the sashes and frames thereof constructed of iron

and glass. Every fire-proof roof hereafter placed on any build-

ing shall have, besides the usual scuttle or bulkhead, a skylight

or skylights of a superficial area equal to not less than one

fiftieth the superficial area of such fire-proof roof.

Iron Ladders to Scuttles.—All buildings shall have

scuttles or bulkheads, covered with some fire-proof materials,

with ladders or stairs leading thereto.

Fire Escapes.—Every dwelling-house occupied by or built

to be occupied by three or more families above the first story,

and every building already erected, or that may hereafter be

erected, more than three stories in height, occupied or used as

a hotel or lodging-house, and every boarding-house having

more than fifteen sleeping-rooms above the basement story,

and every factory, mill, manufactory or workshop, hospital,

asylum or institution for the care or treatment of individuals,

and every building in whole or in part occupied or used as a

school 01 place of instruction, or assembly, and every ofifice

building five stories or more in height, shall be provided with

such good and sufficient fire escapes or other means of egress

in case of fire as shall be directed by the superintendent of

buildings, and said superintendent shall direct such fire escapes

and means of egress to be provided in all cases where he shall

deem the same necessary.

Roof Gardens on Theatres.—Nothing herein contained

shall prevent a roof garden, art gallery or rooms for similar

purposes being placed above a theatre or public building, pro-

vided the floor of same forming the roof over such theatre or

building shall be constructed of iron or steel and fire-proof

materials, and that said floor shall have no covering boards or

sleepers of wood, but be of tile or cement. Every roof over
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said garden or rooms shall have all supports and rafters of iron

or steel, and shall be covered with glass or fire-proof materials

or both.

Proscenium Wall Girder, etc.—Above the proscenium

opening there shall be an iron girder covered with fire-proof

materials to protect it from the heat. There shall also be con-

structed a relieving arch over the same, the intervening space

being filled in with hollow or other brick of the full thickness

of the proscenium wall. Should there be constructed an

orchestra over the stage, above the proscenium opening, the

said orchestra shall be placed on the auditorium side of the

proscenium fire-wall, and shall be entered only from the audi-

torium side of said wall. The moulded frame around the pros-

cenium opening shall be formed entirely of fire-proof materials.

If metal be used, the metal shall be filled in solid with non-

combustible material and securely anchored to the wall with

iron.

Skylights and Doorways to Theatres.—There shall be

provided over the stage metal skylights of an area or combined

area of at least one eighth the area of said stage, fitted up with

sliding sash and glazed with double-thick sheet glass, not ex-

ceeding one eighth of an inch thick, and each pane thereof

measuring not less than three hundred square inches, and the

whole of which skylights shall be so constructed as to open in-

stantly on the cutting or burning of a hempen cord which

shall be arranged to hold said skylights closed, or some other

equally simple approved device for opening them may be pro-

vided.

Doorways through Proscenium Wall, Doors of Iron

and Wood.—All doorways or openings through the proscenium

wall, in every tier, shall have doors of iron or wood on each

face of the wall ; if of wood, the doors shall be constructed as

hereinbefore described, and the doors hung so as to be opened

from either side at all times. There shall be no openings in

the proscenium fire-wall above the level of the auditorium
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ceiling. Direct access to these doors shall be provided on both

sides, and the same shall always be kept free from any incum-

brance. Iron ladders or stairs securely fixed to the wall on

the stage side shall be provided to overcome any difference of

level existing between the floor or galleries on the stage side of

the fire-wall and those on the side of the auditorium.

Roof of Auditorium, Main Floor of Auditorium and

Vestibule, Floor of Second Story over Entrance, Lobby and

Corridors of Iron and Fire-proof Materials.—The roof over

the auditorium and the entire main floor of the auditorium and

vestibule, also the entire floor of the second story of the front

superstructure over the entrance, lobby and corridors, and all

galleries in the auditorium shall be constructed of iron and

fire-proof materials, not excluding the use of wooden floor

boards and necessary sleepers to fasten the same to, but such

sleepers shall not mean timbers of support.

The Fronts of Galleries, Ceiling of Auditorium, Parti-

tions in Auditorium, Entrance Vestibule, Partitions of

Dressing-rooms and Doors in same to be Fire-proof.—
The fronts and ceilings of each gallery shall be formed of fire-

proof material excepting the capping, which may be made of

wood. The ceiling of auditorium shall be formed of fire-proof

materials. All lathing wherever used must be of metal. The

partitions in that portion of the building which contains the

auditorium, the entrance vestibule and every room and passage

devoted to the use of the audience, shall be constructed of fire-

proof materials, including the furring of outside or other

walls, and none of the walls or ceilings shall be covered with

wood sheathing, canvas, or any combustible material, but this

shall not exclude the use of wood wainscoting to a height not

to exceed six feet, which shall be filled in solid between the

wainscoting and the wall with fire-proof materials. The walls

separating the actors' dressing-rooms from the stage, and the

partitions dividing the dressing-rooms, together with the par-

titions of any passage from the same to the stage, and all other
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partitions on or about the stage shall be constructed of fire-

proof material approved by the superintendent of buildings.

All doors in any of said partitions shall be of iron or of wood,

constructed as hereinbefore described. All the shelving and

cupboards in each and every dressing-room, property-room or

other storage rooms shall be constructed of metal, slate or

some fire-proof material.

Actors' Dressing-rooms and Fly Galleries.—Dressing-

rooms may be placed in the fly galleries, provided that proper

exits are secured therefrom to the fire-escapes in the open

court, and the partitions and other matters pertaining to

dressing-rooms to conform to the requirements herein con-

tained, but the stairs leading to the same must be fire-proof.

Stage and Fly Galleries Fire-proof.—All that portion of

the stage not comprised in the working of scenery, traps and

other mechanical apparatus for the presentation of a scene,

usually equal to the width of the proscenium opening, shall be

built of iron beams filled in between with fire-proof material,

and all girders for the support of said beams shall be of

wrought iron. The fly galleries entire, including pin rails, shall

be constructed of iron, and the floor of said galleries shall be

composed of iron beams, filled in with fire-proof materials, and

no wood boards or sleepers shall be used as a covering over

beams, but the said floor shall be entirely fire-proof. The rig-

ging loft shall be fire-proof, except the floor covering of same.

Proscenium Opening and Curtain.^The proscenium

opening shall be provided with a fire-proof metal curtain or a

curtain of asbestos or similar fire-proof material approved by

the superintendent of buildings, sliding at each end into iron

grooves, securely fastened to the brick wall, and extending into

such grooves not less than six inches on each side.

The proscenium curtains shall be placed at least three feet

distant from the footlights at the nearest point.
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JACKSON
Afcpectufal \M Wofh.

OFFICE,

31S East 28(11 Street new M City.

< • -

STRUCTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL BRASS, BRONZE, AND

IRON WORK.

Foundries and Shops, East 28th and 29th Streets.

Beam Yard, . . . Foot of East 3 1 st Street.

We take pleasure in referrino; to the many structures throughout the

ritv for which we have been the contractors. Long experience in every

branch of our business enables us to produce the best work at the lowest

possible prices.



M. F. WESTERGREN. F. L. ANDERSON.

THK

WilecliinilIW llletDl Woil(§

MANUFACTURERS OF

METALLIC SKYLIGHTS.
CORRUGATED IRON WORK,

CORNICES, ROOFING,
ETC., ETC.,

205 & 207 EAST 99TH STREET,
CORNER THIRD AVENUE,

Telephone, 1826 38tli. ]VE\^ YORK:.

The following are some of the works recently completed by us

:

Carnegie Music Hall, Harlem Opera House, Cancer Hospital, N. Y. Eye

and Ear Infirmary, Cohnfeld Building, Jackson Building, Lincoln

Building, Pier Sheds Nos. 24, 29, and 46 North River, and Nos. 45 ana

46 East River.



J. B. & J. M. CORNELL,
IRON WORKS,

141 Centre Street^ E^ew York.



CLARK, BUNNEXT & CO. (l.m™.)
Nos. 1 62 & 1 64 West 27th Street, New York.

Works : London, Paris and New York.

CLARK'S ORIGINAL PATENT NOISELESS

Self-Coiling Cin^"Fr"FrT G;T^T TT^nr'Fr'P?*^ Fire and
RevolvingV-> J- J_VI-vXw ^TJ ITTL i_^ ±. X J-v-lrVvl5, Burglar-proof.

Steel Fike-Proof Theatre Curtains, Patent Metallic Venetian Blinds, Imiroved
Rolling Wood Shutters, English Venetian Blinds, &c , &c.

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING ARCHITECTS OF THE WORLD.
Prize Medals at Exhibitions in London, Oporto, Dublin, Paris, Moscow, Vienna, Australia,

Centennial, Philadelphia and Paris, 1889.

(Send for Estimates and Catalogues.) Telephone, 472 iSth Street.

FRANK A. HOWSON, Manager.
1/57- OF BUILDINGS IN NEW YORK John Shillito & Co Cincinnati. O.

David Sinton s Building, Cincinnati, O.
TO WHICH — - - - -

•

CLARK'S SHUTTERS ARE FITTED.

Astor Library.
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.
Tribune Building.
N. Y. Stock E.xchange.
Manhattan Storage Co., 42d St.

Lincoln Safe Deposit Co., 42d St.

Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Theo. B. Starr, Filth Avenue.
Park & Tilford, stores at Broadway and

Fifth Ave. &: soth St.

Van Tassell & Kearney, i:;th St.

House of Wm. K. Vanderbilt, Fifth Ave.
Astor Buildings. N.W. cor.B"\vay & Prince St.

Broadway, Prince & Crosby Sts.

Greene & Prince St., N. W. cor.
Grand St.. N<is. 109 & 113, and
Eighth Ave. & 46th St.

New York and Brooklyn Bridge, stores in

arches of New York approach.
St. Vincent's Hospital.
Ottendorffer Dispensary Building.
Piers and Docks of National S. S. Co.
Inman S. S. Co.
Hamburg-American, Hoboken, N. J., and
Morgan^s Line. Pier 37, N. R.

Arnold. Constable A; Co., stores at Broadway
& 19th St., Fifth Ave., Union Square, 17th,

iSih, 23d and 24th Sts.

A. T. Stewart's Buildings, Broadway &
Chambers St. and Broadway & Ninth St.

James McCreery. 13th St.

H. O'Neill i Co.. Sixth Ave.
Simpson, Crawford & Simpson, Sixth Ave.

And Many Stores. Warehouses, Private
Houses, &c.

Van Antwerp. Bragg & Co., Cincinnati, O.
Alms & Doepke, Cincinnati, O.

OTHER IMPORTANT BUILDINGS.
Court Houses at

—

Clinton Co., Frankfort, Ind.
Fayette Co., Lexington, Ky.
Holt Co., Oregon, >Io., and
Tuscarawas Co., New Philadelphia. O.

Seymour's Bank, Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Mitchell's Bank, Milwaukee, Wis.
Journeay & Burnham, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jennings Lace Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wilson, Hinkle & Co.. Cincinnati. O.
Boston Post Office and Sub-Treasury.
Pratt Public Library, Baltimore. Md.
B. & O. R. R. Offices. Baltimore, Md.
State Capitol, West Virginia.
Hall of Records, Sacramento, Cal.
Lick Observatory. Mt. Hamilton. Cal.
Penna. R R. Station, Philadelphia, Pa.

COITTINUED LIST of BUILDINGS, to 1890, WHEEE
CLAES'S 3HUTTEES AEE FITTED.

Standard Oil Co.'s Building, Broadway, N. Y.
Vanderbilt Library, "

Bloomingdale Bros., Third Ave., "

Excelsior Steam Power Co., "

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. Hay & Freight Sheds,"
Pier 62. N. R., "

" Bulkh'd Piers, 61-3 N.R.,"
Penna. R. R. Co.. Pier 20, N. R., "

Ramsdell Line, Pier 24, N. R., "

White Star Line, Pier 45. N. R., "
Old Dominion Steamship Co., "
Bulkhead Piers 45 & 46. E. R., "

N. Y. & B'klyn Bridge Warehouses, Block E.
Buckingham Hotel, X. Y.
Offices, No. 6 Wall St., N. Y.
Court Houses at

—

Delaware Co.. Media. Pa.
Craighead Co., Jonesborough, Aik.
Lonoke Co.. Lonoke, Ark.
Cross Co., Vanndale, Ark.
Bolivar Co., Rosedale, Miss.—&c., &c.

L^. S. Appraisers' Stores Building (216 Steel
Shutters), Chicago. Ills.

Mailers Building, Chicago, Ills.

Buildings of Marshall Field & Co. (725 Steel
Shutters). Chicago, Ills.

Oxford Club. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Wechsler & Abrahams, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Boylan Building, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Scarborough Building. Cincinnati, O.
Mabley & Carew Building. Cincinnati, O.C I., St. L.. & C. R.R. (Big 4) Freight Sheds,
Cincinnati. O.

Courier Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
Abstract Building, Los Angeles. Cal.
Hudson Bay Co.'s Stores, Winnipeg, Canada.
Land Titles Office, Brandon, Manitoba, Can.
Pacific Express Co., Omaha, Neb.
Boat House of H. B. Frothingham, Esq.,Lake
Hopatcong. N. J.

Buildings in Oshkosh, Dak.; Omaha, Neb.;
Pottsville, Pa.; Puerta Cabello,Venezuela;
City of Mexico ; &c., &c.

Rolling Wood'Partitions in

—

M. E. Church, Miamisburg, O.
Congregational Church. Ridgeland, Ills.

Mt. Auburn Presbyterian Church. Cin., O.
16th Ward School, Milwaukee, Wis.
M. E. Church, Clark &. Henry Sts., Brook-

lyn. N. Y.
St Mary's Episcopal Church, Manhattjin-

ville, X. Y.—&c., &c.
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OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

Iron and Steel Beams, Channels, Tees,

Plates, Angles and Bars,

AND

SPECIAL SHAPES FOR ARCHITECTURAL AND

ENGINEERING PURPOSES.

OFFICE,

/J2 FIRST AyENUE, "PITTSBURG, VA.

EASTERN AGENTS,

FRANK D. MOFFAT & CO.

81 KULXON[ STREET, IKEW YORK.



li U, S, MIL I!

PATENTED.

AUTHORIZED BY P. O. DEPARTMENT.

IP you are planning office buildings, apartment buildings, or hotels

where the Mail Chute may be required, you should obtain from the

sole manufacturers, THE CUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Rochester.

N. Y., detail drawings and information, furnished free of charge. A
postal card with your address will secure information which will save

money.

The regulations of the Post Office Department and the require-

ments of successful operation make it very desirable to plan in advanc

the location for the Mail Chute.

For information, prices, etc., address

THE CUTLER MANUFACTURING CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y\

FRANK D. MOFFAT & CO.,
EASTERN AGENTS FOR

[lie Colimliltt IiOR ttiid Steel Co.

^EAMS, CHANNELS, ANGLES, Etc.,

AND

Special Architectural Shapes.

Corrugated Iron and Steel for Roofing and Sidings.

.^•;ll Stock of Bar Iron, "Eclipse" Cold Rolled Shafting, " L. & D."

Wood Pulleys, etc., at Brooklyn Warehouse.

»ii£W York Office: 81 Fulton Street.

Brooklyn Office: 436 & 438 Kent Avenue.



(VI. LEWINSON. GEORGE A. JUST.

LEWINSON & JUST,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS,

90 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
CONTRACTORS FOR

ARCHIXECXUR^Iv IROX Wv^^K.
DESIGNERS OF

IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES.
REPORTS SUBMITTED

ON PROPOSED AND ON EXISTING STRUCTURES.

TELEPHONE, 3845 CORTLANDT."

JACOB SCHRATWIESER. DAWSON B. HILTON.

LONG ISLAND SKYLIGHT WORKS
(ESTABLISHED 1887.)

110, 112, & 114 NAVY STREET, BROOKLYN.

METALLIC AND

WROUGHT IRON

SKYLIGHTS,

CCNSER VA TORIES,

CORNICES, &=€.

CORRUGATED
IRON

ROOFS,
CEILINGS, SIDINGS

and VENTILATING
WORK.

New York Of^fice : 171 BROADWAY,
(Cor. CORTLANDT STREET.)

Telephone, 3971 Cortlandt. Represented by MR. FRED. STEPHANIB.

Estimates Free on Application.



THE

PASSAIC ROLLING MILL CO,

-^^^^•^--^^

PATERSON, N. J.

Rolled Steel and Iron Beams,

CHANNELS, ANGLES, TEES, &c.

Riveted Girders, Roof Trusses, Eye Bars,

AND

ALL CLASSES OF STRUCTURAL MATERIAL.

CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS OF RAILROAD AND

HIGHWAY BRIDGES.

New York Office, No. 45 BROADWAY.

WATTS COOKE, Pres. W. O. FAYERWEATHER, Vice-Pres. and Treas.



THE

'

fi
lVERSIDE BRIDGE AND IROI WORKg

OF

PATTERSON, N. J.

Civil Engineers and Contractors.

NEW YORK OFFICE, WORKS AT PATERSON, N. J.

i8 'Broadway, Welles Building. Telephone Call—Paterson, lOO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Structural and Ornamental Iron-work

of all Descriptions for Buildings.

IRON
Awnings, Balconies, Beams, Capitals, Columns, Cornices, Domes, Doors,

Fire Escapes, Fronts, Girders, Lintels, Patent Lights, Roofs,

Railings, Rolling and Folding Shutters, Side-walk

Elevators, Sills, Sky-lights, Stairs,

Stoops, Window Guards.

PARK, HIGHWAY AND RAILWAY BRIDGES.



WILLIAM H. WALLACE & CO.,

IRON AND STEEL

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR CONSTRUCTION,

INCLUDING

Beams, Channels, Girders, Angles, Tees, &c.; also for

Boilers, Tanks, Gasometers, Bridges, Ships, &c.;

Shafting, Merchant Bars, Rivets, Cut Nails

and Spikes, Sheets, &c., &c.

131 WASHINGTON STREET, Cor. Albany St.,

NE^^^ YORK CITY.

WHITTIER ELEVATOR CO.,
306-310 ELEVENTH AVE.,

Telephone-747, 18th St NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OF

HYDRAULIC—- -*

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

^ ELEVATORS.
REFERENCES :

Edison Building, 42-44 Broad Street, N. Y.
Jackson Building, Union Square (North Side), N. Y.

Young Men's Christian Ass'n, Main Building, 23d St., N. Y.
Hudson County National Bank. Washington & York Sts., Jersey City, N. J.

Second National Bank, Hoboken, N. J.
Provident Institution for Savings, Washington St., Jersey City, N. J.

Continental Hotel, Broadway & 20th St., N. Y.
The Langham, Fifth Ave. & 52d St., N. Y.

Pierrepont House, Brooklvn Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Belgravia, Fifth Ave., Cor. 49th'St., N. Y.

The Milano, 125-129 West sSth Street, N. Y.
The Nevada, Boulevard, 69th & 70th Sts., N. Y.

American Encaustic Tiling Co., 136-140 West 23d St., N. Y.
Warner Bros., 359 Broadway, N. Y.

Brooklyn Gas Light Co.. Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.



JACOB MARK,
7 Worth St., (TELEPHONE CALL-SP2INa, 1462) New York.

MANUFACTURER OF

Concrete Illuminating Tile

and Vault Lights,
FOrt AKEAS, liOOFS, FLOOUSs, ETC

SOLE MANUFACTURER OF THE
Jacob 3Iark Prismatic Lens, Pat. Mar. 4th. 1884 ;

* John W. 3Iark Square Opening Concrete Light, Pat. Sept. gth, 1890

;

John AV. Mark's Ring Concrete Light, Pat. Aug. 30th, 1887; and the
New Illuminating Steel Doors, Pat. June 20th. 1S82.

JOHN W. MARK'S SQUARE OPENING CONCRETE LIGHT.

JOl' \'1EW. EOTTO.M VIEW.

CROSS-SECTION. DIAGONAL SECTION-.

While improvine the streng-'h of the Concrete Illuminating Tile, we have succeeded in

producing more lighting surface to a square foot than ever before produced, and at the same
time placed before the public a Concrete Vault Light work that cannot be im,~roved upon in

any shane or manner, as we have experimented not only with the problems of strength and
durability, but also with effect, for no other work of a similar kind can present the same
neat and perfect anpearance as produced by our New Ring Concrete and our Square Opening-
Concrete work. The increase in the light is shown here :

Square Opening Tile, per square foot, 76.6775 square inches, actuaU
Riner Concrete Tile. '" " "

60.130x3 " " "

Old Style of Concrete Work. " " 505002 " "

An increase of over 50J? above the old style of concrete work. The advantage of our Prismatic

Lenses above those in use is very apparent They economize space, with a greatly improved
light, as they distribute the light horizontally and diaeonallv. and are very easily cleaned.

Verv few use any other kind; in fact, inventors of prismatic lenses have laid their inven-

tion*; aside, and now use but one kind—and that is our improvement.
The Sheet Iron Illuminating Doors that we manufacture are the most durable and the best

illuminating sidewalk doors on the market. Light to handle, heavy to wear, and neat in

appearance, it has a greater sale than anv other kind manufactured.
L^pon application, we will send our illustrated catalogue, in which there is a more pointed

description, with illustrations of every kind of work manufactured by us.

• To be known hereafter as " The Mark Concrete Light."
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J'ocksoii Arctiltectural lion M\i
STRUCTURAL

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.

fHE ABOVE CUT SHOWS INTERIOR OF LOUIS STERN'S PRIVATE STABLE FROM PLANS OF WM. SCHICKEL & CO., ARCHITECTS.

FITTINGS ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE COMFORT AND

HEALTH OF THE HORSE.

Foundries and Shops, EAST 28tli & 29tli STREETS,

Office, 315 East 28th Street,

NEW YORK.



UNI9H S^VARE fNo-H co-h.«i
•• BTi9ADWAY -r

^ NEW :YORK:errYc^
iJesigncr^ and rlanuracturer^or

Mahtels.OpehFireplaces

Chimney Piece^Hovelties
^Ic TlneCa^t'mg^and Vrougfil" Mcfal y[c

Work of cuery description for Inferior?

" Importers op Tiles "

ESTABLISHED IH rR^NT^T-1827-
ONLY COMCERN IN OUR LINE HAVING ITS OWN FOUNDRIES.

" BUY OF the: m/\ke.r ^



ESTABLISHED 18S1.

CHARLES S. SNEAD, President. UDOLFHO SNEAD, Vice-President.

WILLIAM R. SNEAD, General Manager.
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^^]ULrJ^
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LOUISVILLE, KY.,
MAKERS OF

STRUCTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL

IRONWORK FOR BUILDINGS.

The Plant of this Company consists of a large and well-equipped

Foundry, Machine Shops, IVroiight-iron Shops for Riveted and Roof

Work, Blacksmith Shops, Railing Shops, Pattern Shops, Modelling

Room and Electro-plating Shop, and with these facilities is prepared

to execute contracts, large or small, successfully and with rapidity.

Among the more important contracts lately completed by this Company may be men-

tioned the following : Auditorium Building, Chicago (Messrs. Adler & Sullivan, Architects^,

all the structural ironwork, including stairways and part of the ornamental work. Building

for Slate, War, and Na\ry Departments, Washington (Col. Thos. Lincoln Casey), ironwork of

roof; west wing, iron library; west wing, electro-bronzed book-cases with galvanoplastic parv-

els and electro-bronzed columns and railings. Washington Monument (Col. Thos. Lincoln Ca-

sey), stairway from bottom to top. Georgia State Capitol (Messrs. Edbrooke & Burnham, Archi-

tects. Messrs. Miles & Horn, Contractors), the entire structural and ornamental ironwork, in-

cluding ironwork of dome. U. S. Custom House and Post Office, Minneapolis, Minn. (Will A.

Freret, Esq., Supervising Architect), wrought-iron work of roof, with ornamental cast cor-

nices, ridges, and hip rolls. American Bank, Kansas Citj- (Messrs. Burnham & Root, Archi-

tects), structural ironwork. Rosenheim-Frankenthal Buildings. St. Louis (A. F. Rosenheim,

Esq., Architect), structural ironwork. U. S. Custom House and Post Office, Louisville, Ky.

(Will A. Freret, Esq., Supervising Architect), columns, girders, roof, stairways, etc. Com
mercial Club Building (Messrs Curtin & Campbell, Architects), Louisville. Ky. Louisville

Trust Co. Building (Messrs. Maury & Do hi. Architects), Louisville, Ky. Kentucky National

Bank (Messrs. McDonald Bros., Architects i, Louisville, Ky. Union Station L. & N. R.R.

(R. Montfort, Esq., Engineer), Louisville, Ky. Morris Building (E, Sidel, Esq., Architect),

Birmingham, Ala.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

ROOIM ^14, HOTVEE IXSURAXCE BUILDING.



M ILLIKEN RROS.
ESTABLISHED 1857.

5§ LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

59 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

SELLING AGENTS OF THE PHffiNIX IRON CO.

IRON AND BTEEL

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Iron and Steel Beams, Channels, Decks, Angles, Tees, Zees,

Eyebars, Plates, Rounds, Flats, Squares and other Shapes.

Especially adapted for Bridges, Roofs, Cars, Ships

and Fire-proof Buildings, Shafting, and

all other Structural Purposes.

SF»KCIALXIES :

Phoenix Columns, Rolled and Riveted Wrought Beams, Girders

and Columns for Buildings, Highway and Railway

Bridges, Terminals, Viaducts and Turntables.

Information resfarding Details of Construction or Connec-

tion, Designs of Roofs, Riveted Columns and Girders of all

kinds, or Rolled Work, and Estimates thereon, furnished

promptly, on application.

corresf*Oj>cdence invited.



ANDREW J. POST. WILLIAM H. McCORD.

POST & McCORD,
102 Broadway, New York.

Civil Engineers and Contractors in Iron.

RAILWAY AND HIGHWAY

BRIDGES, TURNTABLES, ROOFS & STRUCTURAL

IRON WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Works, Brooklyn, E. D.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS FURNISHED IF DESIRED.

REFERENCES

OFFICE BUILDINGS.
Consolidated Stock and Petroleum Exchange
Standard Oil Company, 24 Broadway.
Western Electric Co., Thames & Greenwich

Streets.
Western Union Tel. Co., 23d St. & 5th Ave.
Commercial Union Assurance Co.

U. S. Army Building, Whitehall, Pearl &
Water Sts.

Gallatin National Bank, 36 Wall St.

737 Broadway.
Morse Building, Beekman & Nassau Sts.

Welles Building, 18 Broadway.
Corbin Building, Broadway & John Sts.

Temple Court.
Mechanics' Bank, Wall St.

Greenwich Savings Bank.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Grand Central Depot & Car Shed Extension,

42d St.

Central R. R. of N. J. Depot and Train Shed,

J. C.
8th Regiment Armory.
3d and gth Ave. Elevated Stations.

Trenton, N. J., State Capitol.
Fall River, Mass., City Hall Tower & Roof.
N. Y. Athletic Club House, 55th St. & 6th Ave.
Wallack's and Windsor Theatres.
Casino.
Presbyterian Hospital Buildings.
Homceopathic Hospital.
American Bank Note Co.. Trinity Place.
New Jersey Central R. R. Office Building,
Liberty & West Sts., N. Y.

APARTMENT HOUSES.
Dakota, 72d & 73d Sts. & 8th Ave.
Chelsea, 222 West 23d St.

Knickerbocker, 28th St. & 5th Ave.
Yosemite, 62d St. & Park Ave.
Randolph, 12 West 18th St.

i2i Madison Ave.
go Madison Ave.
Apartment House of Hon. Levi P. Morton,
Washington.

Madrid,
Lisbon,
Cordova,
Barcelona,
Granada,
Salamanca,
Valencia,
Tolosa,

1

Central Park Apartments,
58th & 59th Sts. &
Seventh Ave.



TICK &> JACOBS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

JACOBS' PATENTS.

BRASS-RING CONCRETE LIGHT,

IRON-RING CONCRETE LIGHT,

WROUGHT-IRON ILLUMINATING

DOORS AND ROOFS.

AND ALL KINDS OF

ILLUMINATING TILES
FOR

SIDEWALKS, STOOPS, FLOORS, SKYLIGHTS, ETC.

ESTIMATES PROMPTLY GIVEN.

510 PKARiv stre:e:x,

]^E\V YORK.

TELEPHONE-2 1 1 CORTLANDT.



ROBERT T. McMURRAY & BRO.
OFFICE,

141 & 143 CENTRE ST.,

"WORKS,

365 to 371 HARMAN ST.,

NEW YORK.
I

BROOKLYN.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

WIRK WORK
CONNECTED WITH ARCHITECTURE.

Elevator Enclosures, Window Guards, Guards for the

Protection of Skylights, Gates, Partitions,

Railings, &c.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN.

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED.

E. H. KIDDER, President. C. L. PITTS, Treasurer.
M. F. WYNN, Vice-President. H. G. HOMER, Secretary.

Established i860

—

Inxorporated 1872.

NEW YORK ROOFING CO.,

CONTRACTORS,

Creneral Roofing and Metal i/yo7%,

GALVANIZED IRON CORNICES AND SKYLIGHTS,
NATURAL ASPHALT FLOORS AND ROOFS,

WATE^-TIGHT FLOORS.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

ROOKING MATERIALS,
Two and Three Ply Ready Roofing, Sackett's ]Vaterproof Sheathing,

ETC., ETC.

437 EAST 23d STREET, NEW YORK.
Telephone Call, 45 215/ Street.

Branches in Hoboken and Newark, N. J.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; and
1 23d Street and Pleasant Avenue, New York.



BOOKS FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
PUBIilSHED BY

Jolin Wiley &» Sons.
A TREATISE ON MASONRY CONSTRUCTION.

BAKER. Contaiuiug Mateiiuls aud Method of Testing
Strength, etc.; COMBINATIONS OF MATERI-
ALS—Composition, etc.; FOUNDATIONS—Test-
ing the bearing power of Soils, etc ; MASONRY
STRUCTURE-Stability against Sliding, Over-
turning, Crushing, etc., etc., etc. Complete in one
volume of about 500 pages, with 125 illustrations

and eight or ten folding plates. By Ira O. Baker,
C.E. Fifth edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo, cloth, $5 00

STEAM HEATING FOR BUILDINGS.
BALDWIN. Or, Hints to Steam Fitters. Being a description of

Steam-heating Apparatus for Warming aud Ventilat-
ing Private Houses and Large Buildings, with Re-
marks on Steam, Water, aud Air in their Relations
to Heating. To which are added useful miscella-

neous tables. By Wm. J. Baldwin. Twelfth edi-

tion. With many illustrative plates 12mo, cloth, 2 50

THE STRAINS IN FRAMED STRUCTURES,
DU BOIS. With numerous practical applications to Cranes;

Bridge, Roof, and Suspension Trusses; Braced
Arches; Pivot and Draw Spans, Continuous Girders,
etc.; also Determination of Dimensions and Design-
ing of Details, Specifications and Contracts. Com-
plete Designs and WORKING DRAWINGS. II-

lu.strated with hundreds of cuts and 35 full-page and
14 folding plates. By Prof. A. Jay Du Bois. Sixth
edition, revised and greatly enlarged. 1 vol, 4to, cloth, 10 GO

THE CALCULATIONS OF STRENGTH AND
DIMENSIONS OF IRON AND STEEL
CONSTRUCTIONS.

WEYRAUCH. With reference to the latest experiments. By Prof.

DU BOIS. J. J. Weyrauch, Polytechnic Institute of Stuttgart.

Translated by A. J. Du Bois. With plates. Second
edition 8vo, cloth, 150

A GUIDE TO SANITARY HOUSE INSPECTION;
GERHARD. Or, Hints and Helps regarding the Choice of a Health-

ful House in Citv or Country. By W. P. Gerhard,
C.E. Third edii ion 100

GRAPHICS FOR ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS,
AND BUILDERS.

GREENE. PART I. ROOF TRUSSES. Diagrams for Steady
Load, Snow, and Wind. New revised edition

(1890) 8vo. cloth, 1 25
PART n. BRIDGE TRUSSES. Single, Continuous,

and Draw Spans; Single and Multiple Systems;
Straight and Inclined Chords. Third edition

8vo, cloth, 2 50
PART in. ARCHES IN WOOD, IRON AND

STONE.
For Roofs, Bridges, and Wall Openings; Arched
Ribs and Braced Arches; Stresses from Wind and
Change of Temperature. Second edition. .8vo, cloth, 2 50

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.



BOOKS FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
PUBLISHED BY

JolTin Wiley &> Sons.
THE AMERICAN HOUSE CARPENTER.

HATFIELD. A Treatise on the Art of Building, comprising Styles

of Arcbitectiire, Strength of Materials, and the
Theory and Practice of the Construction of Floors,

Framed Girders. Koofs, Trusses, Kolled-iron Beams,
Tubular-iron Girders, Cast iron Girders, Stairs,

Doors, Windows, Mouldings and Cornices, together
"with a Compend of Mathematics. A manual for the
Practical Use of Architects, Carpenters, and Stair-

Builders. By R. G. Hatfield. Re-written and en-

larged. Numerous line wood engravings. Eleventh
edi"fion 8vo, clolh, ^5 00

THE THEORY OF TRANSVERSE STRAINS,
HATFIELD. And its Application to the Construction of Buildings,

including a full discussion of the Theorj' and Con-
struction of Floor Beams, Girders, Headers, Carriage
Beams, Bridging, Kolled-iron Beams, Tubular-iron
Girders, Cast-iron Girders, Framed Girders and Koof
Trusses, with Tables calculated expressly for the
work, etc., etc. By K. G. Hatfield, Architect.

Fully illustrated. Third edition, with additions.

8vo, cloth, 5 00

THE ARCHITECT'S AND BUILDER'S POCKET-
BOOK

KIDDER Of Mensuration, Geometry, Trigonometry, Rules,
Tables, and Formulas relating to the strength and
stability of Foundations, Walls, Buttresses, Piers,

Arches, Posts, Ties, Beams, Girders. Trusses, Floors,

Roofs, etc., etc. Stati.stics and Tables relating to

Carpentry, Masonry, Drainage, Painting and Glazing,
Plumbing. Plastering, Roofing, Heating and Ventila-

tion, Weight of Materials, Capacity and Dimensions
of Churches, Theatres, Domes, Towers, Spires, etc.,

etc. By F. E. Kidder, C.E., Consulting Architect.

Upward of 600 pages and over 400 plale-s. Eighth
edition, revised and enlarged (1890), morocco fiaps. . 3 50

APPLIED MECHANICS AND RESISTANCE OF
MATERIALS.

LANZA. Showing Strains on Beams as determined by the Test-

ing Machines of Watertown Arsenal and at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. Practical and
Theoretical. Designed for Engineers, Architects,

and Students. By Prof. G. Lanza, Mass. Institute

of Technology. With hundreds of illustrations.

Fourth edition, revised and enlarged 6vo, cloth, 7 50

A TEXT-BOOK ON ROOFS AND BRIDGES.
MERRDIAN. Parti. Stresses in Simple Trusses. By Prof . :Mans-

field Merriman, Lehigh University. Second edition.

8vo, cloth, 2 50

A TEXT-BOOK ON ROOFS AND BRIDGES.
MERRIMAN. Part II. Gmpliic Statics by Mansfield Merriman

JACOBY. and Henry S. Jacoby 8vo, cloth, 2 50

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
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